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You don't need a dog's sense of hearing to appreciate
the audio excellence that is nanosat.

This tiny revolutionary speaker is powered by Mirage's patent-pending Omni

guide technology, radiating sound in a three-dimensional, 36oº spectrum. This results in a rich, full-bodied sound,
that delivers an unbelievable sweet spot of crystal clear sound no mattel where you sit.
power-packed audio from a compact, futuristic aluminum enclosure.

The NANOSAT delivers

The NANOSAT system comes with 5 NANOSATS

and a matching subwoofer. They can be purchased as singles available in three designer colours — Platinum/Black,
Platinum and White.

The NANOSAt's stylish looks will easily integrate into any decor complementing your plasma

screen and can be mounted virtually anywhere.
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The concept of the new Contour line updates the classic tradition of the previous
range, while bringing to life a completely new landscape of sound. This was the

1977

2002

development goal for the new Dynaudio Contour models, an ambitious target that
could only be realized through drawing on the company's 25 years of experience in
engineering advanced loudspeaker designs and

its strong focus on

research and

development. The synergy of Dynaudio's advanced driver technologies and furnituregrade cabinets, built from the finest materials, hand-crafted to the highest degree, and
precisely manufactured to the tightest tolerances,

leads to a level of quality that

2
YEARS
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simply brings to life the essential nature of sound -the nature of feeling is reflected in
the passion of music.

the nature of music is reflected
by the passion of Dynaudio.
The New Contour Range.

171\À1-JD10
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More information and brochures: call 630.238.4200; Loudspeaker models: Contour S 1.4, S 3.4,
S 5.4; Contour SC Center and SR Surround models are available for home theater applications
WorldRadioHistory
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AS VVE SEE IT
John Atkinson
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tereophile is devoted to getting
the best sound from ahome
audio system. But as Ihave written before, audiophiles don't
have access to an absolute sound,
only to what has been captured
in the pits or grooves of their discs, which
is itself the result of acreative process. The
playing back and the making of recordings
are therefore two sides of the same coin.
This is why Iget actively involved in
recording projects and why Ipublish articles about those projects, the most recent
of which appears on p.50. "Project K622"
describes the making of anew recording
of Mozart's Clarinet Concerto (work
number 622 in the Ktichel catalog of
Mozart's compositions, hence the article's
title), which is being released both on
hybrid SACD and on 180gm vinyl. (You
can buy both from the secure "Recordings" page at www.stereophile.com.)
For "Project K622" Irestricted my
activities to those of producer. The engineering skill was provided by Tony
Faulkner, that master of capturing the
sound of real acoustic music being made
in areal acoustic space. My interview
with Tony is included in the article, and
when Isent him the final text for factchecking and to ensure that Ihadn't inadvertendy distorted what he had said in the
editing, he e-mailed back: "This all looks
excellent. Only small point: can we make
aslightly bigger mention for Stan Ricker?
Stan is astar, and avital component in the
quality of an LP is the mastering to lacquer. It is an art as much as ascience."
Ifully agree. Stan, aconsummate craftsman, had mastered the 1997 LP release of
Stereophiles Liszt Sonata recording (see
www.stereophile.com/features/172), and
Ihad been amazed by his skill at getting
the reluctant grooves to accommodate
what Ihad captured on the master tape. So
thank you, Stan. One day Iwill have the
space to publish Scott Franldand's booklength interview with you.
And Stan has been doing more work
for Tony. Tony may have been an early
adopter of digital technology, but he has
started his own label, Green Room Productions, to release premium limitededition LPs of classical music. These are
recorded with simple mike techniques
and analog tape recorders and produced
with as high amastering quality (Stan
Ricker), as high apressing quality (180gm
LPs from RTI), and as high apackage
quality (extensive sleeve notes and

certs, which were well-attended. Friday
featured blues legend Honeyboy
Edwards, courtesy of Acoustic Sounds,
Saturday small-group jazz from the
Mario Rodriguez Group, and Sunday
some guitar-based jazz showcasing the
Tony Ormond Trio.
Exhibitor Glacier Audio's room also
featured some killer live music: Abraham
Laboriel gave master classes in bass-guitar
technique through Atma-Sphere tube
monoblocks driving Gilmore Model 2
planar speakers. Glacier's Harry Blazer
introduced me to Abe and explained that
Iwas also abass playet Ihad just listened
to Mr. Laboriel, in Wes Phillips' words in
one of our daily Web stories from the
Show, "caressing notes, plucking, slapping, sliding, and punctuating it all with
strategic sections of rasgueado —heck, Mr.
Laboriel does stuff on the bass they don't
Home Entertainment 2004 East
even have words for!" and so could only
Iam writing this column not too many
reply, "No sit You are abass player."
Saturday at the Show ended with a
days after the end of Home Entertaindifferent kind of virtuosity: akiller perment 2004 East, held May 20-23 in Manformance of Bach's Goldberg Variations,
hattan. Over the four days of the Show,
performed by Peter Sykes on a1977 rethe New York Hilton & Towers was filled
creation of aFrench harpsichord by Engwith almost 15,000 enthusiasts, who had
lish luthier David Rubio. My personal
come to hear the finest home-audio and
thanks to Stereophile columnist John
home-theater gear from 200 brands
Marks and to sponsors UK speaker manspread out over 80 rooms. Art Dudley
and Michael Fremer offer their impresufacturer Wilson Benesch and their US
distributor The Sound Organisation for
sions of the Show in this month's
columns (pp.35 and 41, respectively), and
making Mr. Sykes' recital possible.
Home Entertainment 2005 East will
we will have afull wrap-up of what we
saw and heard in our September issue. I take place in New York City in May 2005,
would like to use this space to say thank
while Home Entertainment 2004 West is
scheduled for November 4-7, 2004, at the
you to exhibitors and showgoers alike for
Westin—St. Francis Hotel in San Francisco,
making the event memorable.
California, site of our 1997 and 2003
One change from previous years was
that, while we still put on afull program of Shows. See you there.
seminars and workshops for attendees, it
A new look
did not prove possible to run continuous
The appearance of Stereophile has basically
live music throughout the Show. Reader
remained the same for the past 10 years,
John Pluta remarks on this in his letter on
with aminor facelift in 1997. It's high
p.11, and Iagree with him that this was
time, therefore, for the old gal to get a
regrettable. Ihave always felt that audiomakeover. So when, last December, art
philes both need arespite from reproduced
director Natalie Brown-Baca showed me
music and benefit from an opportunity to
her rough ideas for how Stereophile should
recalibrate their ears. However, we still
look, Igave her the green light. As you
held the traditional after-hours concert on
browse this issue's pages, Ithink you will
Friday evening, where more than 1200
agree with me that Nat's redesign looks
showgoers enjoyed Joan Osborne, Tom
sleek without being over-styled, elegant
Scott and the New York All Stars, Carla
without being too conservative. Most imLother, and the dynamic Nicole Henry.
portant, it makes the best use of the extra
Our thanks to XM Satellite Radio and
editorial pages that Primedia has been
Delphi, who cosponsored the concert, and
allowing us to publish since the beginto XIv1 for rebroadcasting it throughout
ning of the year without leaving anything
the following week.
out. Enjoy.
The Show also ran lunchtime con-

recording notes) as possible. The first
Green Room release — adouble LP of
British pianist John Lill performing
works by Robert Schumann, with less
than 20 minutes per side to maximize
dynamic range (GreenPro 4001 & 2) — is
now available from online record retailer
wvvw.AcousticSounds.com.
Iasked Tony how many LP releases he
was planning. "Three or four per year,
unless the market is so small my company
loses too much money in the exercise.
Vinyl is asmall market, although it is actually significantly larger than that for
SACD and DVD-Audio combined, when
you have removed from the equation
SACD titles that are not available to CD
buyers except as hybrid pressings. We
shall cherry-pick what looks of interest to
audiophile vinyl lovers."
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N'2400 Series
Multi-Mono
Amplifiers

For more than 30 years, Mark Levinson® amplifiers have impressed
music lovers worldwide with their precise balance of power, finesse and beauty.
The new N9-400 Series Multi-Mono Amplifiers carry on that tradition with
better sound, more muscle, and flexibility than the 300 Series amplifiers they replace.
Rated at 200 and 400 watts per channel respectively, the N2431, and
N2432 dual-mono amplifiers benefit from massive independent power supplies
and balanced voltage gain circuitry that allows them to generate amore precise
signal with less noise. Both possess abottom end authority that takes command of
the music with astounding confidence, dynamics and ease while critical midrange
performance is improved with more body and dimensionality.
The introduction of the N9-433, triple-mono amplifier later this year
adds multi-channel system capability to this impressive series. All three models
carry the refined, sculptural look that sets Mark Levinson apart from all others.
Visit your Mark Levinson dealer soon to experience the difference a
balanced approach to design can make.
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3 (1)k Park. Bedford, MA 01730-1413 USA
Tel:
.81-280-0300 I Fax: 781-280-0490
www Ii•arrnanspecialtygroup.com

harman specialty group
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"They dazzled me
Iwas mesmerized
Over and over, magic is what Iheard ..."
-Jeff Fritz, SoundStage! on the Studio 100 v.3
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RS TO THE EDITOR
Mikey's got afriend?
Editor:
If Michael Fremer is worried about what
the letters "T+A" could stand for (May,
p.72), what does he think about "MF"?
James Taylor
james.taylor100@btopertworld.com
Uplifting?
Editor:
Right on! First it's The Boob Tubes
(March, pia», then the Gilmore Girl
(April, p.60), and now: Cleopatra (June,
p.42)! This is, somehow.. uplifting. Certainly more nurturing than The Dudley
Chronicles!
Carlos E. Bauza
bauzace50@yahoo.com

Good music
Editor:
Iwant to recognize and thank music editor Robert Baird and all of your record
reviewers for the excellent work that they
do. While Iam an audiophile, and can get
just as tweaky as anyone else in this
tweaky hobby, I
justify the large amounts
of money spent on various components
by considering myself, first and foremost,
amusic lover. Luckily for me, Ilive in
Southern California and am exposed to a
lot of good stuff, mostly via public radio,
but over the years public radio has become increasingly corporatized, to the
point where some stations and shows are
barely distinguishable from your typical
Clear Channel adult-contemporary format (take abow, KCRW!).
Thanks to some rave reviews in
Stereophile, Ihave gambled and bought
CDs based solely on word of mouth. In
just about every case Ihave been quite
pleasantly surprised. The most obvious
example in my case was Bill Lloyd, who
several of your reviewers raved about in a
"Records To Die For" issue. Nobody plays
this man's music in L.A., which means
that Inever would have even heard of the
guy were it not for Stereophile
Stereophile is agreat audio magazine, but
what sets it apart in my mind are its music
reviews. Keep up the good work!
Patrick M. Galvin
Costa Mesa, CA
paddy_boy@earthlink.net

Standards down?
Editor:
I'm ashamed to leave copies of Stereophile
where visitors to my listening room—studio
might see them, especially female visitors.
The reason is some of the ad copy you've
seen fit to print in recent times. First, a
headless pair of tits with avacuum tube in
front of them. Second, an ad for anew
loudspeaker and your show coverage of
sanie, prominently featuring a=0-time
porn "star." (What am Ito believe about
the speakers? That they have an artificial
"top" that loudly proclaims its "plastic"
characteristics?)
Now there is the ad on p.42 of the June
issue in which, despite what the copy proclaims, the only things Dawn "demonstrates" are her lack of self esteem and the
low regard her employers have for her as a Show music
Editor:
woman. While some evidently find someAlthough Ienjoyed my two days (Thursthing "sexy" about these ads, the objectification of women is about something quite
day and Friday) at Home Entertainment
2004 NY, the fact remains that live music
apart from healthy sexuality.
listening was greatly reduced from the
It would seem the manufacturers tak2002 Show. Iam not moaning or coming out these ads aren't confident in
plaining. Iunderstand that nothing is
(among other things) the ability of their
really free and that rooms have to be paid
products to get our attention. Ialways
for. Maybe you spoiled us at HE2002
perceive these ads as asignal that even the
with multiple performances all day, but I
manufacturer doesn't find their product
missed them — especially pianists Hypersufficiently exciting to stand on its own.
ion Knight and Robert Silverman.
As someone who has read and enjoyed
johnj Pluta
Stereophile for decades, Iwish you'd estabj.pluta66@comcastnet
lish standards for what you will accept as
advertising (and publish in your show
Show people
coverage, as well).
Barry Diament Editor:
Valley Cottage NY Iand two friends from the Philadelphia

Area Audio Group (PAAG) attended the
Home Entertainment Show in New York
on Friday. We had agreat time.
But the purpose of this letter is to say a
word about Art Dudley. In the midst of
all the insanity and crowds, Art was kind
enough to take the time to have anice
conversation with the three of us outside
the Simaudio room. As much as Ienjoy
his column every month, he is an even
more enjoyable, likable guy in person.
Art is aperfect fit at Stereophile. Please,
please, please do not let him (or Michael
Fremer, for that matter) get away. Art: It
was indeed apleasure talking with you,
and keep up to the great writing. You too,
Mt Fremer!
Joe Galbraith
Éalbraith@moorestown.libmj.us
Keep it up, Art
Editor:
As alongtime Stereophile reader, I, too,
noticed the arrival of Mr. Dudley. (Who
didn't?)
In the months following Mr. Dudley's
Stereophile debut, I've enjoyed reading the
various Love/Hate Art Dudley letters
from my fellow subscribers. Well, like
everyone, I, too, have an opinion, and I'd
like to share it.
The political opinions expressed by Mr.
Dudley are almost always in opposition
to my own. Iam indeed that dreaded
political conservative so frequently reviled by many. How conservative? Well,
for starters, Ibelieve excess taxation is
ruinous to American business and our
collective political spirit; Ibelieve we are
all responsible for our own behavior; I
believe the jury is still out on global
warming; Ibelieve that the originally
well- intended environmental movement
has been overtaken by aradical fringe less
interested in science than in "social justice." And, last but not least, Bowlingfor
Columbine was asteaming pile.
Hate me yet?
Well, hold on aminute. Ilike Art. Mt
Dudley's writing style blew into Stereophile
like acool breeze. Art is intelligent,
insightful, engaging, and, in my opinion,
the best damn writer on the staff. (Don't
worry; Sam —I still love you.) Art seems
to honestly love music. And who can discount his entertainment value? The guy
single-handedly whipped J. Gordon Holt

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR should be sent as faxes or e-mails only (until further notice). Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
STIetters@Primediamags.com. Unless marked otherwise, all letters are assumed to be for possible publication. In the
spirit of vigorous debate implied by the First Amendment, and unless we are requested not to, we publish correspondents' e-mail addresses. Please note: We are unable to answer requests for information on specific products or systems.
If you have problems with your subscription, call toll-free (800) 666-3746, e-mail Stereophile@palmcoastd.com, or write
to Stereophile, P.O. Box 420235, Palm Coast, FL 32142-0235.
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into afrenzy with just his opinion, leading
to some of the most lively and interesting
exchanges in Stereophiles pages in years.
So, though Isuspect Mr. Dudley's bedroom features portraits ofJames Carville,
Idon't give adamn. When Stereophile hits
my coffee table, Art's sadly misguided
opinions are still the first thing Iread.
Dan Anderson
Charlotte NC
danlib 1@bellsouth.net
Stop it right now, Art!
Editor:
Iwas shocked and appalled that Stereophile
allowed Darren Leite's letter into my life
(June, p.13). You allowed Mt Leite to go
off on atear about Bush and how great he
is, what agreat leader he is, what great
policies he has, blah blah blah. Iwas just
shocked at how political Mr. Leite's letter
was. Because of his pro-Bush rhetoric, the
innocence of the hobby has been lost.
With my fragile nerves, Iwas in no position to take it. My fantasy world of hi-fi,
sunny and warm and blissfully unaware of
the comings and goings-on of the outside
world, was gone in an instant.
And boy, am Iangry at you, Stereophile.
How can you let such political posturing
continue? Unlike the other pantywaists
around here, I'm willing to go the whole
hog and do something about it. rll not
only cancel my subscription, I'll have
myself sterilized so that I'll never be guilty
of breeding future subscribers to such a
hotbed of political ranting and raving.
Stop it, Art! Stop it right now, you idealist, you crazy fool! Don't you see what
kind of people freedom of speech allows
to put pen to paper?
Graham Abbott
mga@telus.net
What am Imissing?
Editor:
With regard to the March 2004
Stereophile,let me see if Ihave this correct:
First, for $5600 Ican purchase aturntable with the following attributes: 1) the
alignment gauge is oft 2) the tonearm has
abnormal bearing play; 3) the spindle is
maybe too big (because it takes more effort
than usual to get records seated); and 4) the
record clamp doesn't work without being
modified by bending the threads with a
screwdriver (which we are instructed not to
try at home). The good news: It gets a
glowing recommendation without caveats,
and, according to Michael Fremer, offers
"outstanding value-for-money."
Huh? That was abit of akick in the
pants, but Iwas willritg to let it go as part
of Mikey's enthusiasm for analog rigs —
until Ithen read [Paul Bolin's review of
the Hovland Radia, a] $9500 amplifier
that took 25 years (» to develop, through
what sounds like as rigorous adesign
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process as any undertaken in the history
of audio, only for its manufacturer to discover adesign flaw in the production
units that induces hum and causes asignificant audible (and measurable) degradation. Iam sorry, but Ihave to emphasize
again: 25 years (0, and they failed to notice
this flaw until after production started? I
guess all the work they so proudly brandished amounts to agreat big "Oops —
we forgot something."
Iwonder if the manufacturer noted the
problem before your review —or if the
review helped the manufacturer "discover" the problem. Ialso wonder if this
manufacturer is going to issue arecall for
all the faulty units that were sold under
the understanding that they were ready
for the market.
Ithought this would generate agood,
deserved slap on the back of the manufacturer's hand from Stereophile Instead,
another kick in the pants: The bottom
line of the review amounts to avery
strong recommendation, the only caveat
being "Assuming the second sample is representative of current production..."
Huh? Am Imissing something here?
These products are not mass-market
dreck whose knobs fall off and for
which expectations are low. Rather,
these are products from highly
respected, highly touted high-end manufacturers. Idon't think you or your
reviewers should expect these kinds of
problems from multi-thousand-dollar
equipment produced by ahigh-end (or
any) manufacturer, and then brush them
off with essentially glowing reviews.
Given that you have openly stated your
review policies many times over the
years, manufacturers (especially manufacturers of this caliber and reputation)
should be all too cognizant of the consequences of sending aproduct for review
that isn't ready for review. In fact, they
should feel much more shame for submitting the above samples than should
the makers of forgivable dreck. If Apex
submitted a$55 DVD player that couldn't read discs, would anyone be surprised
or even really care?
Consider, too, the all-important "newbic" who has just acquired an interested in
high-end audio and picked up the March
Stereophile to peruse. 'Mere he would
encounter, probably for the first time,
multi-kilobuck electronics, loudspeakers,
and turntables. In addition to the above
products, he would be introduced to a
$9000 amp that didn't float the reviewer's
boat and measured strangely, a$3000 tube
amp that did float the reviewer's boat but
measured even more strangely, a
$7500/pair speaker that definitely "hoots"
alittle, a$14,000 amp with Euro-nanny
speaker terminals, aseemingly sane $1300
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integrated amp, a$2400 five-channel amp
that sounds and measures well but oscillates with some speaker cables, a$3400
preamp —oh, and a$12,000/pair speaker.
That is amean cost per component of
roughly $6700. For most of us, that's abig
chunk o' change.
While Iwould never devalue the relative worth of any product, Stereophile does
both the High End and this hypothetical
newbie adisservice when it fails to hold
products of this caliber and cost to uniformly high standards. Ithink that we
should all expect more from the High End,
not less.
These reviews are unusual for
Stereophile While Stereophile normally
points out flaws appropriately, Ithink you
have started atrend of forgiveness and
apologies toward manufacturers by softening your language whenever you find
flaws — it is as if you are sorry their product isn't as good as you would have liked.
Perhaps you have become desensitized
from overexposure to the ultra-high-end
(and ultra-costly) arid have lost your sense
of ground —perhaps you are demonstrating high-end "political correctness."
Whatever the reason, you don't need to
be sorry or apologize for problems. Please
remember that, for every forgiven $5600
turntable and $9500 amplifier, there is
another product that sells for afraction of
the cost that does not need to be forgiven
for loose or non-fitting parts or asignificant grounding-scheme problem.
MajorJohn G. Markley, MD
Baghdad, Iraq
john.g.markley@us.anny.mil
Ican't comment on the Hovland ampleer
review, Major Markley, but Idon't think your
assessment of my review ofMusical Fidelity's
MI turntable is quitefair. Regarding yourfirst
two points, those were abnormal problenufor
SME, which is one ofthe premier manufacturing
and machining companies in the world. Ihave
reviewed numerous SME products over the
years, all ofwhich have been superbly built. The
M2 is anew tonearrnfrom SME, and Ihad one
ofthefirst samples. Iam quite certain what I
experienced was an aberration, but I
felt duty
bound to report it. Idon't think it will be aproblem in thefuture. Ibelieve the spindle issue too,
has been addressed, and is not critical —every
LP didfit over the spindle though some were
tight. The problem with the damp, also an early
design, has been dealt with as well.
Idon't think my review was "glowing!' I
think Iwas actually quite measured in my reaction. However, Ido think the Mrs parts quality
and overall machining, along with thefact that it
comes with averyfine toneann, do make it "outstanding value-for-money."
Ihope music can bring some relidf-oryou as
you serve in what must be extremely dOadt drcumstances.
—Michael Fremer
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Listen to the music
Editor:
Okay, time to write. Ican stand the waste
of precious audio editorial space no more!
April's letter by Steve Lindenfeld
(pp.10-13) was this camel's proverbial
straw. This type of diatribe occasionally
makes "Letters" amusing, but along with
them comes ameasure of pity.
If one has the desire to deny the natural, organic, obvious, and proven differences in sensual acuity that exist among
the human population (not to mention
training and the specially gifted), as well
as to ignore or dismiss the personal testimony of many, many thousands, what
can we do?!
Ican hear differences in wires, others
can't —big effing deal! Why are some so
threatened by this? What is this cable envy?
Ipropose that it is simply the wayward
response of those who have "personal
issues" that need attention. The cable has
become ascapegoat. This is not atechnological or physiological but apsychological issue.
There are those in the High End who
hold to the "no difference in wires" point
of view —Frank Van Alstine comes to
mind —but they feel no need to whine
to the press about it. They maturely and
happily go their way. They'll express
opinions if asked, but don't see the need
to make afuss.
You can't hear adifference? That's
okay! Don't worry, be happy not to be
one of those cursed with golden ears, who
hears all manner of things the likes of
which you and Inever will. Be content
with who you are, and remain open and
willing to grow (change). No need to
make afuss!
Inow add my name to the list of those
asking the editor to please consider nixing
these rantings and instead filling the space
with something useful and audio-related.
Robert Dromgoole
rdromgoole@msn.com
Listen to the skeptics
Editor:
After reading several of Stereophiles articles on and reviews of exotic cables, Ifeel
it my moral duty to write you this letter.
Ifeel you and your magazine are doing a
great disservice to the audio community
with your shameless endorsements of
exotic cables and abandonment of objective analysis of said products. Ifind it odd
that you dedicate such effort to measuring loudspeaker and electronics performance, but never do so with cables.
Any competent engineer or technical
person knows that measurements tell all
in cables —more so than with any other
audio component! — and there are no surprises or magic to be found. By abandon-
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ing measurements and rejecting doubleblind testing, one can only conclude that
your motive and intent is to not recognize
these truths in order to promote an industry bent on promoting snake oil for high
profit margins.
It is truly sad that such anoted journal
as Stereophile has chosen to abandon ascientific and truthful approach to the analysis of cables in favor of profitability and
the proliferation of shameless cable
endorsements.
Gene DellaSala
President, Audioholics.com
'Pursuing the Truth in Audio....
Listen to your soul
Editor:
Ihear the cracks in the audio baseboards
creaking open, the cool rush of humanity
filling the listening rooms. Ilove it. What
has transpired over the last few months, I
believe, is something that can cause real
betterment in our hobby. We need to
continue to have the courage to accept
the sundry factions in our hobby as working parts of amuch larger machine. Irealize that some people thrive on dissent
and conspiracy. Fall not into their traps.
Follow and support those who want
nothing more than to be the best at whatever it is that they choose to do or think.
Support the audio artisan who has wild
ideas and asound mind. Care not that he
is different, for that is how we grow. Most
of all, be not afraid to speak your mind. I
have enjoyed reading the points of view
expressed in Stereophile's "Letters" column
over the past months. Good ideas, good
people, good results.
Ilost my mother to cancer on January
2. And found peace in music. Ithought
nothing of equipment. Nothing at all of
audio reviewers or equipment manufacturers. Idid not think once of speaker
placements or room anomalies. I
just
sat, comforted in my grief by the beautiful, human embrace that the music provided me. This, my friends, is what it is
all about: the expression of our humanity, the baring of our souls, to sit in tears
not of sorrow but of the joy that the
music brings into our homes. If there
really is apoint to all that we go
through to bring music into our homes,
this surely must be it.
Iwant to thank everyone who has written to Stereophile in an effort to help our
audio community become abetter place.
And thank you to the magazine for giving
all of us aforum in which to do so. Ihope
that, with continuing effort and support,
our hobby will continue to thrive and
improve for many years to come.
Listen to your soul, and the music will
follow.
Jay Moran
Lexington, IL
livstone@mtco.com
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OVR OWN

JPS developed Alumiloy,
wire to deliver sound like no
other. Our proven cable
designs bring a live
performance to your ears
with proper timbre and an
impeccable balance. Try any
one of our unique cables to
hear why JPS truly has...

-Power cords and AC wiring
-Speaker Cables
-Interconnect Cables
-Digital Cables
-Video Cables
-Guitar/Instrument Cables
Made in the USA

L01,4

TEL 716-656-0810
FAX 716-656-0811
EMAIL info@jpslabs.com
A.unoloy to amastered tradernara of JOS Labs. USA
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CALENDAR
Those promoting audio-related seminars, shows, and meetings should fax
(do not call) the when, where, and
who to (212) 886-2809 at least eight
weeks before the month of the event
The deadline for the October 2004
issue is August 2, 2004. Mark the fax
"Attention Stephen Mejias, Dealer
Bulletin Board: We will fax back a
confirmation. If you do not receive
confirmation within 24 hours, please
fax us again.
Attention All Audio Societies:
We don't have room every month to
print all of the society listings we
receive. If you'd like to have your
audio-society information posted on
the Stereophile website, e-mail
Chris Vogel at vgl@atlantic.net and
request an info-pack.
Please note that it is inappropriate for aretailer to promote anew
product line in "Calendar" unless
this is associated with aseminar or
similar event.
CALIFORNIA
Saturday, September 4: Audio High
(Mountain View) will host afree
afternoon concert featuring the John
Hicks Jazz Trio, followed by aseminar
with Jay Rein of Bluebird Music. For
more info or to RSVP, please call
Michael Silver at (650) 964-4000 or
visit www.audiohigh.com.
TEM
II Whetstone Audio is celebrating 10
years of business with anew location
(2401 E. Sixth Street, Austin). For
more info, call (512) 477-8503.

UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
I first encountered Triangle (pronounced tree-ONGL', because it's
French) about 10 years ago, when the
decidedly unconventional and costly
Octant loudspeaker arrived for review.
Full-range dipole speakers using moving-coil drivers are about as oddball as it
gets, and Ifound the Octant's magnificent midrange somewhat marred by
limitations at the top and bottom of the
audioband. Nevertheless, the speaker
marked Triangle out as one of the more
intriguing brands around, though its
UK profile was very low at the time.
Five years later, a new distributor
brought me an entirely different
Triangle model to try—the Zephyr II, a
competitively priced two-way floorstander. Despite afew rough edges, it

TRIANGLE IS

exports, only 35% of Triangle's total sales,
grew by 80% last year.
Iwondered at first whether the rivalry between Triangle and Focal was parallel to the stimulating competition
between KEF and B&W during the
1970s and '80s. The situation with the
two French brands seems rather different, however, while each probably contributes to the credibility of the other
and to French hi-fi in general, they
seem more complementary than competitive in their engineering approaches.
Where Focal's beryllium and sandwich diaphragm materials are pushing
the boundaries of materials science,
Triangle is unapologetically retro in its
approach. Pleated fabric surrounds went
out of fashion more than 40 years ago,
yet Triangle uses this ancient technique
extensively for its midrange drivers, and

NAPOLOGETICALLY

RETRO IN ITS z1PPROACH.
won me over with the sheer exuberance
and enthusiasm of its music making. I
soon discovered that Stereophiles Sam
Tellig was another fan of the Zephyr II.
Sam visited Triangle long before Igot
myself over to Soissons, in northeastern
France. But another change of UK distributors, and ameeting with Triangle's
principals at the UK launch of the flagship Magellan, finally gave me an opportunity to find out alittle more about
what makes Triangle tick, and why said
tick is becoming increasingly audible
internationally.
Triangle is one of the most original
and unorthodox speaker makers around,
and has an underlying ethos and core
personalities that should ensure its distinctiveness and individuality continue.
The company was founded by Renaud
de Vergnette around 1980, more or less
when Jacques Mahul was getting his
Focal-JMlab operation under way acouple of hundred miles farther south, in St.
Etienne. Both firms have thrived, and if
Triangle has grown less rapidly, it's still
doing well by any standard. With a
workforce of 40 and aturnover of 97
million, it currently vies with the muchlonger-established Cabasse brand for second spot in the French marketplace, and
future growth prospects look promising:
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is one of very few brands to do so. Paper
cones are another constant ingredient,
de Vergnette told me of the difficulty he
had trying to source these back in 1980
when Triangle was starting out.
Triangle doesn't try to impress with
technohype. De Vergnette has enormous respect for traditional techniques and materials, and his
company's agenda seems based in
using techniques that achieve the best
possible musical communication and
reproduction. If that means using technologies that are unfashionable and/or
idiosyncratic, so be it.
Triangle's introduction of a new
horn-loaded tweeter as a feature of
their latest upmarket ranges, the
Magellan and Stratos, is aperfect example. Justified or not, horn loading
gained apoor reputation decades ago
for adding colorations. Why take this
route today, when modern direct-radiating domes have ample efficiency and
power handling?
De Vergnette cited three factors in
favor of horns, and reminded me of the
classic historic examples from the likes
of Mee and JBL. Extra headroom
through higher efficiency is perhaps the
most obvious bonus. He also pointed
out that a horn's recessed voice-coil
17
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gives better inherent time-alignment to
1000W of amplification to drive two
My admittedly belated discovery of
a cone midrange driver. Third, he
15" bass cones.
hempcones and Tone Tilbies, the finbelieves that ahorn tweeter creates a
The new models weren't ready to ished drive-units that use them, grew
better energy match through the vital audition, but we did spend some time out of achance meeting with Joli ("Joe
crossover region, because the area of the with the Magellan, the midpriced Lee") Valenti in aneighborhood pizza
horn mouth is much closer than a Stratos Naja, and the cute little Galaxy shop, where we were watching the
25mm dome to the area of amidrange satellite-subwoofer combo. Iheard ob- Minnesota Timberwolves deprive the
cone — an intriguing theory I'd not vious differences in absolute quality Sacramento Kings of ashot at the NBA
heard before.
among these, but couldn't help but be title. The son of Dino Valenti, the late
Igrabbed aseat next to de Vergnette impressed by the consistency of charac- founding member of Quicksilver
during dinner, but my last French lesson ter. More than most, Triangle seems to Messenger Service, Joli is himself a
was 40 years ago, and his English is have aclear idea of where it's heading, singer and guitarist with the latest
weaker still, so the conversation didn't and isn't afraid of using unconventional incarnation of that band. He's also a
flow easily. Still, Idiscovered that we means to gain those ends.
one-man networking service — one of
had quite alot in common, musically.
Triangle speakers are distributed in those happy, entertaining souls who
De Vergnette has eclectic taste; the US by VMAX Services, PO Box seem to know everyone and just love
Shostakovich and Mozart are his classi- 570, Chazy, NY 12921. Tel: (800) 771- putting folks together to see what hapcal favorites, he's very fond of the ECM 8279. Fax: (514) 931-889L Web: www. pens. No sooner had the word audio
jazz label, and he mentioned some of vmaxservices.com.
escaped my lips than Joli was waxing
the more avant-garde members of the
enthusiastic about hempcones and
pop fraternity, such as Robert Wyatt US: MARIN COUNTY
Tone Tubbies, convincing me that Ihad
and Kevin Coyne.
Barry Willis
to check 'em out. "They're all over Mix
When voicing anew loudspeaker, de Most manufacturers who advertise in and Guitar Player!" he gushed. Always
Vergnette prefers to use recordings of Stereophile hype an exquisite blend of eager to explore the offbeat and unusuacoustic instruments because their old-world craftsmanship and high tech- al, and perhaps to bask for amoment in
tonality has a firmer basis in reality. nology. The gambit is particularly com- the uneven heat of amad scientist at
Once aspeaker design satisfies him in mon in the business of selling work, Iagreed.
this regard, he usually finds that it reproduces amplified instruments accurately
as amatter of course. Idiscovered that
IN MARIN COUNTY, CALIFORNIA,
we both favor listening to monophonic
recordings through a single speaker Till QUESI FOR BETTER SOUND TAKES
when evaluating speakers. Although
one must make allowance for the addi- AMORE ORGANIC APPROACH.
tional bass coupling when using two
speakers, removing the distractions of
stereo imaging does help with analyzing loudspeakers, where ad copy pushes the
ABrown Soun nestles among dozens
aspeaker's tnidband performance.
sonic advantages of the latest ultra-se of musician rehearsal spaces in adingy
Triangle has a family atmosphere. indestructible, and nearly weightless light-industrial park within a stone's
While de Vergnette's instincts and lis- cone materials, such as ICevlar, carbon throw of US 101. The park is awarren
tening experiences generate many of fiber, anodized aluminum, or platinum- of dank, dimly lit human burrows, and
the design concepts, he then must get plated titanium.
its back alley serves as asort of village
them accepted by his more technically
Here in Marin County, California, street for acommunity of performing
oriented chief engineer, Aurelien the quest for better sound takes amore artists, some of them legendary, some
Dumoutier, who uses advanced com- organic approach. Under the unofficial known only to their peers and fiercely
puter simulation and measurement direction of charismatic loudspeaker loyal fans. We strolled into the repair
techniques. This dynamic relationship guru John Harrison, agrowing group of shop-warehouse-factory just as acouembraces other senior staff members, musicians is swearing by the virtues of ple of techs were putting the finishing
and seems to work rather well. It's evi- hemp-fiber cones. Not ariff from an touches on an overhaul of Warren
dently been responsible for creating the old Cheech & Chong routine, "hemp- Haynes' Fender amp cabinet — includcompany's uniquely individual drivers cones" are real products that may offer ing replacing the stock drivers with new
and systems.
real benefits, when and if they are ever Tone Tubbies. One of the techs
The latest news from Triangle is that incorporated into high-fidelity gear. 1 dropped his screwdriver, strapped on a
two new models will join the high-end They are already in widespread use in Fender Stratocaster, and put the hempMagellan range. On one side of the the pro audio world, for reasons that cones through the ear-splitting equivathree-box Magellan itself will be the were revealed to me during avisit to A lent of 10 grueling laps around the test
Magellan Concerto, which effectively Brown Soun (correctly spelled, and pro- track while ahalf dozen solemn-faced
packages two-thirds of the Magellan's nounced just the way it looks), alocal colleagues stood around, nodding
ingredients into asingle box at just half pro audio loudspeaker repair shop and approval at what they were hearing. It
the price. On the other side, and soon small-scale manufacturing facility.
was very much ascene from any demo
to appear, is the top-of-the-line
room at any high-end trade show, but
Magellan Grand Concert: two
transposed to aparallel universe.
1The extraordinary-sounding Mission Pilastro loudMagellans supplemented by two large, speaker, which John Atkinson reviewed in December
At the center of it all was the loquamassive, active subwoofers, each with 2002, used ahempcone midrange unit.
—Ed.
cious, high-energy John Harrison —
18
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"Johnny" to his friends —the speakerbuilding genius behind the hempcones
phenomenon. It all began about three
years ago, when an entrepreneur from
Mendocino
County
introduced
Harrison to hemp paper. (Mendocino is
in Northern California's rural "green triangle," where for decades Cannabis sativa
has been the No.1 cash crop and keystone of the local economy.) Harrison
had been searching for an alternative to
the paper made from wood pulp that is
almost universally used in large drivers
in pro speakers. His early experiments
with hemp showed promise. In his
hands, "doped paper cones" took on a
quite literal meaning. Although no
chemist, Harrison believes that hemp's
longer fibers make for stiffer cones with
smoother response, natural harmonics,
and reduced breakup and other misbehaviors at high drive levels.
Many musicians agree. Haynes is the
latest to make the transition, joining an
illustrious group that includes Carlos
Santana, Joe Satriani, Eric Clapton, Phil
Lesh, Bob Weir, Billy Gibbons, and
Kirk Hammett, whose plaudit is a
favorite at ABrown Soun: "These cones
smoke — legally!"
Harrison's crew assembles drivers in
standard sizes from 6" to 15" diameter,
with alnico or ceramic magnets, and
even makes astrain of Tone Tubbies
with 16 ohm voice-coils. He's begun
licensing his patent-pending technology
to other manufacturers, among them
Eminence, maker of a12" woofer called
the Patriot Cannabis Rex. (The label on
the speaker's magnet is acompelling
work of commercial art, with its text
over a half-tone flag, evoking both
made-in-America pride and party-allnight hedonism.) An undisclosed manufacturer in Chicago makes the raw
hempcones, and Harrison recently
began sourcing "hempwood" for cabinet material from amaker in Canada.
Hempwood looks very much like the
medium-density fiberboard (MDF)
used to make most audiophile loudspeakers, but has a nubbier texture.
Harrison claims it's very strong, with
low inherent resonance, and ideal for
building speaker cabinets.
The most entertaining demonstration
of hempcones' sonic attributes was Joli
Valenti channeling an old black bluesman through four stacked PA cabinets
while Harrison accompanied him on
keyboard. The most convincing was an
A/B comparison by bass player Liam
Hanrahan, aslight, pale, intense fellow
whose dark copper dreadlocks fall to his

waist. He looked as if he'd stepped right
out of The Lord of the Rings into his studio. With his bass feeding a Mesa
Boogie Road Ready 215, he alternated,
via aswitch box, between two identical
EV-M400 bass cabinets, one fitted with
stock drivers and the other with Tone
Tubbies. The stock drivers had the edgy,
hollow sound of many pro loudspeakers. The Tone Tubbies sounded full —
richer, deeper, smoother, and far more
musical and more pleasant to hear.
"They've got better fundamentals —
lower,
more
rounded,"
mused
Hanrahan. The stock drivers had what
audiophiles would call a "peaky"
response, something pro soundmen try
to tame with heavy-handed equalization. Listening to such speakers can be
quite fatiguing, as is noted by almost all
the players who've moved into the
hempcone camp. "They're all telling us
they can practice longer without getting
headaches," Harrison commented.

mix of gear with the right mix of tunes,
the right mix of people could put the
"high" back in "high fidelity."
John Harrison can be reached at (415)
479-2124.
UNITED KINGDOM

Paul Messenger
My first experience of hi-fi came in the
late 1960s, when the transistor had
seemingly permanently replaced the
vacuum tube, and Istill find it remarkable that so many tube amplifiers are on
the market today. When aUK magazine recently commissioned me to
group-test half adozen examples, there
was no shortage of candidates.
Part of the testing involved gathering agroup of listeners for aday of unsighted listening tests. One of my
panelists was Terry Bateman, the solidstate electronics guru at Rega Research
and adyed-in-the-wool tube enthusiast
with loads of experience in hi-fi gear

WE WERE IMPRESSED BY HOW GOOD AN ANCIENT
LEAK STEREO 20 AMPLIFIER COULD SOUND.
Harrison isn't focused only on the
world of stage and studio. He's also dabbling with asmall two-way speaker for
"possible home-theater use" and console
monitoring. The prototype sounded
promising with an assortment of guitar
tracks, although it seemed to have the
recessed midrange of almost every small
studio monitor rve ever heard. My
request for "a cleanly recorded female
vocal" as acheck for midrange clarity
sent Harrison and team scrambling
through the shop, only to come back
empty-handed. The place is clearly a
gearhead, guy-stuff domain. The nearest
thing to "clean" was a20-year-old live
recording of David Grisman, adisc with
a view-from-the-back-of-the-hall perspective that made it less than ideal for
any kind of sonic evaluation. (Note to
self: Next time, bring your own discs.)
Even so, John Harrison has got something promising, and is eager to license
it to makers of consumer loudspeakers.
He wants to share his passion with a
larger audience, and for that he needs an
aggressive sales-and-marketing expert
who understands the home audio markets. The disarray and languid pace at A
Brown Soun would drive aserious business type bonkers, but a marketing
alliance could be ahuge opportunity for
someone. Who knows? Like the right

both professional and domestic. Terry
was interested to hear what the current
crop of tube amps could do, but had
also brought along a much earlier
example of the breed. At the end of the
formal sessions, he offered to set it up
for aquick listen, and we were all impressed by how good an ancient Leak
Stereo 20 —properly restored but not
in any way tweaked — could sound,
and how well it performed when compared with the new equipment. Terry
suggested I might be interested in
attending aLeak Fest planned for afew
weeks hence.
On the appointed day, Iarrived at the
borrowed barn where the gathering was
being held. It was asmall affair —just a
dozen or so people, each of whom had
brought along some sort of vintage hi-fi
kit to try: mostly Leaks of all shapes,
sizes, ages, and types, and afair smattering of other brands. A pair of fully
restored original Quad Electrostatics
provided ahighly analytical test for the
various amps, fed from aRega Jupiter
CD player, aLeak turntable, and various
Troughline tuners. The whole thing
was very informal; we were all interested to see how the various components
would perform, and it was entertaining
and illuminating to swap various components with no pressure or agenda.
21
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While the Leaks themselves sounded
very good, one of the stars of the show
was alittle Dynaco Stereo 35, which
seemed to drive the Quads particularly
well. Perhaps the real star of the show
was the EL84 output tube, often overlooked because of its small size and
modest power output, but which has
featured in several of the best-sounding
tube amps I've heard recently.
Driving home, Ifelt I'd learned as
much that afternoon as Ihad at several
recent hi-fi shows I'd attended, and enjoyed it more. Terry Bateman is currently fixing up my own Leak Stereo
20, which has spent the last 20 years
hiding in my attic, and is planning a
Quad Fest for later this year. I'll be
putting it in my diary.
For further details on Leak's history
and current enthusiast activity, check
out the website of Australian Steve
Spicers at http://home.mira.net/%7
Ekiewavly/Lealchtml. Steve has also
written acomprehensive 270-page book
on the history of HJ. Leak and Co. Ltd.
US: YOUR LOCAL STADIUM
Barry Willis
Having fun with music: On Saturday,

May 22, at a rock concert at RFK
Stadium in Washington, DC, more than
200 fans received on-site treatment for
heat exhaustion. Approximately 50 others required hospit2lization, including
some who suffered "broken or dislocated bones" in mosh pits. Featured
acts included The Cure, The
Offspring, Papa Roach, Jay-Z, and The
Violent Femmes.
In mid-May, residents of London's
Tower Hamlets district lodged complaints with city officials over excessive
noise from the Millennium Dome in
Greenwich, on the other side of the
Thames, where Paul McCartney was
rehearsing for an upcoming European
stadium tour. Resident Eric Pemberton,
67, told Billboard, "I rang up the environmental health officers at the council and
they told me, 'It's Paul McCartney.' I
said, 'So what? He doesn't pay my taxes,
and if it was me that was doing this, I
would have been prosecuted.'"
Loud or not so loud, live music is, of
course, the holy grail for audiophiles,
but the costs of attending aconcert are
escalating rapidly. The best tickets for
performances by major pop and rock
stars this summer will be priced in the

low to mid-hundreds. No, that's not a
misprint, and it doesn't include "service
charges" and other bogus fees tacked on
by ticket agencies. Good seats for Eric
Clapton's summer tour will be more
than $250 each; similar seating at Simon
and Garfunkel's Old Friends show at the
Hollywood Bowl will go for $700,
according to "Parsley, Sage and $350
Seats," arevealing look at skyrocketing
ticket prices by Ethan Smith in the May
7issue of The Wall StreetJournal.
Smith points out that rock-concert
tickets in 2003 cost "more than double
1996 prices," and in some cases 10
times what they cost in 1990, but neglects to note that they are approximately 100 times more expensive than
they were 30 years ago. Is there anything else that consumers can buy that
has gone up at that rate? Smith attributes the escalation to "tiered rates": the
huge disparity between prices for the
best seats and the cheapest ones, which
exploits the willingness of nostalgic,
affluent baby boomers te shell out big
bucks to see their old favorites; to the
fact that concert tours are one of the
last remaining profit streams for the
music industry; and to consolidation in

Picture perfect. Surround spectacular.
Rotel's new RSX-1067 is the definitive Home Theater surround receiver. It is replete with all of the features avideo
fanatic could ever desire including: High Definition video switching, video transcoding, multi-zone, multi-source audio
capability and seven channels of amplification. The RSX-1067 provides outstanding audio and video performance along
with exceptional versatility. Hear it along with all of our other superb components at your authorized Rotel dealer.
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the concert industry by heavyweights
such as Clear Channel Entertainment,
a division of the San Antonio—based
radio powerhouse.
Rock-concert revenues totaled $2.5
billion last year, a19% rise from 2002,
but the average number of fans per
show is declining, down 8% year-overyear from 2002, according to Billboard.
Combined, those two trends indicate
that concerts for major acts are increasingly entertainment for the very well
off, and not for those with practical caps
on their disposable incomes. Clear
Channel Communications, Inc., parent
company of the concert division, posted
an 11% rise in revenue and a64% rise in
net income for the fiscal first quarter,
according to aMay 5 report by Dow
Jones Newswires. Revenue was $1.97 billion and net income $116.5 million,
compared to $1.78 billion and $71 million, respectively, for the same period a
year earlier. A primary driving f
orce for
the gain was "double-digit growth in
the company's outdoor advertising and
live entertainment units."
Clear Channel Communications is
the largest radio conglomerate in the
US. Taking advantage of loosened regu-

lations brought into being by the
Telecommunications Act of 1996, CCC
grew to mammoth size through an
aggressive merger-and-acquisition program. The company owns eight of
Denver's 50 radio stations. In 2000,
CCC acquired New York—based concert promoter SFX for $4.4 billion, and
launched acontinuing effort to leverage
the synergy between radio play and the
concert industry.
But one aspect of CCC's healthy
growth is cause for concern. Many
musicians and independent promoters
have accused the company of strongarm tactics in trying to lock up US concert business, and now Clear Channel
Entertainment claims that it has apatent
making it illegal for any band to record
its own live shows and sell those recordings on the day of the show at the
venue, unless the band pays CCE an
undisclosed fee for doing so.
Perceptive readers might ask, as
John Atkinson did, how it is possible to
patent such an activity, given the plentiful existence of prior art. The short
answer is that avast number of seemingly obvious procedures are increasingly earning patents, at the insistence
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of corporations eager to control their
markets and initiated by attorneys who
have no problem with distorting ordinary concepts beyond recognition.
Amazon.com, for example, prevailed
in protracted litigation over an online
competitor that used a similar "oneclick shopping" technique.
Los Angeles—based Kufala Recordings, Inc. is challenging CCE's
patent. Kufala hopes to provide a"major
loophole" against CCE's "outrageous
assertion that it can and will go after
artists and make them pay," according to
its May 27 press release. The label specializes in independent artists without
major-label contracts, and delivers studio-mastered, multitrack mixes of live
performances to fans within two weeks
of any show.
The delayed delivery is said to guarantee abetter product and avoids violating CCE's "patent." Fans can order the
discs before, during, or after aconcert.
"Unlike the Clear Channel model...
fans know they will be getting agreat
recording and that the artist has approved the master," said Ktifila president Brady Lahr. "They also know that
the band actually owns the recording
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and will be paid for sure."
Lahr described CCE's tactics as a
"monopoly of the market and
restraint of trade." Kufala was barred
from recording at one CCE venue,
despite requests by the band, its label,
and anon-CCE radio station to use
Kufala's services. "Clear Channel is
laying claim to be able to control an
artist's ability to record and sell their
music at their own shows," said
Kufala's Jason Pinsky. "Next it will
claim it has a patent on allowing
artists to sing in their own showers!"
Kufala recordings are available in CD
form at about 250 independent
record stores nationwide, as well as via
many Internet music services.
Also opposing Clear Channel's
monopoly is Dallas-based DiscLive,
Inc On May 28, the company announced the successful completion of a
three-week American and Canadian
tour with the Pixies, during which it
sold concert recordings to up to 50% of
attendees. Of the total 16,000 CDs originally available, only afew hundred remain, the announcement mentioned.
DiscLive has launched its West Coast
office in Los Angeles, to be headed by
Stephen Prendergast, formerly of
BMG International and co-founder of
Squint Entertainment. DiscLive cofounder Dave Blanchard will share administrative duties with Prendergast.
"DiscLive is the pioneer in the
quickly growing market of live discs
available immediately after the concert, having sold more live discs at
concert venues than its competitors
combined, and completing tours
from Vermont to California and now
also in Canada," the announcement
stated. Not mentioned: an almostcertain courtroom showdown with
Clear Channel.
Clear Channel Communications,
Inc. is no stranger to the courtroom.
On June 3, it settled the first of what
could be along string of lawsuits over
its purportedly monopolistic marketing tactics:111e radio and concert giant
settled asuit brought in 2001 by the
Denver-based independent concert
promoter Nobody in Particular
Presents, Inc. (NIPP), that accused
CCC of "monopolistic and predatory
practices." NIPP charged that CCC
withheld radio play of musicians who
signed contracts with other concert promoters, and refused to advertise nonCCC concerts on its radio stations.
In May 2004, the federal judge hearing
the case threw out charges that Clear
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A far cry from the Frankfurt Show's hotel setting, the Munich Show was held in aconvention center.

Linos (limas

akra 500 Twin stereo
amodel nam

begin in earnest on August
2, but the litigants agreed
to settle out of court. nlis
was a long and difficult
battle," said NIPP founder
and president Doug Kauffrnann. "We are very happy
with this agreement" In
settling the case, CCC
admitted no wrongdoing.
Terms were not disclosed.
In November, Clear
power am
Channel will face an antitrust lawsuit in federal
court in Chicago, where it is accused by
independent promoter Jam Productions of controlling the promotion of
motor sports.
GERMANY: MUNICH
Markus Sauer

The Metis loudspeaker by Italy's Eventus Audio.
Price: E2100/pair.

Channel monopolized the Denver rockconcert market, but allowed the remainder of the case to proceed. NIPP had
released internal e-mails from CCC
executives in which they expressed their
desire to "crush" the competition, including threats against artists and record labels
that refused to capitulate. The case was to
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This year's High End Show in Germany,
held the same May weekend as New
York's Home Entertainment 2004, was
aculture shock for both exhibitors and
visitors. After 21 years in ahotel setting
in Frankfurt, the 2004 edition was held
in aTrade Fair Center in Munich, the
M.O.C. No more small hotel rooms
with thin walls —instead, we had arich
mixture of open booths or containers
on the main (first) floor, anumber of
larger rooms on the second, and some
medium-size rooms on the third. Many
brands that had regularly exhibited in
Frankfurt were absent in Munich, particularl'y the brands dedicated to twochannel sound, who feared the venue
was not suitable for demoing their stuff
to best advantage.
Commercially, the show was asuccess. The organizers counted 10,500 visitors, an increase of about 45%
compared to last year, and many exhibitors welcomed the fact that they had
access to proper elevators and other
Stereophite, August 2004

The first HDTV measured in feet instead of inches.
The new 6-foot LG Plasma HDTV.

THE 71" PLASMA HDTV
Okay, one inch shy of 6 feet to be precise. The point is, the new 71" Plasma from LG is

LG

big. Real big. With HD +digital processing, your picture is crisp, clear and true to life. And
LG's exclusive XD Engine' outperforms other technologies by minimizing distortion and
producing spectacular images. Plus, LG's performance-enhancing, proprietary technology
ensures that this plasma will be entertaining you for many years to come. With LG, life
is definitely good. Find out more about our full line of products at LGusa.com.
To receive HDTV, opbonal set tap box required. 02004 L.G Electronics USA, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ. LG Design and Life's Good are trademarks of LG Electronics, erc
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NEW FROM ALPHA-CORE
Alpha-Core's audio cables, unsurpassed for precise natural presentation.
The family has been extended with interconnects for Component Video,
S-Video, Single Video, as well as TOS link Fiber Optics cables.
The new cables are 75 Ohm coax construction with
foamed PE dielectric and .
high purity copper
conductors,
all available in
1M, 2M and 5M.
•

reel!
Alpha-Corr. Inc.
l•ader1/•1•1 1 • •
••••••••1111...

Alpha-Core, Inc.

The patented extreme low inductance GOERT
cables have found new use in aerospace and defense.
applications such as in he-power, pulsed lasers.
Alpha-Core now counts NASA, Brookhaven and.
Sandia National laboratories among its customers..

915 Pembroke St., Bridgeport, CT 06608
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:Tel: 800-836-5920 (USA) 203-335-6805 •F
isit us at http://www.alphacore.com
mail: sales@alphacore.com
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TA-As GIO turntable in titanium gray.

The neat, BEAT B-400XS CD player from Densen:

Shades of The X-Files: Naim introduced their
X-series CD5X CD player, 112X preamp, and
150X power amp, all sporting RCA socketsl

sion of the Minos sub. Dynamenities. The show's mood
audio introduced two new subwas relaxed and positive, even
woofers, the Sub 300 and Sub
though the German high-end
500, which come with a cute
audio market currently verges
remote control for all parameters.
on the comatose; I'm sure many
MB Quart is getting back
brands absent this year will
into home audio after a few
exhibit again next year.
years in which they've worked
A few highlights:
exclusively in car audio. The
PC-based audio was taken to
new Vera range includes asmall
the next level by Agile: the
bookshelf model (VS05B), a
Konzept AV, based on aPC with
larger bookshelf model (VS 1B),
proprietary Linux-based softAbsolute Spitzenklasse: A 1.50W monoblock from Octave
afloorstander (VS1F), acenter
ware, is aptly named the AV
speaker (VS1C), and a subEntertainment Center (€4700,
woofer (VS1SW), all suitable for
all options included!). The Konzept
both two- and five-channel audio.
is built into anormal audio case and
T+A introduced anew 7.1-chanis absolutely silent in operation. You
nel surround receive; the SR 1535R,
can listen to CD or DVD-Audio,
and anew loudspeaker series, the
upload discs onto the hard drive,
TAL X Ialso saw anew titaniumplay MP3s, record from TV, and
gray finish for the V10 tube integratrecord and play CDs and DVDs.
ed amplifier and G10 turntable —
Coupled to up to 7.1 channels of
absolutely gorgeous. The turntable
audio with an eight-channel digital
now also comes in alower specificapower amp and aTV or projector,
this machine does it all, does it well,
tion with aRega toneann and aless
and does it in style. Wow!
ambitious cartridge.
Lindemann showed prototypes
Burmester unveiled a new
power conditioner, the 038; anew
of acomplete new line of electronstereo power amp, the 036; and the
ics, including the 820 SACD player,
036's three-channel sibling, the 037
expected to cost around E10,000.
Linn introduced the IClimax
Isophon premiered the Cortina, a
Chakra 500 Twin stereo amp
three-way speaker with two bass
(€700(.) and the Unidisk SC
drivers and asand-filled sandwich
(€4700), a multiformat (CD,
cabinet. The crossover is said to
SACD, DVD-V/A) player with
have filter slopes of greater than
integral preamp. Linn proudly
50dB/octave attenuation. The
boasted 1900 pre-orders for this
speaker is available only in aluuniversal playet It was accompaminum —no wood veneer —but
nied by the Exotik preamp, which
can be painted in any standard RAL
The Auris loudspeaker, the top modePfrom Austrian
can handle 5.1 channels.
color (E5000).
newcomer Acoustic Components: an open-baffle speaker
Audio Physic introduced anew
Pocal-JMlab introduced limitedusing Focal and Seas drivers (€47,000/pair).
version of their Tempo loudspeaket
edition models in their Electra
Built on the exterior design of the more
midrange, coupled to two side-mounted
range. The 907 Be, 927 Be, and 937 Be
expensive models in their line, the
6.5" bass drivers per speaket Available
each feature aslightly simplified version
Tempo now features a front-bafflebeginning in July, the Tempo will cost of the beryllium tweeter of the Utopia
mounted tweeter and a metal-cone
about two thirds the price of AP's Virgo.
range, and are said to offer extremely
There's also aJubilee edition of the
good value for money. Only 1000, 500,
Spark, with abetter midrange drive; the
and 300 pairs, respectively, will be built.
1Prices include 16% VAT, which can be deducted for
tweeter
from the Avanti, and improved
The 2005 Munich High End Show
export. All speaker prices per pair. At the time of writing, El
crossover components —and anew ver- will be held May 26-29.
Stereophile, August 2004
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In every detail the
CAD-211M Anniversary
Edition triode amplifiers
represent the ultimate in
home audio perfection, now
celebrating eleven years of
continuous production and
refinement. The Anniversary
Edition 211Ms are the
showpiece of Cary Audio

_____.4..11111111111.11111111111111111111L____

1111›

engineering, artistry, and
music reproduction.
Enjoy more perfection
with the latest edition of
the SLP-98 full-featured
preamplifier. In continuous
SLP-98 as shown includes the phono section along with chassis in
production since 1990, the
Jaguar Anthracite black clear coat and silver anodized front and knobs
SLP-90 series of preamplifiers
have captured the heart and
soul of music lovers around the world.
Audition the new CAD-211M Anniversary Edition amplifiers along with the matching SLP-98
preamplifier at select Cary Audio dealers and experience sheer Cary Audio perfection.

C ARV'
cñadiogl5esign
1020 Goodworth Drive •Apex, NC 27539 •Phone:
919-355-0010 •Fox: 919-355-0013 •www.caryoudio.com
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Sam Tellig

Long-Lived Products
like long-lived products. And longlived companies. Here yesterday,
here tomorrow. Usually.
James E. Sugden founded
Research Electronics in the UK in
1960 to manufacture scientific instruments and audio test gear. Afew years
later, he began producing hi-fi amplifiers
for domestic use. In 1969, he introduced
the Sugden A21 integrated amplifier,
which delivered amighty 12Wpc. Pure
class-A. Speakers tended to be more sensitive back then.
J. E. Sugden & Co., Ltd.
doesn'tliketodiscontinue
models. They let them
evolve. The Sugden A2la —
updated and uprated to
25Wpc, pure class-A — is
still available after 35 years
of continuous production. It
may be arecord.
The Sugden works are
housed in what looks like an
old mill from the start ofthe
industrial revolution, in the
small WestYorkshire village
ofHeckmondwike.Jim Sugden sold the business some
years ago and retired. Tony
Miller, who runs the firm
now, said his company continues to produce "an unhurried, considered flow of
new designs."
Iwas unhurried, too. les taken
me 21 years to review some products from Sugden. That's because US
distribution was asometime thing —
until Stanalog took over. Stanalog is
George Stanwick, who manufactures
and distributes the Well Tempered
turntables and tonearms. He also
imports van den Hul cartridges.
Iwanted to review the A21 aintegrated amplifier—and may do so
soon.' No hurry, though. After 35
years, Idon't think the product will go
out of production anytime soon. The
A2la retails for $1595. Add $200 for a
moving-magnet/coil phono section.
Instead of the A21a, Stanalog sent
1John Marks wrote about the A2la in his November
2003 'Fifth Element" column; see www.stereophile.
comithefifthelement/1103fifthAndexthtml.
—Ed.

able shortly. (I like this "Master" business.
"I want to be amaster and not aslave,"
Leporello lamented — my favorite line in
Mozart's Don Giovanni)
All Bijou components are 9" wide —
anice antidote to overbuilt, overpriced,
oversized hi-fi products. The styling is...
well, stylish, yet free from gaudy excess.
The casework is made in-house from 1
/"4
thick aluminum plates (exceptforthe rear
panels, which are 1
/
8"thick). Front, side,
and rear panels lock into slots in four
tubular corner posts, whose retaining
nuts are covered by rubber-cushioned
aluminum feet. All panels
are chemically dyed in Sugden's "black chrome," a
silky finish that seems to
change color depending on
the angle at which light
strikes it. Striking.
The CDMaster looks
like a two-chassis CD
player: DAC on bottom,
transport on top. The two
compartments are actually
combined in one chassis.
The CD mechanism is a
Philips CDM12 VAM1202. The DAC is the
Philips TDA1549, ahybrid
single/multi-bit converter.
Tony Miller: "The single bit
gives benefits in the lowfrequency performance
while the multibit characteristics take care of the
The McIntosh CDMaster
— CD player and
higher frequencies.
HeadMaster pre and headphone amp.
"The DAC output is buffered
by adual bipolarJFET op-amp that comapplications? Iput the ques- bines accuracy and low noise with high
tion to Sugden's Tony Miller, who said,
speed and ahigh input impedance. The
buffer stage imparts gain to the signal
more or less, "Not really."
"We do not feel that 15W is sufficient received from the DAC,providing amore
for most applications; but 15W into 8 robust signal to the final output stage.
'We have paid particular attention to
ohm loads with suitable stiffness into
lower impedances, with the correct power supply. The CDMaster includes
six regulated power supplies, strategically
sound structure, can give the potential
placed to ensure seamless performance
for good musical performance."
For those who crave power, Sugden's from the signal path."
Upsampling? The magic bullet?
Bijou line offers the AmpMaster stereo
"We feel that upsampling is not a
power amplifier, which delivers amassive
34Wpc for $1095. This little amp is about panacea to the achievement of good
sound structure. However, upsampling
halfthe size and price ofthe MusicMaster,
but it operates in class-AB, not class-A.
does improve the performance ofsome
'Sigma Delta/multibit' systems. Our
The FMMaster stereo tuner will be avail-

me three models in their Bijou series
of mini-components: the CDMaster
CD player, which retails for $1995; the
HeadMaster line preamp and headphone amp, which goes for $995; and
the MusicMaster amplifier, which sells
for $1995. Add $495 for avery handsome Bijou equipment rack.
That's $5480 for athree-piece system
that delivers astated 16Wpc in pure
class-A. In hi-fi, you sometimes getmore
by buying less. But is 16Wpc enough
power for most

Stereophile, August 2004
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view is that careful design and proper
integration of the DAC, output stage,
and power supply can achieve superb
analog performance without additional extrapolation."
Iwouldn't be surprised if the HeadMaster is the most popular model in the
Bijou line. And Ilove the name. Ihave
visions of predatory schoolmasters flogging and whipping their young charges —
something out of Nicholas Nickleby.
A lcilobuck is not cheap for aheadphone amp —Creek's new OBH-21SE
retails for only $450. But the HeadMaster
is also avery fine active preamp, with a
remote volume control (anALPSpot) and
three line-level inputs. Two boxes might
substitute for one.
HeadMaster was developed initially as aheadphone amplifier," Tony
Miller explained.. 'We designed it to be
load-tolerant and able to drive awide variety ofheadphones. We achieved our goal
with asingle-rail circuit and acascoded
amplification stage — this to prevent
phase shift—followed by ahigh-current,
high-bias emitter follower stage.
"Having developed the unit as aheadphone amp, we chose components to
extend its performance as astandalone
preamp. The challenge was to achieve a
natural top end in free air, yet not be
intrusive through headphones. The
HeadMaster employs only discrete
components of exceptional quality and
close tolerance," Tony added..
"And the MusicMaster?"

CREEK AUDIO LTD., 12 Avebury
Court, Mark Road, Hemel Hempstead HP2 7TA, England. Tel: (44)
(0)1442-260146. Fax: (44) (0)1442243766. Web:
vvvvw.creekaudio.com.
MUSIC HALL, 108 Station Road,
Great Neck, NY 11023. Tel: (516)
487-3663. Fax: (516) 773-3891.
Web: vvww.musichallaudio.com.
STANALOG, INC., P.O. Box 671,
Hagaman, NY 12086. Tel: (518)
843-3070. Web: www.stanalog.com.
J. E. SUGDEN & CO. LTD., Valley
Works, Station Lane, Heckmondvvike, West Yorkshire WF16 ONF,
England. Tel: (44) (0)1924-404088,
(44) (0)1924-404089. Fax: (44)
(0)1924-410069. Web: vwvvv.sug
denaudio.com.

"The MusicMaster is aphenomenon,"
Miller enthused. "It culminates many
years of Sugden product development in
true class-A amplification. The output
configuration is fully biased (always on)
and it operates as asingle-ended, directcoupled output stage. We employ current
feedback to maximize the slew rate and
extend the frequency response."
And the output transistors?
"Two NPN bipolar devices per
channel."

powerful amp. The Triangle Titus minimonitors, which require very little power,
sounded fantastic.
Let's follow the signal path, starting
with the CDMaster.
There are many fine-sounding CD
players available today, and some, like
the Creek CD50 Mk2 (see below), sell
for less than $2000. But the CDMaster
has adistinctive character — alovely liquidity, agenerous, full-bodied way with
harmonics, asweet midrange, extended

THE CDMASTER HAS ADISTINCTIVE
CHARACTER -ALOVELY LIQUIDITY, AGENEROUS,
FULL-BODIED WAY WITH HARMONICS, A
SWEET MIDRANGE, EXTENDED HIGHS.
Does this mean the amplifier is singleended?
"The output stage consists of asingle
signal-amplifyingdevice,withthe backup
of acurrent source. So, yes, it is asingleended amplifiet"
Tony refers to the "sound structure" of
Sugden products, and Ifind this most
appropriate. Imay have found the English equivalent to the French hi-fi term /a
restitution sonore. Tony and the French hifi scribes appear to be talking about the
same thing.
"The input and voltage amplification
stages employ classical current mirrors
and cascoded circuitry to yield maximum bandwidth and minimum phase
shift," Tony continued. "The circuitry
operates without any frequency compensationandbandwidthis limited only
by an input filter, which has been tuned
according to Sugden's sound-structure
preference.Theamplifier'sbiashasbeen
set to maximize the output into 4-ohm
speakers. This makes the amplifier very
stable and quite capable with avariety
of speaker impedances."
Yes, Tony, but it's only 15W.
"Like all Sugden amplifiers, the
MusicMaster belies its power rating,
in part because of its total sound structure. Also because of its benign distortion characteristics. The distortion
is mainly second harmonic and almost
pure sinewave."
Iused the Bijou system mainly with
two of my reference loudspeakers: the
Opera Calks and the Harbeth Compact
7. Ialso tried the system with my reference Quad ESL-988 electrostatic loudspeakers, which dearly required amore
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highs. It was wonderful with vocals, solo
piano recordings, and chamber music.
If you're looking for aCD player that
doesn't sound harsh, bright, and harmonically threadbare, the CDMaster
might be your ticket.
For some of my listening, Iswitched
off the MusicMaster amp and used the
CDMaster into the HeadMaster with
my Sennheiser HD600 headphones.
Do your Sennheiser 'phones sometimes sound just alittle too thin, too
delicate — not as rich and full-bodied
as apair of Grado RS-ls? The HeadMaster might be the ideal complement.
And don't forget: it's an excellent linestage preamp, too, with remote volume
control — meeting aneed once filled
by the Melos SHA-1. As beautifully
made as the rest of the Bijou line, the
HeadMaster looks as if it might last 20
years or more. And there's that Sugden
"sound structure": harmonic richness.
Tony Miller is right about the MusicMaster dass-A amplifier —it's a"phenomenon." I'm not sure I've heard an
amp quite like it since the Musical
Fidelity Al amplifier of 20 years ago.
That was 20W — said to be class-A, but
in reality the amplifier slid into classA/13 at higher listening levels.
The Music Master is "100% class-A
without slipping into B," according to
Sugden's Tony Miller. Like all class-A
amplifiers, the MusicMaster runs more
thanwarm: itruns hot. The outputdevices
are conducting all the time, irrespective
of the signal, with energy not required
for the load dissipated as heat. Like any
class-A amp, the MusicMaster will actually run cooler when it's playing music.
31
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It's always on. Like Fremer. You'll want
to keep the amp turned off when you're
not listening. Ahalfhour or so ofwarmup
seems to suffice. When the amp is nice
and toasty, you can hit Play.
"The ineffidency ofoperation rules out
class-A in all but afew power amplifiers,"
Miller declared. "This gross inefficiency
is not aconcern, though, in low-power
devices such as preamplifiers, headphone
amplifiers, or the early stages of apower
amplifier, where class-A's predominantly
linear behavior and absence of crossover
distortion are of particular benefit."
When it comes to sound quality, classA rules. The MusicMaster got me very
close to the sound of tubes — and singleended triode tubes at that. Idid not hear
the same startling sense ofimmediacy, the
same "alive" quality that I
hear with agood
SET tube amp, such as my reference Sun
Audio SV-2A3. But Idid hear avery
smooth sound, rich harmonics, and a
sweetly extended top end. As
expected,
the
MusicMaster did
not deliver the
tightest,
most
extended bass.
Iwas surprised
that the MusicMaster did as well as it
did with the Opera Callas and
Harbeth Compact 7loudspeakers. But the amp ran out ofpower during difficult passages — solo piano
recordings and large-scale orchestral
pieces. The clipping was soft, its onset
noticeable as congestion, loss ofbass control, and then audible distortion.
Iknow — you'd rather have an amp
that doesn't clip.But lees say the amp clips
only 1-2% of the time and then only
briefly, with little audible distortion. During the other 98-99% of the time, you're
enjoying the benefits of pure class-A
operation, the sheer beauty of the sound,
the magic of the moment.
The MusicMaster is aniche product
and not suitable for all or even most applications. But if you think it might work
for you, you should give it alisten. You
might try matching it with apair of
higher-sensitivity speakers, such as most
models from Triangle orJMlab. It might
be interesting, too, to hear the MusicMaster with apair ofhorn speakers. Even
with less sensitive speakers, the Bij ou system might work well in asmall room —
an office, for instance, or asmall den.
Meanwhile, the CDMaster and especially the HeadMaster could find their
ways into many more systems. Iwas so
taken with the HeadMaster that Icarried
32

the unit into our living room to use it as
apreamp to drive the Cary CAS-805C
Anniversary Edition mono power amps.
The HeadMaster has asmooth, silky top
end that mated particularly well with the
Carys. True, the HeadMaster offers only
three line-level inputs. But the sound was
superb — tubelike, with no solid-state
hardness or harshness. Iloved it. Ican
imagine using it to take the edge off an
otherwise bright- or thin-sounding system. And with headphones, this may be
just the thing to reduce listening fatigue.
Creek CD50 Mk.2 CD player
Hard to believe, but Creek Audio Limited has been in business for more than
20 years. Like Sugden, the company is
knownforproducingcost-effectiveproducts with very high-quality sound.
I've known the company
and its founder;

Mike Creek,
from the beginning.
Indeed, I
first met Mike before Roy
Hall, aka Music Hall, became Creek's US
importer. Being aScot from Glasgow, Roy
is very good with the blather—almost as
talented as an Irishman. According to Roy,
Creek models often outperform products
that cost several times more. Roy regularly
proves his point at Consumer Electronics
Shows and our own Home Entertainment
shows by playing real music —no audiophile drivel — on his systems.
Rumor has it that Creek may introduce
arange ofhigher-priced models later this
year, perhaps in time for HE2004 West,
in San Francisco. Current models would
remain in the line.
"How will you sell Creek if the company moves upmarket?" I
asked Roy, as he
opened another bottle of rare single-malt
scotch at HE2004 East. "Years ago, you
once told me that you couldn't sell expensive equipment with astraight face."
"I'll bullshit," Roy replied, with anything but astraight face. "But I'm sure that
whatever Mike makes will offer very
good value for money. One reason that
Mike's designs sound so good is that he
listens to every critical part — every resis-
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tor, every capacitor, every volume pot."
The CD50 Mk2, one of Creek's 50series components, retails for $1495. It can
be matched with the A50iR integrated
amp (50Wpc, remote volume control) for
$995, or the S5OSE remote-controlled
integrated ($1495). Plug-in MM and MC
phono boards are available. Like other
Creek products, the CD50 Mk2 looks
humble. Its dirnensions are small:17" wide
by 2.5" high by 9" deep. The player weighs
11 lbs. But the sound of the CD50 Mk2
is anything but lightweight or small. Creek
products are built for sound, not for show.
Creek has always been known for its
products' sonic signature: fast, tight,
rhythmic, and punchy. As the company
grew and as Mike mellowed, perhaps, his
products retained these qualities while
becoming more open, delicate, and transparent, more able to deal with musical
complexities. This is what's on offer from
the CD50 Mk2.
The player uses aCDROM drive. Earlier Creek
players had problems playing some copy-protected
discs. The CD50 Mk2 is
said to exhibit no such
problems. Iown just one
disc that Iknow to be copyprotected, and the CD50 Mk2 played
it without aglitch.
The goal, as Mike Creek explained, is
to enable the player to work with avirtually jitter-free signal source. "To convert
the signal into ausable format, the player
uses adigital buffer circuit, or FPGA. This
stores the signal for ashort time and converts it into asuitable format for feeding to
the Crystal Semiconductor CS4396 24bit/192kHz D/A converter. The disc is not
playing exactly in real time, but is slightly
delayed through the dynamic buffer. This
creates shock immunity from the player.
The buffer circuit also converts the signal
into an S/PDIF signal to provide ahighquality digital out, which is available via
TosLink optical as well as coaxial sockets.
"To make the CD50 Mk2 futureproof, we offer connection of the player
to an RS-232 bus. This will allow remote
control and serial connection of the
player with the next generation ofCreek
equipment or with proprietary room
controllers. This feature will be available
by plugging the appropriate module into
the motherboard and upgrading the software. The buffer and the microcontroller are both programmed by separate
EPROMs that contain all the code."
"This is all Ineed," said Roy Hall, ruefully. "Audiophiles calling about updates."
When Mike mentioned the Crystal
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DAC, Iwondered whether the CD50
Mk2 uses upsampling, the magic bullet.
Mike gave me along answer. The short
answer is no, it doesn't —just conventional 8x oversampling.
Iran the Creek CD50 Mk2 into the
Sugden Headlvlaster, using the Sugden
both as aline-level preamp and as an amp
withmySennheiser HD600 headphones.
Compared to the Sugden CDMaster, the
Creek CD50 Mk2 offered adifferent
sound. Iwon't say that the difference in
sound quality was dramatic; it wasn't. I
can imagine that some listeners mightprefer the Sugden, and that others might give
the nod to the Creek. As Ihave said in the
past, hi-fi is about choices.
The Sugden CDMaster offered amarginally richer, fuller sound. Less lively,
perhaps, and not quite so well-defined in
the bass. The Creek gave marginally
greater dynamics, tighter bass, and just a
tad more resolution. Iheard alittle more
top-end extension with the Creek. But
you might prefer the Sugden's greater
harmonic richness. Idon't want to make
things easy for you. Listen for yourself.
While Icould easily live with the Creek
or the Sugden, I
think thatthe Creek CD50
Mk2 is the more universally applicable

player. You could probably place it in just
about any system — even avery-high-end,
high-resolution rig—and have CD playback quality that comes dose to as good as
digital gets. Mike Creek is especially good
at this: He may not make the absolute best
equipment available, but comes so close,
at such reasonable prices, that he makes
you question the need to pay more.
Not so incidentally, the Creek CD50
Mk2 made asplendid transport with last
month's McIntosh MDA1000 D/A converter ($8000), delivering what Ithought
was an exceptionally clean digital datastream. Would afar more expensive separate transport have lifted the performance
of the Mac DAC? Ididn't have one to try,
but Ididn't feel that the Mac DAC was
being let down by the Creek.
Idid prefer the sound of the Creek into
the Mac DAC to the sound of the Creek
used alone. With the Mac DAC Iheard
even greater resolution, improved dynamics, and arare, analoglike sense of ease.
(Come to think of it, Iheard asimilarly
analog sense of ease with the Sugden
CDMastez but not the awesome resolution.) But the Mac DAC costs more than
five times as much as the Creek.
In any event, like the Mac DAC, the

Creek CD50 Mk2 makes me even more
skeptical about the purported advantages
of SACD, especially for two-channel
enthusiasts. Iknow that there were those
at HE2004 East who were saying that
multichannel is the present, never mind
the future, and that two-channel systems
are obsolete. Antiques. Iwonder how
many surround speakers will be enough.
Five? Seven? Nine, anyone? A speaker in
the ceiling? Asubwoofer under every ass?
Surround sound for music strikes me as
domestically intrusive, uncivilized, and
grotesque. Ionce had asurround system
for music and was very happy on the day,
22 years ago, when Idismantled it.
In away, it's good that the big massmarket companies have largely lost interest in two-channel: their abandonment
of serious music reproduction helps
ensure that firms such as Sugden and
Creek will have anice niche to fill.
As far as SACD and DVD-Audio are
concerned, people are "staying away in
droves," as Samuel Goldwyn once said.
Could their lack of enthusiasm be due,
in part, to alack of interest in surround
sound for music?
I'm beginning to think that the future
of two-channel looks fairly bright.

This is it...
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"Fast, open and detailed,"
raved J-10.
"focused and nuanced,"

"Smooth yet highly detailed,
spacious soundstage, and lack
of hardness and edge,"

says WP.
Stereopbile Recommended Components

says RH.

If you want the finest in digital audio and HDTV video
reproduction the D-60 is it. The proprietary technology
features aunique Hyper-pure silver conductor contained
in an air-articulated Teflon® dielectric with twin helically
wound shields. See your Kimber Kable dealer for more
details.

KIM3ER KABLE
www.kirnber.com •801-621-5530
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ANALOG
Michael Fremer

Analog's Alive and Well In New York

I

twasn't exactly heroic or
even particularly daring,
but has anyone ever attempted to install aphono
cartridge while facing a
room full of audiophiles at
ahi-fi show, as Idid during my
"Analog Clinic" at Home Entertainment 2004 East in May?
Not that Iknow of.
Despite the Clinic's being
scheduled at 230 Sunday afternoon, the butt end of the Show,
the seats were filled. There were
knowing nods when Ibegan by
saying that, in 2004, you can't
depend on most dealers to do a
solid cartridge installation, and
that self-sufficiency is critical for
maximum analog enjoyment.
Thanks to Show organizer Greg
Nivens and the New York
Hilton's audio-visual department, the alignment was shot
close-up and projected in real
time via avideo projector and a
large screen. Unfortunately, I
neglected to stop and have the
cameraman duplicate my view,
to ensure that the audience
could see what Isaw during the
procedure. I'll do better next
time. (See "Seminar Power
Points," below, for a detailed
description of the installation.)
There wasn't much analog
news at HE2004, though there
were plenty of turntables and
lots of vinyl, both in the rooms
and on the selling floor. Attendees were overwhelmed by the
selection from the Acoustic
Sounds, Music Direct, Elusive Disc, and Red Trumpet
booths. Add in the new vinyl
from Analogue Productions,
Classic Records, Speakers
Corner, Groove Note, Sundazed, S&P, and others —
including major labels Sony
and BMG, who are supposedly
out of the vinyl business — and you
could have walked away with an instant
1000-disc LP collection, wallet and
muscles permitting.
Among the more noteworthy new

Brinkmann. turntable

Unnamed new Townshend Audio turntable.

Nordic Concept Artist

vinyl was Creedence Clearwater
Revival's Absolute Originals, the longawaited boxed set from Acoustic
Sounds: seven LPs plus abonus 12"
45rpm disc. Also new and at the Show:

Speakers Comer's Ella Fitzgerald
Sings the Duke Ellington Song
Book boxed set and some CTI
jazz titles; S&P's new LP of Eva
Cassidy's Songbird, mastered
from analog by Kevin Gray and
Steve Hoffman; Nat Cole's Love
Is the Thing, on Groove Note
(previously reissued, in the
1990s, by DCC Compact Classics); and test pressings of Classic's reissue of Bob Dylan's The
Bootleg Series Volume 6, Live 1964:
Concert at Philharmonic Hall,
which sounded absolutely mes8
s merizing. Lack of vinyl is hardly an analog issue in 2004!
The first turntable Isaw was
the imposing stainless-steel edition of the Brinktnann Balance ($12,900), fitted with
Brinkmann's 10.5" tonearm
($3500) and their EMT-based
moving-coil cartridge ($2500).
The Balance comes with aheated bearing system so that it's
always warmed up and ready to
perform optimally. For another
$2500, you can add avacuumtube power supply. Sounds like
overkill? Fil find out when the
package arrives for review later
this year.
Among the new 'tables introduced at HE2004E were a
nameless one from Max
Townshend (ca $8000), and
the Nordic Concept Artist,
imported by Donald North
Imports. The thread-driven
Artist, which has aDC motor,
an acrylic platter, and the same
bearing and clamp as Nordic's
dual-plinth 'table ($14,000), is
available in fir, walnut, or oak.
One of the most strikinglooking new 'tables was Redpoint Audio Design's Testa
Rossa ($7500), in Maserati
Red. Turns out the designer
likes the Ferrari model name
and Maserati's paint color. Weighing
up to 90 lbs, depending on options, the
Testa Rossa features aTeflon-topped
platter driven by Mylar tape. The platter has 24 inserts filled with lead shot
35
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You have the equipment, now put up your feet
and listen to STEREOPHILE recordings!
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN'S 32 PIANO SONATAS
This beautifully packaged 10-CD boxed set features pianist
Robert Silverman's stunning performance of all 32 Beethoven
Sonatas. Recorded by Stereophile's own John Atkinson and•
featured in the January 2001 issue (Vol.24 No.1), this set
is available from Canadian label OrpheumMasters
(www.magicflute.com/orph.html) and Stereophile. $74.95
BRAVO!
John Atkinson's fourth recording of the Santa Fe Chamber
Music Festival, featuring noted violinist Pinchas Zukerman
with longtime collaborator Marc Neikrug on piano, along with
soprano Heidi Grant Murphy and the Kalichstein-LaredoRobinson Trio. Delight in Elgar's symphonic-scaled Piano
Quintet and Mozart's demonic G-minor Piano Quartet.
20-bit multitrack recording preserves the whole sonic
experience. $16.95

RENDEZVOUS
Stereophile's first jazz CD, featuring the Jerome Harris
Quintet. Recorded and mixed by John Atkinson with 20-bit
resolution. $16.95

ENCORE
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Stereophile brings the best of the Santa Fe Chamber Music
Festival to you. Music by Mendelssohn and Brahms, featuring
Christopher O'Riley, piano; Nathaniel Rosen, cello; and other
artists. $16.95

EDITOR'S CHOICE

SERENADE
Superlative performances of chamber music by Brahms,
Mozart, and Dvorak, recorded live with 20-bit resolution and
"U-R-There" transparency. $16.95

NEW!
Editor's Choice
$9.97

SONATA
Pianist Robert Silverman plays Liszt, including the Sonata in
B-minor. Recorded with 20-bit resolution. $16.95

DUET
Violinist Ida Levin teams up with pianist Diane Walsh to perfon
the dynamic works of Eastern European composers Janadek,
Enescu, and Schulhoff. Recorded with 24-bit resolution. $16.9 5

RHAPSODY
Gershwin's Three Preludes, song transcriptions for solo piano,
and the Fantasy on Porgy and Bess, arranged by Earl Wild.
Plus a Stereophile-commissioned arrangement of Rhapsody in
Blue. Recorded with 24-bit resolution. $16.95

FESTIVAL
Orchestral works by Copland, Milhaud, and Kohjiba performed
by the world-renowned Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival.
Recorded live with time-aligned microphones and 20-bit
resolution. $16.95

PLUS:
CONCERT This omni-miked, two-CD set features Robert Silverman
in arecital of works by Schubert, Chopin, Bach, and Schumann.
Includes the bonus track, "Mapping the Soundstage." $16.95
INTERMEZZO Robert Silverman in abrilliant all-Brahms program:
Piano Sonata in f, Op. 5, and Three Intermezzi, Op. 117. One of the
finest piano recordings ever made. $16.95

o
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FESTIVA!:
•

Check your system
with STEREOPHILE Test CDs
TEST CD 1 Phase your system, test your speakers and listening
room, and hear the difference amike can make. Take this disc
with you when evaluating equipment. $8.95
TEST CD 2 Speaker placement and distortion tests. Check your
amp for distortion, too, and hear what CD jitter sounds like. $9.95
TEST CD 3 Use the signals to test your speakers and your
room. Bum-in components. Home in on your home theater's
balance. Check out your system with the soundstage map. Also
,ncludes audiophile music tracks. $11.95

POEM An audiophile classic since 1989. Tube-rniked performances of
works for flute and piano by Prokofiev, Reinecke, and Schumann, plus
Charles Griffes' Poem. $12.95

•

TO ORDER: Call 888-237-0955

or visit our website at www.stereophile.com
MasterCard or Visa accepted •Cashier's check or money order (no cash or personal checks, please)
WorldRadioHistory
Price does not include shipping and handling — please inquire about rates.
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and oil, and the motor is batterypowered. The motor and arm pods
are independent of the platter assembly. In the more expensive Redpoint
models ($12,500 and $15,000), the
motor and arm pods, too, have inserts
filled with oil and shot.
Familiar
'tables
spotted
at
HE2004E included the Linn Sondek,
the Wilson Benesch Full Circle, the
Simon Yorke S-7, Musical Fidelity's M-1, the Kuzma Stabi Reference
(fitted with the Air Line air-bearing
linear-tracking tonearm Ireview in
this issue), the Walker Audio Proscenium Gold, and the Music Hall,
SOTA, and Clearaudio lines.
Darnoka Demo Systems demoed
vintage EMT and Micro-Seiki
'tables via Lamm electronics and two
enormous vintage loudspeaker systems — the Tannoy Autograph Professional and Siemens Bionor —
placed on opposite sides of the room.
So much was right with the sound
(scale, musical flow), and so much
wrong (dynamics, timbre).
Curiously, while local firm VPI was
not represented at HE2004E, VP!
owners Harry and Sheila Weisfeld
were there in person — they're available in glossy black lacquer, walnut,
and cherry veneer. Also not on hand
was Brooklyn-based Grado Labs, as
well as Rega, Thorens, Acoustic Signature, SME, Pro-Ject, Trans-Rotor, and
Garrard. Perhaps the Munich hi-fi
show, which took place the same time
as HE2004E, kept some of the European companies on the Continent.
European turntables from Eurolab
were on display at the Audio
Advancements booth, including the
Minuette ($1350), fitted with a
Schroder Model 2 arm ($2400),
which uses the same pivoting headshell design apparently copied by
Clearaudio for its Satisfy tonearm.
Eurolab's compact 2008A ($2750)
looked particularly intriguing.
But unless Imissed something, that
was it for turntables at HE2004E —a
disappointing turnout compared to
the many spinners shown at January's
Consumer Electronics Show. Perhaps
next time, the HE Show could organize aroom similar to what Ifirst saw
at aFrankfurt show afew years ago: a
room dedicated to turntables. When
you see aroom filled with an overwhelming variety of brands and
models, it makes apowerful statement about the strength of the analog
revival. It would take someone to

Redpoint Audio Design Testa Rossa

Wilson Benesch Fut Circle on Ginko platform.

Simon Yorke S-7

organize, set up, and man
the room, but the opportunity would allow importers and manufacturers to participate without
spending enormous sums
of money. A local audio
society performed turntable shoot-outs throughout that Frankfurt show,
but getting that to happen at an HE Show is
probably too much to ask
for right away.
About the only new
phono preamp Ifound at
HE2004E was part of the
new Cyrus line imported
from the UK by Rega
importer Sound Organisation. The compact
Phono X will sell for
$1500; a power-supply
upgrade will be available
for $700. When Iasked
Sound
Organisation's
Steve
Daniels
about
Rega's new P5 and P7
'tables, already launched
in Europe, he told me that
power-supply issues were
still being worked out for
the American market.
Cartridge maker BenzMicro celebrated Albert
Lulc.aschek's 10th anniversary as owner-designer by
37
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introducing the Ruby 3
and Ref Series 3, as well
as the new Ebony H,
new mono designs, and
overall improvements to
the line. The Ruby 3, a
low-output moving-coil,
now has astronger magnet and new pole pieces,
as well as a new coil
design derived from the
top of the Benz line, the
LP. The resulting greater
efficiency allows the
new, lower-mass coil to
output the same 3.5mV
at 3.54cm/s as the previous design. The Ruby 3
contains other improvements as well, but its
price is still $3000. Older
Ruby cartridges can be
exchanged for new for $1000.
Other cartridges in the Benz line
have received similar upgrades. Mono
versions of all Benz-Micro cartridges
are now available, priced the same as
the stereo editions, including optional
conical styli for 78rpm playback at no
extra cost. Finally, all medium- and
high-output Benz-Micro cartridges
now feature Fritz Geiger FG2 styli
precision-bonded to 5.5mm cantilevers
of solid boron.
A few sonic highlights
Scouting Home Entertainment 2004
East for turntables and acting as the official Show spokesperson took up agreat
deal of my time, but Idid have achance
to scope out some actual rooms.
As always, Music Hall got great
sound from reasonably priced gear,
including Epos speakers and Music
Hall turntables and electronics. Driven
by Perreaux electronics, Spendor's
S5e floorstanding speaker ($1695)
sounded dynamic, extended, and tonally satisfying overall. (Unless otherwise
noted, all speaker prices are per pair.)
The Music Hall and Spendor rooms
proved that you can assemble agreatsounding audio system for avery reasonable price. Right across from my
hotel room, and for an even more reasonable price, Altnarro Products of
Japan demonstrated a $2000 system
consisting of an A205A integrated tube
amp ($800) and apair of MOA speakers ($1200/pair); it made convincing
music, though at restricted volume and
dynamics. What this system did right
made it one of the highlights of the
Show for me.
38
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'Ask the Editors" seminar.
Peter
Putman
ended his "tips" segment by saying, "And
remember, unless you
live in outer space or in
areally corrosive environment, you don't
need gold-plated connectors."
"Some of us live in
both, Peter," Isaid.

Euralab 2008A

But mbl's room proved that if you're
willing to spend asmall fortune, you can
get absolutely spectacular sound. The
mbl 101 speakers are heading this way
for review soon. Other impressivesounding rooms: DeVore speakers with
Sintaudio electronics, Joseph Audio
with Manley Labs electronics (Jeff
Joseph tried to trick listeners by hiding
his in-wall speakers behind acurtain,
but Iwasn't fooled), Cyrus electronics
and Wilson Benesch speakers and
turntable, and Reference 3A speakers
with Kuzma turntable and tonearm
and, Ithink, Antique Sound Laboratory amplifiers. One industry insider
complained that HE2004E had about
the worst sound overall of any show
he'd attended, but Ithought there were
many fine-sounding rooms.
The most memorable HE2004E
moment for me was at the beginning of
Stereophile's "Ask the Editors" seminar.
We panelists took our seats randomly,
and editor John Atkinson began to introduce us. "Beginning on the far left,"
he began, "appropriately enough, is
Michael Fremer." The injection of politics set off achain reaction on stage, as
everyone changed seats to better reflect
their political views. Art Dudley ended
up in my seat, with me seated next to
him. Sam Tellig was off to the far right,
with John Marks next to him and, in the
middle, Ken Kessler, who protested, "If
Icould sit where Ireally belong, I'll be
off to the right in the next room!" The
consensus was that this seminar was one
of the most entertaining and informative ever.
The second most memorable
moment for me occurred during the
WorldRadioHistory

Seminar Power
Points
During my "Analog
Clinic" at HE2004E I
tried to make the cartridge-setup procedure
as nontechnical and
practical as possible, but
Idid try to explain why the various
adjustments are necemry, and the order
in which to proceed.
First, Iloosely affix the cartridge to
the headshell using the supplied screws
and washers — and, if necessary, nuts.
Then it's time to set the vertical tracking
force (VTF) by moving the counterweight in or out to the approximately
correct setting. The VTF setting will
change as the cartridge is moved fore
and aft to adjust its overhang, but it
needs to be close to correct to protect
the cartridge suspension and cantilever.
The correct setting is usually at the
higher end of the range of recommended tracking forces. Too light atracking
force usually does more damage than
too heavy aforce.
Next Iadjust the vertical tracking
angle (VTA) so that the tonearm is parallel to the surface of a 180gm LP,
which approximates the difference in
VTA between 200gm LPs and typical
commercial pressings. I use Wally
Malewicz's skate-blade-like Wally
Tools device, which is precise and especially easy to use with tapered tonearms —but alined index card or a2"
section of thin plastic ruler will work
fine as well. Rest the lined index card
on the record surface so that the lines
are parallel to the surface. Adjust the
tonearm height until the armtube is
parallel to the closest index card line.
Selling the overhang adjusts the arc
traced by the stylus across the record
surface. The idea is to minimize the distortion caused by the difference between the straight line traced by the
cutting stylus across the surface of the
lacquer and the arc described by astylus
Stereophik, August 2004
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in apivoted arm. Ideally, the cantilever
should be tangential to the groove at all
times. You can set the overhang to minimize distortion anywhere on the
record surface — such as closer to the
end of the record, which might be best
for classical music — but most gauges
set tangency at two "null points" of 1
/
3
and 2/
3along the arc.
Idemonstrated afew different types
of gauges, including asingle-point protractor and aWally gauge, which traces
the actual ideal arc laser-cut into apiece
of mirrored plastic. Wally's gauge is
ideal, but it assumes your tonearm has
been precisely installed: Wally cuts the
arc based on the exact distance of your
specific toneann's bearing to the platter's spindle. If that's off, your overhang
adjustment will be too. Fortunately, you
can easily measure this relationship with
atransparent yardstick cut at approximately 15" (380mm) and drilled for a
spindle hole close to the Omm mark.
Put the ruler over the spindle hole and
measure the distance to the center of
the bearing.
With overhang set and the cartridge
mounting screws snugged down so
they can't move, it's time to check the
VTF again. Because the stylus is at the
end of aspring mechanism, ahigher
VTF will bring the tonearm closer to
the record surface, which displaces the
stylus forward. If you've moved the cartridge only slightly to get the overhang
correct, there will be no change to the
overhang setting.
Next you set the zenith angle, which
is arotational movement around an
imaginary vertical line drawn through
the center of the cartridge. This adjustment, which optimizes tangency to the
groove at the null points, is usually accomplished by making sure that, when
viewed from directly in front, the cantilever is parallel to aset of hash marks
on either side of it, and runs true with a
line intersecting it. Make sure to disable
the arm's antiskating (see next paragraph), which, under static conditions,
pulls the arm outward, which slants the
cantilever to the right. Even though
you've just set overhang, if the zenith
needs to be adjusted you'll have to
loosen the cartridge screws again, so you
can twist the cartridge body and get the
zenith correct. Be sure to re-check overhang and zenith; when both are correct,
tighten the screws snugly, then re-check
the VTF.
Set the antiskating force by using as a
starting point the setting suggested by
your tonearm's manufacturer, based on
Stereophile, August 2004

the VTF you're using. Wally makes a
good gauge for this. There are also some
good test records, especially Telarc's
out-of-print Omnidisc, which Ithink has
the best antiskating band on record.
Skating is aforce that occurs in pivoted
tonearms with offset headshells (ie, most
modern arms), which causes the arm to
"skate" toward the spindle. The force of
the skating depends on the arm's location on the record, the intensity of the
modulations in the groove, and even the
quality of the vinyl. Any antiskating setting is an average and therefore acompromise, but Ithink it's better than
ignoring skating altogether.
If you can set azimuth, use atest
record containing alkHz tone in the
left channel and nothing in the other,
and vice versa. Iuse avoltmeter connected to the amplifier output with the
volume set to deliver around 4V, but, as
an "Analog Clinic" attendee pointed
out, you can use acassette deck's VU
meters. Measure the large voltage of the

Ididn't spend enough time describing what to listen for when changing
VTA. Setting the tonearm parallel to the
record is only astarting point, and an
approximate setting. Most cartridges
sound best with the back of the arm
(the pivot point) slightly lower than the
front. Too high and the sound usually
gets brighter and thinner. Too low and
the bass gets soggy and fat, image focus
suffers, soundstage depth collapses, and
separation between instruments with
similar timbres and the ability to hear
them separately deteriorates. When
you've got the VTA correct, the sound
seems to be liberated from the confines
of the speakers.
When the antiskating is set too high,
the left channel can sound distorted on
highly modulated passages, or the
soundstage can be skewed slightly to the
right. With the antiskating set too low,
the right channel can sound distorted
and/or the soundstage can sound
skewed to the left.

WHEN YOU'RE DONE, SIT BACK AND ENJOY WHAT
SHOULD BE TOTALLY TRANSPARENT VINYL PLAYBACK.
modulated channel, then the much
smaller voltage of the unmodulated
channel (that measurement is the
crosstalk). Convert the ratio between the
voltages to decibels (easy to do if you
have acalculator with alog functionl)
and you have your cartridge's separation
at lkHz for the modulated channel.
Repeat for the other channel.
Adjust azimuth if necessary, so that
each channel's crosstalk is minimized
and made as equal as possible between
the channels. Setting azimuth changes
the cantilever's perpendicularity to the
record surface. Running one channel
out of phase relative to the other and
then nulling out the sound using atest
tone does not set azimuth. That adjustment eqiuli7es electrical output. Sometimes that's the same as proper azimuth,
but not necessarily.
Basically, you're done, except for the
tweaking. My "Audio Clinic" participants wanted to know what being "off"
sounds like for each of these parameters, and what adjusting each from the
measured setting would do.
1The Web has many decibel calculators available,
which you can find with Google. Just remember that if
you use one that asks you to enter powers rather than
voltages, you need to double the result.
—Ed.
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Setting the vertical tracking force
too low within the recommended
range causes bright, spitty sound, especially on sibilants, and possibly audible
mistracking. Too high aVTF can cause
the sound to get dull and thick and
slow. Changing the VTF can change
sound dramatically because it also
changes the stylus rake angle (SRA),
which is the angle of the stylus relative
to the record surface. Because the pivot
point of this change is the cartridge
suspension and is therefore very close
to the stylus relative to the arm's pivot
point, it's been posited that changing
VTF actually has agreater effect on
sound than changing VTA. SRA and
VTA are therefore related.
flues about all there is to it. A few
helpful hints: use agood light that you
can move and position easily, such as a
Littlite gooseneck lamp; get agood,
moderate-strength (4x) magnifying
glass; make sure the turntable is level;
and, if you can move the 'table to a
chest-high surface, your back won't
hurt when you're finished. When
you're done, sit back and enjoy what
should be totally transparent vinyl
playback, regardless of how much or
how little your turntable, arm, and cartridge cost.
MI
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Art Dudley

Show Business

T

he second hardest part of
my job is remembering
what it was like when home
audio was just ahobby and
not a vocation — when I
looked forward to hearing
every new product with real interest,
and when the prospect of ahi-fi show
was ahappy one. That's the irony at
the heart of my job: To report well on
the hobby is to be aprofessional; to be
aprofessional is to kill off some measure of the enthusiasm that made me a
hobbyist in the first place. Home
Entertainment 2004 East, which
ended only afew days ago as Iwrite
this, went along way toward replenishing that enthusiasm.
Hardware
Iwas surprised by how many systems
at the New York Show were competent or better at putting across asense
of real music. For example, selections
from the Tom Petty CD I'd brought
with me (Wildflowers, Warner Bros.
45759-2) were convincing through an
all-Linn system in the Ears Nova
room, which included Linn's new
Klimax Chakra 500 Twin amplifier
($7995) and Unidisk 1.1 digital player
($10,995). The sound was open in the
manner of real musical events. This
wasn't the wispy, ultimately unreal
sound of high-end audio, but the clear
and lively sound of aperformance
space — and there was an unmistakable and, dare Isay, analog-like sense
of movement in all the musical lines.
The same music also worked well
in the EAR USA room, where Ilistened through a pair of Marten
Design's Coltrane Alto loudspeakers
($24,000),
driven
by
Brinkrnann solid-state electronics and adigital front-end
from bit guru Ed Meitner's
company EMM Labs. (Unless otherwise noted, all
speaker prices are per pair.)
Ditto Norman Blake's "Salt
River," from Whiskey Bere
Breakfast (Rounder CD 0063),
which I'd also brought along.'
A similarly effective and
altogether more affordable
Stereophile, August 2004

Marten Design's Coltrane speaker.

system on the sixth floor used a
Perreaux CD player and integrated
amp to drive Spendoes newest floorstanding speaker, the S5e ($1650). The
clear, utterly tactile sound, not to mention the good word of mouth from fellow Showgoers, led me to request the
Spendors for review — and now
they're here, just in time to write up for
our next issue.
Still another music system that actually played music —what aconcept!—
,featured an amp and speakers by
Californian company Silverline. The
former was their Moto single-ended
amp (ca $15,000), which used asingle
805 triode tube per channel. The latter
was afloorstanding three-way called the
Bolero ($8000/pair). The performance,
which Iheard anumber of other attendees praise as well, was silky,
present, and tuneful. Ispoke
briefly with Siiverline's president and designer, the affable
Alan Yun; Ihope to write
more about his good-sounding gear in an upcoming
Stereophile, too.
1While Iwas there, Ialso heard some
vinyl on the impressive Brinkmann
record player, a$21,000 package that's on
its way to Nlikev's place for an upcoming
appearance in "Analog Corner."

eak6r was âternoeri with Perreaux electronics .
'
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After reading Dan Ouellette's feature in the June issue, Iwas interested to hear what The Bad Plus is all
about, and Ihad my chance when I
visited the Merlin-Joule Electra
room on Saturday. The Bad Plus's latest album sounded pleasantly, engagingly lush over apair of the latest
Merlin VSM-MX speakers ($10,000)
driven by Joule's VZN-100 OTL
monoblocks ($18,000/pair). It was
the kind of reproduction where my
brain didn't keep raising its stupid
hand and asking about bass and
soundstaging and dynamics and all
that: just good, believable music.
If Icould, I'd give aspecial award to
the folks at Clearaudio USA, Rogue
Audio, and Vandersteen Audio,
who, in the room sponsored by New
Jersey retailer Audio Connection, had
the courage to demonstrate with mono
vinyl: Hendrix's "Little Wing," from
Classic Records' mono version of
Axis: Bold as Love. Strange, isn't it, how a
single-channel recording can make it so
easy to focus on the music —the notes,
the technique, the attitude —and filter
out everything else? Speaking of mono,
Ibrought along a much-loved Bidtí
Sayâo compilation (Sony Masterworks
Heritage MHK 62355), which contains
her recordings of Villa-Lobos' Bachiana
The DeVore Silverback speaker.
Brasileira No.5 (1945) and Ravel's
`Toi, le coeur de la Rose," from
"'enfant et les sortilèges (1947). Those
selections were most effective on
John DeVore's Silverback
speakers ($14,000) driven by all
Simaudio electronics, as well as
on an all-entry-level system in
the Nahn Audio room. The latter featured their new two-way,
three-driver floorstanding speake; the Ariva ($2400). The sound
was abit lacking in scale, but the
system's way with the notes and
the feelings behind them was virSutherland's new line stage, with its button-less
tually faultless.
The award for cool technology would have to go to Ron
Sutherland, who exhibited a
pre-production sample of his
new line-level preamp (ca
$3000) at the Acoustic
Sounds booth. Based on the
time I've spent with Ron's PH1P phono preamp, I'd expect his
new (battery-powered!) line
stage to sound fine, but the
most remarkable thing about it
may well be its buttonless
remote: Point the handset at the
preamp and simply rotate it one

remote.

way or the other to adjust volume; to
switch between different sources, just
give it a sort of a whole-hand flick
(think: Norman Blake's picking style).
Isn't it encouraging that home audio can
still attract design talent that puts other
industries to shame?
A few other bits and pieces caught
my attention: Eduardo de Lima's
Audiopax Eighty-Eight mono amplifiers ($12,990/pair in chrome) sounded
good and punchy playing an electric
blues whomp of uncertain origin over
his RE F100 loudspeakers (also
$12,990). But the thing that really
caught my attention was his brandnew preamp, the Model Five ($4990),
which was one of the most understatedly stunning designs I've seen in
years. Also, I got to see Hiroyasu
Kondo's new Ongaku preamp — areplacement for the !Condo- M10 — as
well as spend afew fun moments with
the fine-looking Horning Agathon
loudspeaker ($15,000), which uses a
de-whizzered Lowther driver. The
sound there was lively and fun, although Ithink the Homings would
have liked abigger room.
Then there was the Lamm
Industries suite.
No sense denying that Ihave acertain built-in appreciation for antiques.
But I'd also like to think that the
literally unmatched music
reproduction I heard in the
Lamm room was as much a
function of getting things right as
of merely getting things old. The
electronics, for their part, were
all new and original: Vladimir
Lamin's L2 phono amplifie; L2
Reference preamplifier, and his
brand new ML2.1 singleended-triode
monoblock
amplifiers ($29,290/pair) — a
refined version of the ML2
amp, which Sam Tellig raved
about in Stereophile's July 1999
issue—along with a CEC
transport and Weiss Medea
D/A converter. The record
player was ripped from the
pages of Old German Radio
Station magazine: an EMT transcription 'table from the 1950s,
with a 16" platter, two tonearms, and that holiest of holy
grails, an Ortofon SPU cartridge. Be still my heart.
The loudspeakers were the
most noticeable of all the links
in this chain: apair of Siemens
Bionor movie-theater speakers

A look inside Kondo's Ongaku preamp.
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from 1957. Based entirely
on horn transducers from a
Siemens offshoot known as
Klan
(literally, soundcinema, the Bionors stood a
little over 6' tall and measured approximately 10'
wide — each. Your basic
wall ofsound, in other words.
The system was set up
and demonstrated with
consummate intelligence:
Volume levels were kept at
sensible, realistic levels, and
the seating arrangement
seemed intended to encourage listeners to park
themselves a goodly ways
away, in order for the sound
to jell—always agood idea
with horns. The listening
experience simply and decisively redefined the notion
of ease: The music "happened" at one end of the
room, as opposed to being
squished out, squeezed out,
shot out, zoomed out,
zinged out, or flatulated
out, as happens to greater or
lesser degrees with virtually
everything else. Ileft thinking: This is why men create big,
expensive stereo systems—not
for the bass, not for the impact,
but for the simple; overall realism of the music Iwouldn't
sell my soul for such arig,
but Imight consider leasing
it out from time to time.
Incidentally,
Vladimir
Lamm and Ispoke of the possibility of my reviewing the
newest version of his ML2.1
amplifier for Stereophile, and it
appears as though that will
happen fairly soon. Mr Lamm,
who emigrated to this country
from Russia, is asharp, nononsense, yet kindly fellow,
and he speaks with the kind of
accent that makes me wish the
phrase "Moose and squirrel
must die" were apart of everyday conversation. My visit to
his suite was a pleasure in
every way.

of Fi (the store Fi that
turned into the manufacturer Fi, not the magazine Fi
that turned into the magazine The Absolute Sound).
Don has been especially
busy during the past year,
building amps, designing a
new preamp, and otherwise
keeping alow profile. But
the best part about getting
together with Don was
spending less time talking
about home audio than
about his other current
4eir
interests — which include
oriental rugs, foreign films,
'What awhopperr PR guy Jonathan Scull extolls the virtues of Lamm's
Klangfilm speakers.
the piano music of Charles
Ives, Chinese poetry (Li Po,
Tu Fu, Et Al), and learning
to play the pedal steel guitar.
Darned if Ican't hear at least
some of those things in the
gear he designs and builds
so beautifully well.
Ialso ran into the legendary Hans Fantel, atrue
gentleman whose depth of
knowledge of classical music
has always set him well apart
from his fellow first-wave
audio journalists. In fact, this
was the first time rd seen
him somewhere other than
Tanglewood or Carnegie
Hall. Hans is also intimately
familiar with the sounds of
Joshua Cohn of Ears Nova, now in Manhattan.
most of our hobby's classic
products — Lowther loudspeakers induded. To paraphrase the Cecil Null song,
Hans Fantel has forgotten
more than I
— or quite possibly
anyone else —will ever know
about reproducing music.
Then there was Andy
Singer, the colorful owner of
New York's Sound by
Singer. When I lived in
Manhattan in the early 1980s,
Sound by Singer was ahumbler operation than it is now,
with showrooms upstairs over
asupermarket just down from
Murray Hill. Iwas fairly new
to high-end audio then, and
the first time Ichanced on his
store, Andy went out of his
People
way to demonstrate numberArt waits for an elevator eith Hans Fantel.
Which brings me back to my
less combinations of gear for
original point: that it was the
me. (He also tolerated, with
individuals, more so than the hardIt was a chance to spend a few apparent good grace, the way Iinsisted
ware or even the software, that made moments with old friends Idon't get to on comparing the bounce of the Linn
HE2004E fini for me.
see often enough, such as Don Garber Sondek's suspension with that of the
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Pink Triangle and C.J.
Walker 'tables by tapping
on the platters of each, ad
nauseam.) After afew visits
Isettled on buying anice
pair of Snell speakers, plus
aGrace F9-E cartridge for
my Rega Planar 3 and
some decent cables, and
Andy and I remained
friendly; on more than one
Saturday afternoon Iwas
invited to stay around for a
beer and afew album sides
after closing time — a
quaint habit that presentday SBS shoppers might
find hard to believe. Just as
the scrappy Datsun Z-car
of 1974 evolved into aluxury coupe, so, too, did
Sound by Singer grow to its
present status. But during HE2004E,
the bow-tied Andy, who looks more
like alaw professor every time Isee
him, reminded me of the friendly shopkeeper Ifirst met in 1983. We mostly
go in different circles and agree on darn
little (and his store is now off Union
Square), but Iadmire you for keeping at
it, Andy.
At HE2004E Ialso had the pleasure of
spending time with Joshua Cohn, another well-known New York dealer —and
someone I'd never gotten to know until
now. For years, his Long Island shop, the
aforementioned Ears Nova, had areputation for uncompromising commitment
to musical values in general, and to Linn,
Nairn, and Rega gear in specific. (They
believed in the Rega RI3300 tonearm so
firmly that the shop often recommended
it over the more expensive Linn Ekos
and Nairn Aro arms— at atime when
they could have easily made ahigher
profit by selling the latter two —and
went so far as to drill the Rega's headshell
so it could be fitted with Linn's then-topof-the-line phono cartridge, the threebolt Troika.) Joshua, who for years did a
backward commute from his home in
Manhattan, recently phased out his Long
Island operation in favor of a newly
remodeled space in Manhattan (207 E.
84th Street, www.earsnova.com), which
Iintend to visit later this month.
Speaking of Manhattan dealers, it's
encouraging that New York's more adventurous audio hobbyists now have a
place to indulge their love for lowpower amplifiers, high-efficiency loudspeakers, and vinyl by the pfleful: The
East Village shop In Living Stereo (on
Broadway near Fourth Street) has sur46

size listening from chairs
in the front row. The
music was audiophile
junk — which, as it turned
out, one of them had
brought along and insisted
on hearing. The proprietor smiled and welcomed me quietly, and
gestured me toward the
front row as well. I
looked. The proprietor
looked. And we realized,
at more or less the same
instant, that the two
"empty" chairs in the
front row were already
being occupied by portions of the other men's
buttocks, with no addiRobin Wyatt and the Tektron TIQA3.
tional room for anyone
but the very small or
vived the ordeal of opening within
affectionate. A priceless look of horror
months of 9/11, and seems to be thrivcrossed my host's face —perhaps
ing. Best of all, everyone I've met who's
mine as well. Ihappily made do with
affiliated with ILS —induding Jonathan aseat in row two.
Halpern, who also represents the exotic
By the way: While Iadmit that I
Shindo line of gear in the US —appears
don't get out of Cherry Valley that
to be having agreat deal of fun doing often, Istill can't help but wonder —is
what they're doing. Was it Milton or
there some kind of new cologne out
Shelley who said, "Does anyone re- there that smells lâce Ivory Soap conmember laughter..."?
centrate, only a little more cloying?
Speaking of SETs, there couldn't Holy mother of crap, if Inever smell it
possibly be amore enthusiastic, eneragain it'll be too soon.
getic, and friendly exhibitor than
Now, mind you, Cherry Valley doesn't
Robin Wyatt of Robyatt Audio have awhole lot of record stores, either.
(www.robyattaudio.com). He demon- Truth is, it doesn't have any. So while I
strated with enthusiasm the affordable
was at the Show, Idecided to spend alitTektron range of hand-wired tube
tle cash and stock up.
amps from Italy, including their
Somehow or another, Ihad missed
T1C2A3 integrated SET amp, which the Speakers Corner reissue of Hans
sounded absolutely amazing driving a Knappertsbusch's Bruckner Eighth on
pair of Omega Grande 8 standards.
Westminster when it came out not long
Even more amazing, it withstood the
ago. The performance is typical late
indignity of having its power tubes
Knappertsbusch: more deliberate than his
swapped in and out in mid-song, with- earlier recordings, and typical of his disout even lowering the volume knob;
dain for multiple takes. (The out-ofthus we were able to compare the
tune horns in the Adagio border on the
Sophia 2A3 with the Sophia 45 with painful.) But a more committed
the well textured RCA 50 triode from Bruclmerian than 1Cna is hard to imagthe 1930s! Total system price includine this side of Celibidache, as is aconing mass-market SACD player (but ductor more beloved by his musicians
excluding the extremely rare and valu- and thus more capable of wringing from
able RCA 50s): only $3200. No one at them the last drops of drama and tone.
the Show offered greater bang for the The recording is typical Westminster,
buck than Robin.
too—very substantial, colorful, and
present, without much hall sound —
Music ... and records ... and
and the surfaces appear perfect. A great,
music!
great record.
Which is not to say this show report is
If that sounds like arave, it's nothing
all hearts and flowers.
compared to my response to Mobile
Early on Saturday Ipopped into the
Fidelity's new LP reissue of the
Jadis room, where Iencountered two
Rounder album So Long So Wrong, by
gentlemen of, shall we say, acertain Alison Krauss and Union Station. I
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don't know if the original recording
was analog or not, but it sure sounds
that way: amore believably textured,
natural-sounding pop recording, with a
greater sense of note-to-note flow,
would be hard to find. And AKUS
stands alongside Tim O'Brien and the
Gibson Brothers for performing new
songs that stand comparison with the
genre's great standards. This one's
beyond the beyond — buy it!
While I was at the Acoustic
Sounds booth, owner Chad Kassem
showed me the finished version of his
remarkable Creedence Clearwater
Revival boxed set. Absolute Originals
contains vinyl remasterings of all seven
Creedence albums, plus an eighth disc,
cut at 45rpm, featuring five of the
group's singles remixed in wide stereo. (Is
that like loud TV?) Iown afew test
pressings from Chad's original run of
individual LP reissues, and Ican vouch
for their superb sound and clean surfaces — but what impressed me most
was the high quality of the booklet that
comes with the boxed version. Whoever was the art director of that project
deserves a raise, and Chad deserves
thanks for creating apackage that exceeds our expectations rather than just
tossing off some junky scan.
Speaking of which: My only disappointment of the many LPs Ibought
was from the latest slew of Beatles
vinyl—this time from Toshiba/EMI
Japan. Ididn't bother to look at the
sleeve notes before Ipaid for it, or I
might have noticed that this reissue of
Rubber Soul was cut from adigital master — abad one. The sound is bright,
gritty, and devoid of all momentum,
flow, and involvement: typical early
PCM at its worst. (Again: Don't "run
right out" unless it's to run right the hell
out of the room.) Not only that, but I
see now that even the cover art is asubstandard flatbed scan, with no color
correction. And this slab of 180gm
vinyl set me back $35! Imight as well
have taken atwenty, aten, and afive,
crumpled them up, and thrown them
out the car window for all the enjoyment this piece ofjunk gave me.
Finally, to end on apositive note, my
two best musical experiences of the
weekend:
First, if you don't mind my stepping
to one side (but not too far, I'm sure,
for those of you who share my interests), Icouldn't resist atrip to 48th
Street between Sixth and Seventh
Avenues, which is home to most of
New York's great music stores — mostStereophile, August 2004

ly because it used to be home to most
of New York's great pawnshops.
(Think about it.) Great retailers come
and go, but this flatpicker's current
favorite is Rudy's Music, on the north
side of 48th, near Seventh. Their
acoustic guitar department, on the second floor, has afine selection of handmade instruments from high-end
builders such as Santa Cruz, Collings,
and Froggy Bottom, and their sales
staff is by far the friendliest and most
knowledgeable on the block. Stop in
and ask for Gordon (no, not that
Gordon!), who looks fresh from acasting call for The Oasis Story but is, in fact,

#1 BEST SOUND
AGAIN!
'Music may be art and
audio may be engineering,
but sometimes, if we're very lucky,
the combination can be magic.
Go hear the Pearls;
Isuspect magic happens
around them alot."
'Ms Phillips, Stereopbile
September 2002

Visit your JosephAudio dealer,
where you can experience the magic
from $1,799 to $20,000 per pair.

THE VERY BEST SOUND
OF THE SHOW... PETER
SYKES PLAYING BACH'S
GOLDBERG VARIATIONS
ON A 1977 RUBIO
HARPSICHORD.
the most patient, good-natured guy
you could hope to meet. If you're
lucky, he'll still have the new Santa
Cruz Tony Rice dreadnought (Indian
rosewood back and sides, serial number in the low 4000s) that Iplayed for
almost an hour while Iwas there. And
if you're really lucky, your spouse and
your credit manager will let you bring
it home.
Mien there's the very best sound of the
Show —which wouldn't have existed if
not for the tenacity of my friend and fellow editor John Marks. Faced with the
prospect of a show without acoustic
music, John spent several days of his
own working time and not afew dollars
out of his own pocket to pull off not just
any old music but, by &r, the best rve
ever enjoyed at an audio-related event:
Peter Sykes playing Bach's Goldberg
Variations on a1977 Rubio harpsichord.
Mr. Sykes's perfonnance was rich and
full of expression, relying more on touch
and tone than one usually hears. His
playing also had its moments of sheer
gymnastic delight —runs taken at dizzying, seemingly impossible speeds. Mr.
Sykes exuded Bach, which is to say he
exuded music, and I'm grateful to him
and to John Marks ("il miglior fabbro"),
for making the last weekend in May a
show to remember.
WorldRadioHistory
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Concertmaster Adrian
Levine (top left, and
engineer Tony Fau kner
(top right) flank JA while
he sorts out what
passage he wants taken
again; Actony
Michaelson's daughter
Miriam helps him
rehearse (left); Tony
Faulkner placed the
soloist to the conductor's
side so everyone could
see one ancther
(bottom).
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Judith Serkin — who, like Adrian Levine,
had played for me in the Mosaic quintet.
(Sadly, Mosaic violist Stephen Tees had
another gig that day.)
With an ensemble of this caliber —and
assuming Antony's nerves held up —it
would be possible to get the work down in
three two-hour sessions. Antony had
worked with Robert Bailey and an earlier
incarnation of the Michaelangelo orchestra
for a1998 recording of the Mozart Clarinet
Concerto, released as aCD on the Musical
Fidelity label (MF018). Iasked Antony why
he felt it time to return to the concerto.
"I have learned alot about the clarinet
since Istarted studying with Dame Thea
King," he explained. "I also feel Ihave
gained a deeper understanding of the
Mozart in the last five years. The music
matures in your unconsciousness. Suddenly,
Iwill hear how aphrase should be shaped.
It's an ongoing process of development —as
you get older the more you hear, the more
you understand what the music's about"
Antony also explained that not only did he
want the project recorded in DSD for release as
aSuper Audio CD, he wanted to run analog
tape for an LP release. That way, audiophiles
could choose between a"pure" analog release
and a"pure" two-channel SACD. Why not a
multichannel SACD? Antony snorted. "I think
multichannel is acomplete waste of time. My
experience of music and music reproduction is
that two channels are, for me at least, about
right. Three channels offer amarginal improvement over two, and five channels are amarginal improvement on amarginal improvement.
Multichannel is okay for sound effects, but it is
of no significance for music whatsoever!"
But he did note that the SACD would be a
hybrid. Not only would it carry the DSD
recording, its hi-rez layer would include a
DSD dub from the analog master tape,
while the "Red Book" layer would contain
two versions of the recording: a 16bit/44.11cHz PCM version downsampled
from the DSD master and astraight PCM
transfer from the analog master. That way,
audiophiles would be able to compare all
four formats and reach their own conclusions about which best preserved the musical message. (There is also aCD release,
available from Musical Fidelity in the UK)
The recording venue was going to be
Henry Wood Hall in Southwark, just
across the river from the Tower. Henry
Wood Hall was originally Holy Trinity
Church, standing in the center of aclassic
early 19th-century London square. Closed
in 1961, the church was transformed into a
rehearsal and recording space for London
orchestras in the 1970s, and opened for
business in 1975. Tony Faulkner has used
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Bowers &Wilkins' new range of Flat Panel Monitors provide
traditional B&W loudspeaker sound quality in stunning,
streamlined, contemporary cabinets. Designed to complement
42", 50" and 60" flat panel monitors, the FPM4, FPM5 and FPM6
possess alevel of poise and elegance all too rare in high-end
home theater and audio components.

Hear these outstanding new speakers at your authorized
B&W dealer.

www.bwfpm.com
For your virtual tour of the B&W Flat Panel Monitor Series please visit our site,
www.bwflatspeakers.com or call +1 978 6642870
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the hall, named after fabled 19th century conductor and
impresario Henry Wood, as abase for his operations for a
quarter century. After the project had been finished and
Antony had signed off on the masters, Iasked Tony if his
selection of mikes and techniques had differed at all from
his normal practice for this project.

4111.
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MICHAELANCELO
CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
ANTONY MICHAELSON

622: Moziiit actinet Concerto
MFSACD017/MFLP017
Antony Michaelson, clarinet, with the Michaelangelo
Chamber Orchestra conducted by Robert Bailey
Flute: Andy Findon, Helen Keen
Bassoon: Brian Sewell, Francesca Carpos
Horn: Richard Watkins, David VVythe
Violin: Adrian Levine (concertmaster), Kathy Andrew,
Alex Balanescu, Sue Briscoe, Gordon Buchan, Beverly
Davison, Ruth Erlich, Jonathan Evans-Jones, Alison Kelly,
Pauline Lowbury, Rona Murray, David Ogden, Julian
Tear, Paul Willey
Viola: Marina Ascherson, Rachel Bolt, Tim Grant,
Rusen Gunes
Cello: Naomi Butterworth, Mike Hurwitz, Judith Serkin,
Jonathan Williams
Double bass: Paddy Lannigan, Steve Williams
LP Side 1: Allegro (12:38)
LP Side 2: Adagio (7:58), Rondo (Allegro) (8:51)
SACD Hi-Rez Layer
1: Allegro (pure DSD) 12:38
2: Adagio (pure DSD) 7:58
3:
4:
5:
6:

Rondo (Allegro) (pure DSD) 8:51
Allegro (DSD transfer from analog tape) 12:38
Adagio (DSD transfer from analog tape) 7:58
Rondo (Allegro) (DSD transfer from analog tape) 8:51

SACD "Red Book" Layer
1: Allegro (PCM downsampled from DSD) 12:38
2: Adagio (PCM downsampled from DSD) 7:58
3: Rondo (Allegro) (PCM downsampled from DSD) 8:51
4: Allegro (PCM transfer from analog tape) 12:38
5: Adagio (PCM transfer from analog tape) 7:58
6: Rondo (Allegro) (PCM transfer from analog tape) 8:51
Recorded by Tony Faulkner in Henry Wood Hall, London,
on November 19, 2003. LP mastered by Stan Ricker an
pressed by RTI, Camarillo, California.

,

K622 IS AVAILABLE AS A HYBRID SACD OR AS
AN ALL-ANALOG, 180GM LP FROM THE SECURE
"RECORDINGS" PAGE AT WWW.STEREOPHILE.COM.
SACD AND LP EACH COST $20 PLUS S&H.
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Tony Faulkner: Iworked first in Henry Wood Hall in
1977 or 1978, when Iwas recording manager for Enigma
Records, and it has always been one of my very favorite
locations. Although it was originally achurch, the reverberation is under control, and is not long and bright, like
some of the more cathedralesque churches used for
recording. It is also pretty quiet as far as external traffic
noise is concerned.
Acoustically, HV/H has the feel of amovie soundstage,
but with abit more space and warmth to its sound quality.
The Hall's character is warm and slightly studio-ish with a
medium- or large-size orchestra. As with most halls with
"character," as an engineer you either love the character and
make the best of it, or you fight it (and usually lose) with a
combination of too many microphones, digital reverberation, and paranoia. Ichoose the former route!
John Atkinson: The photos show that your main pickup for the orchestra was aspaced pair of vintage tubed
Neumann omnis.
Faulkner: For Antony's recording Ifollowed the same
practices Iwould normally use out of preference in the
Hall, although the specifics always vary abit from project
to project. In this case Iused avery simple technique consisting of amain pair of Neumann M50c's (bought originally from RCA in New York and part of the original
Lewis Layton rig) placed about 9' 6" above the floor, alittle way behind the conductor. The M5Os were not really
"spaced" in the traditional sense. To most recording engineers, "spaced omnis" would mean aspacing of many
feet, and probably three rather than two microphones —
used either in awide row or in aDecca-style "Tree"
arrangement. Here Iused aphased array of two M5Os
spaced around 27" apart on awide AEA stereo bar—the
conductor did the balancing for me!
Atkinson: Ican remember you writing something years
ago about the 27" separation having special properties. I
remember that was the mike spacing you used for the
Handel Queen of Sheba on the first Hi-Fi News Test CD,
which Ico-produced back in 1985.
Faulkner: One always tries to reason why certain things
work. Iwould hate to come over as some kind of waffler
re. 27" or otherwise. Ihave always favored using relatively small interspacing between microphone capsules; ie,
spacing the main mikes on abar rather than 10' or more
apart on separate stands.
If figure-8 capsules are angled at 90°, Ilike them as
coincident as possible. If the figure-8 capsules are parallel,
Iuse the "phased-array" arrangement of afew inches'
spacing. With cardioids, the spacing Ilike is different
again, and there is, of course, the famous technique from
ORTF that follows the same concept. With subcardioids,
for me the spacing increases, while with onmis the spacing increases to around 27".
Ithink the spacing has to increase because we are battling
against too much sense of "in-phase" in the critical frequency area where the ear-brain combination is switching
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between timing-phase and amplitude methods
of determining source position. With omnis
spaced, say, 6" apart, the timing-phase-amplitude
differences would be too small to relate with
what the human ear spacing normally works
with, and Iwould have to use some kind of
intervening processing to modify the difference
signal. (There is such asystem described in the
1931 Blumkin stereo patent.)
Too much thinking—most of this has
evolved from trial and error.
Atkinson: As can be seen in Jimmy Hughes'
photos, you used aclose-placed stereo AKG
C24 for Antony's darinet Iassume this was in
crossed-coincident figure-8 mode. Why did
you place soloist and mike to the side of the
conductor rather than centrally, where the
image was placed in your mix?
Faulkner: The physical positioning of the
soloist was determined principally by musical
considerations. In alive concert situation, the
soloist would normally be at the front of the
stage, situated between the conductor and
concertmaster, in front of both of them, looking out into the audience with his/her back to
the orchestra. *With recording the situation is
different, and there are many musical advantages for the soloist to be able to see both the
conductor and the orchestral musicians.
Icould have asked Antony to stand directly in
front of the conductor between the second violins and violas, but that is astrange place to be for
awind playet So the position Ichose for Antony
was standing not so far from the concertmaster,
playing toward the conductot Orchestra and
soloist can also hear each other more clearly if
the soloist is playing back into the orchestra.
Having placed Antony to get the best musical
contact and effect, the main microphones would
hear quite alot of the soloist, but probably not
quite focused or loud enough unless the soloist
forced his sound. Also, the stereo image from the
main pair would place the soloist abit too wide on
the left. So Iacirl&d enough C24 —I guess
around -23dB —to move him across doser to
the center of the recorded soundstage, as well
as to add asmall amount of presence. Using a
stereo microphone like aC24 rather than a
single mono mike gives me, as engineer, more
flexibility in minimizing that typical pasted-on
mono quality of asingle spot microphone.
Atkinson: How did you deal with the
bleedthrough from the orchestra to the
clarinet mike?
Faulkner: Idid as per usual—lie back
and enjoy it! You just listen to the overall
effect and make adjustments until the project is ready to roll. In alive acoustic there
is always alot of bleedthrough, and the
engineer must accept it as afact of life. You
can fight it and try using screens or closer
microphones, but doing so wastes alot of
time and irritates musicians, who want to
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Tony Faulkner used aAKG C24
stereo mike for the clarinet
(top) and both analog and DSD
digital recorders (right).
Bottom: the calm before the
storm --- Michaelson breaks
n some reeds before the
orchestra arrives.
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Dear Music Lovers,
The 1980s were arguably the dawn of a
Golden Age for analog. Vinyl playback advancements
were in full bloom. Yet, many audiophiles and audio
manufacturers rushed headlong to embrace the next
big thing—the Compact Disc.
Déjà vu. Yogi Berra said it best. "It's déjà vu all over
again." Today, advances in CD playback finally reveal the potential for aCD playback Golden Age. So
what are we doing?
Chasing after the next big thing—so-called "Hi-Rez"
digital formats. Upsampling. Over-sampling. 1bit.
SACD. DVD-A. Confusion reigns.

Would you make
the same mistake twice?
Not only was the Zanden's sound more lively, it
was more direct. Intensely involving. Only top-flight
analog had been so seductive in my experience.
Returning to several highly reviewed digital systems Ihad on hand, Iwas shocked to hear the music's
flow suddenly dry up. Detail was still good. Tonal
qualities were still good. But the excitement was gone.
Plain and boring!

"Old technology" breakthrough? Recently, I'd seen
acouple of rave reviews for aJapanese digital-to-analog converter—the Zanden Audio Model 5000 DAC.
It had no up-sampling, no over-sampling, not even
adigital filter! It didn't play the "Hi-Rez" formats.
Worse, it had no filter selections, and it used tubes!
So Ididn't take it seriously. After all, Ihad afirewired, up-sampled, CD/SACD top-rated digital system with transport, upsampler, and DAC.
But then, almost by coincidence, Iended up having the new version of the "old technology" Zanden
DAC in my system for afew weeks. And that's when
my tidy digital world became undone.

Why? Part of it is Zanden's rejection of gee-whiz
filters. Less phase error. Less complexity. It's more
detailed, more alive, and more tonally correct. Much
more musically communicative. Ipromise, you'll discover new treasures in your existing CD collection.
And it's probably no coincidence that the analog
Zanden 1000 Phono Stage is aStereophile Class A'
component. It does for analog exactly what the Model
5000 now does for digital.
Where? There are only aselect few dealers. Contact
me for the nearest one to you, and to receive our
widely acclaimed 31 Secrets to Better Sound, FREE.

A new Golden Age? Ididn't think it was possible.
Not only were my favorite CDs (previously upsampled to DSD) suddenly far more involving, even
SACDs didn't touch their equivalent CD versions!

For the latest information on Zanden, visit our
website, vvww.avantgarde-usa.com.
Best regards,

My "reference" digital system now sounded mechanical and compressed.

Avantgarde-USA

LLC 6445 Calamar Drive Cumming, GA 30040

770-777-2095 InfoPak Line: 800-944-9537 E-mail: hornguys@aol.com wvvvv.avantgarde-usa.com
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Atkinson: And to my surprise, when Ifirst walked into the
DSD and high-speed PCM both sound very dean, but for
control room, you were using Dolby Anoise reduction ahead
me they lack the dynamics, warmth, and depth of both the
direct sound and of the first-generation analog. The best
of the Studer.
Faulkner: Iused Dolby Abecause classical music has awide
analogy Ican make is comparing aclassic tube monoblock
dynamic range, and setting levels is always guesswork, to
power amp — transformer-coupled, with very little loop
some extent. Dolby Agives me more dynamic range to work
negative feedback —with asqueaky-clean solid-state amp
within—like using 24 bits in the studio for digital rather
that uses huge amounts of feedback to obtain infinitesimally
than 16 bits. Copying analog recordings always degrades the
low distortion specifications. If you want an amplifier to crequality progressively, and Dolby A reduces the impact of any
ate sinewave test tones, then the solid-state amp is supreme.
necessary copying.
But if you want to listen to Rachmaninoff, Sibelius, or Elvis,
Atkinson: Did it take some readjustment to balance the
for me the dassic old tube amp will communicate more
dynamic demands of the signal between analog tape overdynamics and more music.
load and tape noise, hi-rez digital being more forgiving in
The question of overall feedback is an issue in the reprothis respect?
duction of musical dynamics, and modern A/D converters
Faulkner: No. Hi-rez digital clips more offensively than
are heavily reliant on afeedback principle in their design, with
aDAC in their [Sigma-Delta] loop. Ithink this is relevant
analog. Both analog and hi-rez digital reproduce more
dynamic range than many listeners are comfortable with,
Atkinson: DSD comes in for alot of criticism in the
anyway. The Mozart Clarinet Concerto is not as much of a
academic community for its lack of theoretical elegance and
dynamic-range challenge as, say, Shostakovich 11 — that
for its demands on storage bandwidth compared with 24/96
would be more of aproblem for analog.
PCM. Your feelings about those criticisms?
Atkinson: And, as you said, you had to do your own analog
Faulkner: The criticisms are not without basis. The
tape splicing. Were there any splices that were routine in the
demands on storage space are no big deal because storage
digital domain that caused you some problems in the analog
space is cheap now, but the fundamental griefs with DSD for
world? When assembling the performance from the session
me are twofold.
takes, Iremember solving one problem that was going to inFirst, as Isaid, the creation of high energies of EHF noise
volve you inserting asingle turn in the clarinet at the end of
from the A/D noiseshaping is bad engineering practice, but it
atrill. This was trivially easy in digital space, but was probais essential because DSD is a1-bit system; it would not have
bly going to have you breaking out in acold sweat when you
enough dynamic range to reproduce music without noiseshapwere taking the razor blade to the analog masten
ing. If you want a1-bit 64Fs recording system to emulate a20Faulkner: Yes. Digital editing is adream in comparison to
bit PCM system between 20Hz and 20kHz as far as noise and
analog editing. Once you are cutting bits of analog tape and pillinearity are concerned, then the- noise has to go somewhere
ing on sticky tape, you cannot change your mind anywhere
else, and there is alot of it to try to sweep under the carpet
near as easily as you can with digital. With digits, you tend to
Equipment designers have several options as to how to
do arough first shot, then move things around till you are
deal with the EHF noise from DSD. If you remove it comhappy —after all that, you still have all the original material unpletely, the problems disappear, but the overall record/replay
damaged. All digital audio editors have got used to the luxuries
DSD signal path ends up inferior to hi-rez PCM and not
of long cross-fades and dissimilar in/out cross-fades too, and
massively better than the 44.1kHz CD format. If you do not
you simply cannot achieve the same effects with arazor blade.
do anything about removing DSD's EHF noise, the sound
Atkinson: We did some comparisons in the
control room. But given the choice between 24bit/1921cHz LPCM digital, DSD digital, and anacer: ohn A
log tape, which do you feel gets closest to the
Engineer, analog editor: Tony Faulkner
mike feed?
DSD editing: Finesplice
Faulkner: A well-made, first-generation analog
recording using agood machine with good tape is
LP mastering engineer: Stan Ricker
SACD booklet and LP sleeve design: Michaelson Rock
atough act to follow. The deviations from the live
sound are there for sure, but tend to be both
Microphones: Two Neumann M50c omn son a27" AEA stereo bar
minor and, if anything, flattering—slight com(main pickup), with an AKG C24 crossed figure-8 (clarinet spot) and
pression, some low-order distortion components,
three Schoeps CMC65ug cardioids (wind spots)
Mike preamps: EAR 824M
some warming of the bass. And asmall amount of
Mixing console: Tim de Paravicini custon design
noise is no big deal in the grand scheme of things.
Cables: Mogami (mikes to preamps), Belden 11-way "snake" (pr
The question of which hi-rez di tal medium
is better, DSD or 4Fs PCM, is .;. cult. [4Fs =
amps to console), van den Hul carbon-fiber (console to recorders)
DSD converter: dCS 904
4x44.1kHz or 4x48kHz—Ed.] Over the years I
DSD data storage: Genex GX8500 hard-disk recorder, archived on
have grown to question DSD more, because of
• an external Panasonic SCSI DVD-RAM drive
the dangerous quantities of EHF noise from the
PCM downsampling for "Red Book" SACD layer: Sonoma digital
A/D noiseshaping. Apart from that (4Fs PCM is
squeaky-clean in the EHF noise respect), Ithink
audio workstation
there is little to choose sonically between DSD
Analog recorder: Studer A8ORC two-track, modified by Tim de
Paravicini, using I
/4" tape at 15ips with Dolby A noise reduction
and high-speed PCM. The differences Ido hear
are down to fine details of filters and modulators.
Control-room monitoring: Quad ESL-989s driven by EAR
' monoblocks using Nairn speaker cable; Sennheiser HD600 head One thing is for sure: DSD is one pain in the
neck for equipment designers.
phones driven by Musical Fidelity amplification

'
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BASIS AUDIO,
INC.
26 Clinton Drive, 116
Hollis, NH 03049
Tel 603.889.4776
Fax 603.889.5402
info@bassaudic.corn

BASIS "WORK OF ART" TURNTABLE:
SONIC AND VISUAL ECSTACY

The Rogue Audio M-150 Tube Monoblock
150 watts of pure tube power •5hz -50khz bandwidth •Triode operation •$3995 per pair

Rogue Audio, Inc. •arodheadsville, PA •570-992-9901 •www.rogueaudio.com
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with the right or lucky choice of following amplifier can be
very transparent, but some other amplifiers will choke and
sound bad, or may even burn out under the pressure.
For studio guys like me, the second consideration about
DSD comes down to practicalities. We live in aworld of
home-computer and network technologies, where 1-bit
DSD is out of step. The digital audio world today is full of
PCM hardware and software, much of it at very attractive
prices and easy to use. DSD technology is generally tweaky
and often expensive, and so far not compatible with how
multitrack nonclassical material is recorded.
Atkinson: The K622 LP is "pure" analog in that Stan Ricker
cut the master from your spliced analog tape. Antony wanted the SACD to be a"pure" SACD. Did you take care to
ensure that the workstation used to assemble the DSD master didn't convert the data to high-speed PCM?
Faulkner: Antony's SACD master tape was edited by my
friends at Finesplice on their Sonoma editot It was edited pure
DSD —I would have been unhappy to send the recording to
someone using aworkstation that converted the DSD stream
to high-sample-rate PCM for the cross-fides and any other
processing. This practice is garbage, in my opinion, and symptomatic of generic problems with the implementation
of 1-bit audio in the real world. DSD was sold as
"squeaky clean," yet there are digital editors that convert
to/from PCM for processing. There are also consumer
players that do the same sort of mischief to pure DSD
at alower resolution than the studio editors.
Atkinson: Did you have to adjust your mike technique to allow for LP cutting problems, such as the excessive vertical modulation that can result from the use
of spaced omnis?
Faulkner: No, not here. We spread the concerto over
two sides, which is luxurious and avoids some of the
worries you are talking about. With our forthcoming
Green Room LP releases we are spreading an hour or
so of music over four sides intentionally, to minimize
the impact of cutting problems in the LP format Short
LP sides mean higher manufacturing cost, but bring big
sonic advantages. And while manufacturing LPs is expensive, Ilove both the expansiveness and freedom of
the sound and the expansiveness and freedom of the
packaging, which is aluxury after the sawn-off postcard
size of CD artwork.
Atkinson: What would you recommend Stereophile
readers listen for when comparing these four different digital
renditions of the same music?
Faulkner: We all listen for different things. Start with highfrequency transparency, the reproduction of dynamics, soundstage depth. Remember that if you reproduce CD material on
SACD and DVD-Audio players, often the replay quality for
CDs is not at the same level as aCD-only player in the same
price category.
Most important, appreciate the music making on K622 —
that was what motivated the comparisons. Ihave my personal preference, but everyone will prioritize the advantages and
disadvantages according to their own tastes. You are being
asked to choose between aLexus and aHarley — it is quite
possible to enjoy both!
Warm sound, frozen fingers
Once I'd gotten over my awe at working with Robert,
Antony, Adrian, Tony, and the Midiaelangeli, the three ses-

sions flew by, with me frantically marking up my score during each take, both to ensure that each measure was covered
and, more important, that we had aperformance in the can.
Antony's sweet, rather husky-sounding "pre-war 1010-bore"
clarinet was in tune with itself to amuch greater degree than
the more forceful Rossi instrument he had used for the Mosaic
sessions, and this made my role as producer much easier.
More important, Antony was in touch with the music to a
degree Ihave rarely witnessed. He got the Concerto's sublime slow movement—one of the high spots of Western
culture — basically down in one take, with just afew touchup passages required. The sound of the mike feed Tony had
captured was to die for, and Ispent much of that misty day
last November marveling at my good fortune at being able to
be involved in such inspired music making.
Tony had burned CD-Rs of the takes for me as we'd gone
along, and Iuploaded these to my Apple iPod to listen to on the
flight home. By the time I'd arrived in New York, Iwas pretty
sure how Iwould ask Tony to assemble the performances, and
was fantasizing about what could lie ahead for the team: the
Copland or Finzi concertos, perhaps —ot after I'd had acouple of Glen Morangies, Bernstein's Prehak Fugue and 120...

•
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Michaelson's -1010" clarinet at the end of RINay
(the brandy was used for soaking reeds, not for imbibing).

So you can understand how shocked Iwas to learn, when
Inext spoke to Antony, that the K622 sessions had been his
swan song as aclarinetist. Ihad known about his having a
pinched nerve in one of his wrists, but had assumed that, with
surgery and physical therapy, the problems he'd had with his
fine motor skills were athing of the past. Sadly, the K622
sessions were Antony's final fight against what had become
apparent was going to be an inevitable loss of function.
Antony hasn't given up making music, he has treated himself to aFazioli grand and has thrown himself into learning
to play the piano with the same manic passion he applies to
churning out his line of Musical Fidelity products. But K622
marks the end of this particular road.
—John Atkinson
Flow to buy K622
Both the 180gm LP and hybrid SACD versions of K622 are
available from the secure "Recordings" page at www.stereo
phile.com, each priced at $20 plus S&H. Enjoy.
WI
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by Robert Baird

SHOCKING ROCK CROWDS
WITH HIS JAZZ APPROACH
AND VICE VERSA,
JAMIE CULLUM'S
MAKING COLE PORTER
COOL AGAIN.

-r-Tr rf-f„

II

reckon young people always connect with
cool. Sinatra was cool. Charlie Parker was
cool. Ididn't understand bebop. Ididn't
understand jazz solos. Ididn't understand
Cole Porter, but Iheard something [snaps his
fingers], aspirit, and Ithink young people
can get it. It just takes exposure. And you
have to discover it yourself, you can't have your mum and
dad go `01111, listen to my record collection: People put in
interviews, Jamie Cullum was exposed to his parents' record
collection.' Like hell Iwas. Iwouldn't have gone near their
record collection. They didn't like Charlie Parker."

How many times have you heard someone over 40 say
something myopic like "I just don't know about this younger
generation."? There's no denying that these are hard days for
doing something intellectual like being ajazz pianist. It doesn't
promise the instant gratification you get from say splattering
bodies in PlayStution or staring endlessly at the two inch screen
of aGame Boy. Anti-intellectualism has again become fashionable. Television has played alarge role in dulling people's imaginations. Publishers and record labels sell less and less of their
wares to an ever-growing population. In music, certain genres
nearly abandoned by younger generations —the blues, jazz,
and classical —are losing the creative energy necessary to
65
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songs, such as "These Are the Days" (from his new Verve
album, twentysomething), it's when Cullum launches into a
Cole Porter tune, or some other standard from the Great
American Songbook, that jaws really begin to drop. As a
smooth, stylish saloon singer, he cuts astriking figure. While
he admits that the spectade of an English kid with apunlcy
attitude and haircut crooning out Porter's "I Get aKick Out
of You" may stop some people short, Cullum is able to sell it
thanks to seemingly bottomless reserves of smarts and charm.
"Well, you see, the reaction — it's favorable from both
ends, because they're caught up with the spirit of what it's
about. The kids are hearing Cole Porter for the first time.
Inevitably, some will come up and say, `I like that cocaine
song —what was that, the kick song?'
"I'm not wearing asuit, which does put off some of the old
people. But then they hear that Ihave an affection and areverence for the music, but at the same time ahealthy irreverence for it as well, and they love the fact that younger people
are listening to it.
"I get older people come up to me and say, 'I've been looking for someone like you so Ican get my son or my grandson to hear this music and not think it's for old people.' And
it's working. If Iplay in front of two or three thousand, half
of them are under 20, half are watching the piano, watching
the bass solo, listening to this music — and then they hear us
do Prontin',' by The Nepnmes.
"It's confusing for them that someone can be into so much
music."
Cullum, who was raised in Wiltshire and attended
Reading University, maintains that alife in music was never
his intention.
"The musical career never began," he says between bites of
granola at atony hotel in Midtown Manhattan. He's in the

THE BANTAM, TOUSLE-HAIRED PIANIST IS HYPERAWARE OF
THE UNMARKED BUT DISTINCT BOUNDARIES HE'S CROSSING BY BEING A
ROCK KID WHO'S MAKING ACAREER OUT OF ACABARET ACT THAT'S BEING
COMPARED TO THOSE OF HARRY CONNICK, JR. AND FRANK SINATRA.
ensure their survivals.
Yet amid this dark landscape, every once in awhile someone, somewhere crops up —a light in the shadows who defies
the trends and provides hope for the future. Twenty-fouryear-old English singer-pianist-songwriter Jamie Cullum is
such aperson.
To see Cullum perform live, particularly in ajazz club or
room known to draw acrowd that listens, can be ashock.
Even in that kind of staid setting, he's still all over the place:
one minute climbing up on the piano with amicrophone to
belt out atune, the next hunched over; swinging like mad,
pushed by and pushing his trio of bassist Geoff Gascoyne and
drummer Sebastian deKrom. Cullum's confidence as aperformer is impressive. Referred to in the British press as "the
David Beckham ofJazz" (ouch!), Cullum onstage is aball of
energy, smiling at the girls, drumming his fingers, striking
poses reminiscent of every vocalist from Cobain to Elling
along the way. The overall effect is reminiscent of amodern
Bobby Darin.
While he's been known to break into rock covers like The
Who's "My Generation," and is also known for his original
66

US to promote the release of twentysconething.
"I played piano and guitar like Iplayed football —because
they're athing Iliked to do. Try to copycat Cobain is one of
the first things [in music] Itried to do. Tried to learn the
songs from [Nirvana's] Nevermind. Tried to learn a few
Weezer songs. Itried to learn some Rage Against the
Machine stuff. My older brother was into heavy metal,
grunge, and rock, and Iidolized him and Itried to copy him.
"I also started listening to hip-hop and started messing
about with drums and percussion and computers. And Ilistened to great songwriters —Bob Dylan, Tom Waits, Joni
Mitchell — and started trying to write songs but never, even
ever would have thought it would be acareen It was just
something Iliked."
A hobby?
"Yeah, apretty intense one."
Cullum began getting paid to play music live when he was
in his mid-teens.
"I knew [Gershwin's] "Summertime" and Iknew "Maiden
Voyage" by Herbie Hancock. So really Iwas just playing my
own things and pretending Iknew songs."
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Jazz Rocks!
By the time he was in his second year at university,
Cullum had what he now calls "a side career," and was
spending three or four nights aweek out playing music, both
in the usual progression of garage-rock bands and, later, in
jazz combos. It was also in that second year that he recorded
and released his first, self-released CD, Heard It All Before
"It's alive album, really. We recorded it in avillage hall
with agrand piano with four mikes. No separation at all. It
took us three hours to set up the equipment, it took us an
hour and ahalf to record the music, and it took us another
hour to get pissed afterwards, so it was pretty fun."
It's when he says things like "pretty fun" that Cullum
shows his age. Yet his youth rarely gets in the way of the
music. Despite his obvious lack of life experience and wisdom of age; he shows asurprising ability to emote and connect with both his music and his fans. In at least one area
though, he's learning fast. Recently, he's become aware that
being amusician, particularly ayoung jazzman in rock-star
clothing, affords him apotent "in" with the fairer sex.
"If [journalists] want to know what Iget up to when I'm
not under their noses," he says, flashing the kind of musicoutlaw smile that's surely broken its share of hearts already,
"then I'm sure it would make their eyes water and they'd be
fuddn' jealous."
Chick magnetism aside, the bantam, tousle-haired pianist
is hyperaware of the unmarked but distinct boundaries he's
crossing by being arock kid who's making acareer out of a
cabaret act that's being compared to those of Harry Connick,
Jr. and, even more flattering/daunting, Frank Sinatra. He's
armed against the inevitable criticism
with his genuine passion for and
knowledge of the music he plays.
"It's alittle bit of alazy comparison.
`A young guy who sings standards? Oh,
you must be trying to be Sinatra,' "he
says of the 01' Blue Eyes parallel.
"Those people always say, Who are
your heroes? Sinatra, Dean Martin,
Sammy Davis? Ilove those guys, but I
didn't discover them until Iwas 18, 19.
Idiscovered standards in adifferent
way. If anything, Idiscovered standards
from scratchy old Vic Damone records,
just 'cause they happened to be ones I
found in acharity store.
"Then Iheard those songs from
people like Harry Cowlick, on film
soundtracks, and from Elton John. Then Iwent backward
and discovered the people who really did them, jazz singers
like Ella Fitzgerald. Igot into Sinatra through the side door."
Moving to London in 2001, Cullum began gigging steadily in jazz haunts and, as he puts it, "working his way towards
[the famous London jazz nightclub] Ronnie Scott's." Arriving
in London in July, by Christmas he had arecord deal with the
small indie label Candid Records. His first album to be
released on a record label, the playfully titled Pointless
Nostalgia, was released in spring 2002. Soon after that,
Cullum began to hear from most of the major labels.
Eventually, in 2003, he signed with Verve. Released first in
the UK, twentysomething is currently double platinum there.
Characteristically, Cullum isn't flummoxed by being a
wide-ranging performer who's signed to ajazz label. He
thinks of himself as ajazz musician.
"A jazz musician using the widest possible definition," he
Stereophile, August 2004
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says. "But if you ask me if Ican play over the changes, can I
improvise over changes, sure. It took me along time to learn
how to do that, and it will take my lifetime to master it."
So he can play bebop on the fly?
"Absolutely. I'm lucky enough to understand and relate to
alot of musical worlds. Irelate to jazz in the same way Irelate
to Nick Drake, Radiohead, Aphex Twin, Squarepusher, and
all the other people I'm into. I've never had those boundaries.
I've just always liked music. Iknow that's aterrible cliché, but
Iwas amusic kid and Ilistened to Eddie Van Halen solos and
Ilistened to John Coltrane solos."
On twemysomething, Cullum displays his versatility by nailing "Singin' in the Rain" and "I Get aKick Out of You" with
the same nerve he shows on such pop-based originals as "All
at Sea." Another successful cover is of amore recent vintage,
Jeff Buckley's "Lover, You Should Have Come Over." His
own songwriting gifts, aquality most critics think is his ace
card, are displayed among other places in "All At Sea" and the
album's tide tune. The album's highlight though is asoaring
cover of Radiohead's "High and Dry." Strangely, on the new
record, Cullum doesn't quite hit that song's high falsetto chorus, his voice sliding away from the highest note and going
thin. In concert, however, he has no trouble hitting and holding it. He ascribes the difference to the fact that he's become
abetter singer in the year since twentysomething was recorded.
The acid test of Cullum's brashness, though, is how he's
been received by jazz purists. That judgment is not what you
might expect.
"I've never come out and said I'm arevolutionary jazz
artist, I'm agreat piano player, I'm the
next Ella Fitzgerald, whatever. Ijust
come out and do my thing, really, in a
jazz context. Imust admit that the
jazz purists have been the ones who
have given the most insightful, interesting, and pleasant criticism. The jazz
purists like the freshness of it, they
think it's different. Sure, they've been
critical, they say you could have sung
that better, or the piano solo on that
was pretty duff— which, to be honest, Itotally agree with. The jazz guys
who do like me are the ones who say
the spirit was great."
In England, that spirit has already
begun to engender abacklash. A devoted reader of the always bitchy
English music press, Cullum says he's been hurt recently by the
mean-spirited things he's read about himself in his native land.
"In America, things get big but they have asteady growth.
Here, the only way you can be successful is the old-fashioned
way: by touring, doing radio, doing television, doing interviews, getting out there and playing your music.
"In England, you can do one TV show and you're everywhere. And then next week you do one TV show and they
hate it, so you're nowhere.
"In England, nothing goes on the charts and then goes up;
everything goes on the charts and that's the highest position
it will ever be, and then it'll go down. It's always the way.
"The English press aren't happy with the fact that akid is
doing something like this because it's not their notion of
what rebellion should be. It makes them feel old.
"But isn't rebellion, supposedly, to do what everyone else
thinks you shouldn't do?"
MI
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EQUIPMENT

REPORT

McIntosh

MC501
Paul Bolin

Solid-state
monoblock power amplifier with
balanced (XLR) and single-ended
(RCA) inputs and "Autoformer"coupled output stage. Minimum
sinewave continuous average power
output: 500W into 8, 4, or 2ohms
(27dBVV, 24dBW, 21dBW, respectively). Rated power bandwidth:
20Hz-20kHz. THD: 0.005% into 8, 4,
or 2ohms, 250mW to rated power
output. IMD: 0.005% maximum if
instantaneous peak output does not
exceed twice the rated output for
any combination of frequencies,
20Hz-20kHz, into 8, 4, or 2ohms.
Dynamic headroom: 1.8dB.
VVideband damping factor: 100 at 8
ohms (equivalent to asource
impedance of 0.08 ohms).
Frequency responses: 20Hz-20kHz,
+0/-0.25dB; 10Hz-100kHz,
+0/-3dB. Sensitivity: 2.1V unbalanced input, 4.2V balanced input.
Signal/noise ratio: 97dB, A-weighted
(124dB below rated output), unbalanced and balanced. Input impedance: 10k ohms unbalanced, 20k
ohms balanced.
17.5" W by 9.5" H
(including feet) by 14 7/8" D
(including front-panel knobs).
Weight: 91.5 lbs (41.6kg) net, 105.5
lbs (48kg) shipping.
UM 1332, UM 1328.
$8200/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 240.
McIntosh
Laboratory, Inc., 2Chambers Street,
Binghamton, NY 13903-2699. Tel:
(607) 723-3512. Fax: (607) 7240549. Web: www.mcintoshlabs.com.
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es true — you never forget your first love. And no, I'm not talking about
little Jackie Lynn Neeck in my second-grade class when Iwas seven years
old. Istill remember her, almost as vividly as Iremember my first
encounter with afantastic stereo system, and therein hangs atale.
When Iwas in my early teens, Istudied classical and theater organ for
several years. My teacher, Elaine, and her husband were, to put it mildly,
fanatical about their hobbies. They spent four months slowly moving a
moth-eaten, mouse-infested, and utterly non-functional 1925 Wurlitzer pipe
organ into their basement from its original residence in an Iowa theater. Whatever
happened to that Wurlitzer, Ido not know; what captivated me lived upstairs: a
three-manual Rodgers Trio theater organ and the most incredible stereo system I'd
ever seen. The highlight of my week was to go over and play that beautiful
Rodgers for an hour — at least until the day Elaine introduced me to some new
music by playing it on that complicated, fascinating-looking, but as yet unheard
system. On that day, my interest in audio was awakened and alifelong obsession
was born. It's fair to say that without having heard that system, Iwould not be writing these words in 2004.
Elaine and Gary's stereo system was athing of wonder and awe, and every piece
of electronics in it was from McIntosh: aglitzy tubed tuner-preamplifier and two
50W tube monoblocks, all driving apair of Altec-Lansing Voice of the Theater
speakers —the ones with the fancy woodwork, not the black, theater-ready boxes. 1
Hearing Virgil Fox played over that system was like hearing the voice of God. It was
then that the light was turned on. Ihad never in my life thought that the sound of
music could come that vividly into ahome, and even my skeptical parents were
impressed enough to eventually let me pick out my first stereo system and buy it
for me?
For years, until Iencountered the High End in the mid-1980s, McIntosh
remained my Holy Grail — the Best of the Best, the Brand to Aspire To. After
all, it was Mac gear that had anchored the best system I'd ever heard, so it must
be the best. Even the notoriously picky Grateful Dead used nothing but
McIntosh amps in their most ambitious PA systems. Who could argue with
those credentials?
As Iimmersed myself in the High End, first as ahobbyist and eventually as a
reviewer, Ilearned that "real" High-Enders considered McIntosh to be passé and
something of acarriage-trade brand — still well made, supremely reliable, and coollooking in their retro way, but nowhere near the state of the art in terms of modern, high-performance sound. Bankers and doctors bought McIntosh, not "serious"
audiophiles. So ran the conventional wisdom.
A voice from my past
Beginning in the mid-1990s, something began percolating in Binghamton, New
lleven remember the turntable—a Rondine Rek-O-Kut with aweird cantilevered arm in which the Pickering
cartridge was the only vertically pivoting part.
2My first proper stereo system was aSansui AU-222 integrated amplifier, largish Goodmans kookshelf speakers
(they had to be good because they were English, even if they weren't the more expensive Wharfedales Iso shamelessly coveted), and aPE turntable with aShure M47 cartridge. Iwas 15 and was prouder of it than Icould have
imagined. Iwish Ihad it back, if only for the memories.
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McIntosh

York. 3 It began slowly, when McIntosh
reissued the classic tube C22 preamp
and MC275 power amplifier. The runaway
success
of those
Sidney
Corderman—designed pieces seemed
to light a fire under the McIntosh
3 As has been extensively chronicled, primarily by
the estimable Mr. Tellig in "Sam's Space" over the last
10 years.

MC501

design staff. While expanding into a
remarkably comprehensive range of
components for home theater and
whole-house systems, two-channel
audio of the highest quality —both
tube and solid-state — once again became atop priority for the venerable
company. The MC501 ($4100 each) is
the latest and most powerful expression of McIntosh's solid-state thinking.

I rediscovered McIntosh via the
unlikely route of home theater. Though
I'm not an enthusiast, Iappreciate the
fun of home theater, and over anumber
of years, the most consistently enjoyable
home theater setups Iexperienced were
in McIntosh's rooms at various Consumer Electronics Shows. Unlike most
manufacturers, Mac always made apoint
of first demonstrating that their HT sys-

T

ohms unbalanced, 18.3k ohms balanced—on the low
he McIntosh MC501 is unusual for asolid-state
amplifier in that it uses an output transformer. This
side for some capacitor-coupled tube preamplifiers, such
has three separate taps, one each optimized for 8,
as the BAT models.
4, and 2ohm speakers. Ihooked up my 8ohm
The lower-than-normal gain is associated with an
extremely low noise floor. Even the wideband, unvveightdummy load to the MC501's 8ohm tap, and, following
my usual practice, set the amplifier running at one-third
ed figure ref. 1W into 8ohms from the 8ohm tap was
90dB; switching in an A-weighting
power for one hour, to see how well
filter improved the figure to 104.6dB.
it would deal with thermal stress. To
my surprise, the McIntosh shut itself
The MC501 is one of the few amplifiers that can match the theoretical
off after just five minutes—the
orange Power Guard LED on the
dynamic range of such hi-rez digital
front panel illuminated, and the rearmedia as SACD and DVD-Audio.
panel heatsinks were too hot to
When Imeasured the MC501's
output impedance, Iwas surprised
touch. After the amp had cooled
down, it turned itself on again. Itried
to find it to be lowest from the 8
ohm tap, at 0.08 ohm, and highest
running it at alower level, just 30W
into 8ohms. This time it turned itself
from the 2ohm tap, at 0.13 ohm
Fig.1 McIntosh MC501, 8 ohm tap, frequency
(both figures include 6' of speaker
off after 20 minutes; again, the
response at 2.83V into (from top to
heatsinks were too hot to touch.
cable) —the opposite of what I
bottom at 2kHz): simulated loudspeaker
expected. These values held from
The heatsinks are relatively small
load, 8ohms, 4 ohms, 2ohms
(0.5dB/vertical div.).
20Hz to IkHz; there was aslight rise
for an amplifier with acontinuous
rating of 500W. Imust assume that
from all three taps at the top of the
McIntosh decided that continuous
audioband to 0.16 ohm.
running with sinewaves would be
These low source impedances
sufficiently rare that they could econmean that any variation in frequency
omize in this area. When this circumresponse due to the Ohm's Law
stance did arise, their Sentry Monitor
interaction between them and the
circuit, which monitors heatsink temvariation in impedance with frequenperature, would protect the amplifier
cy of atypical speaker will be
against thermal runaway.
±0.1dB or less, as can be seen from
the top trace in fig.1. This graph
Measured via its balanced input,
shows the family of responses from
the MC501's voltage gain was low,
the 8ohm tap. The amplifier's bandat 23.3dB from the 8ohm tap into 8
Fig.2 McIntosh MC501, 8 ohm tap,
width decreases with decreasing
ohms, 20.64dB from the 4ohm tap
small-signal 1kHz squarewave into
load impedances, but when the outinto 4ohms, and 16.8dB from the 2
8ohms.
ohm tap into 2ohms. Several volts
put tap is matched to the load, the
will therefore be required from a
—3dB point lies at 120kHz (8 ohm
balanced preamplifier to drive the
tap), 100kHz (4 ohm tap), and
Mac to its maximum output power.
68kHz (2 ohm tap). This is superb
Unusually but conforming to the
performance for an amplifier with an
specification, the unbalanced gains
output transformer. As aresult of
were 6dB higher, meaning that
this wide bandwidth, the MC501's
unbalanced preamplifiers will not
reproduction of lkHz (fig.2) and
have to deliver quite so high an out10kHz (fig.3) squarewaves was
000
005
010
015
020
put voltage. Both inputs preserved
essentially perfect.
absolute polarity (the XLR jack is
The McIntosh's maximum output
Fig.3 McIntosh MC501, 8ohm tap,
wired with pin 2hot), and the input
power depended on the output tap
small-signal 10kHz squarewave into
8 ohms.
impedance at IkHz measured 9.15k
chosen and the load, but when the
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terns were excellent music systems,
before moving on to the plane crashes
and dinosaurs. At last year's Home
Entertainment Show in San Francisco,
Mdntosh had a great-sounding twochannel room which Ivisited repeatedly,
as if to convince myself that aMac system could sound that good. The
megapowered MC501 monoblocks
caught my ear, and Mac's Sally Goff was
perfectly happy to send me apair, along
with the new C200 two-chassis control
center (which Iwill soon review). So,
would my first audio love still curl my
toes some 30 years later? Icouldn't wait
to find out.
Reacquainting ourselves
The design of the MC501 is straightforward and extremely burly. Not only is
the amp capable of delivering 500W
into any load between 8and 2ohms, it's
also rated to deliver more than 100

amperes of output current. It seems exceedingly unlikely that there is aspeaker that the MC501 could not drive.

THE BASIS OF
MCINTOSH'S PATENTED
AUTOFORMER CONCEPT
IS THAT TRANSISTORS,
LIKE TUBES,
PERFORM BEST
INTO AN OPTIMUM LOAD.
McIntosh's overarching paradigm is
maximum linearity and minimal distortion. To this end, the linearity of each

gain stage is maximized before the application of negative feedback, and all
transistors are selected, according to
McIntosh, to have "nearly constant current gain over the entire current range
they must cover.: The output transistors "have matched uniform current
gain, high current bandwidth product
and large active region safe operating
area." According to the manual, "an
automatic tracking bias system completely eliminates any trace of crossover
distortion," and "precision metal-film
resistors and low-dielectric absorption
film capacitors are used in all critical
circuit locations."
The '501's circuitry is described as
Double-Balanced Push-Pull. Each half
of the amplifier is ftllly balanced from
input to output. I've never seen each
phase of asignal rendered in balanced
configuration before, but there you go.
The four output signals of the two bal-

measurements, contin

tap was matched to the load, the amplifier easily exceed-

The McIntosh also featured extremely low levels of hared its specified 500W at our 1% THD definition of clipmonic distortion in its output. Taking aclue from the
ping. The 8ohm tap delivered no less than 720W into 8
plots of THD+noise percentage against power in figs.4-6,
ohms (28.6dBVV), for example (fig.4), with similar deliverImeasured the THD+N percentage against frequency at a
ies into 4and 2ohms from their respective taps (figs.5
high power level of 240W from each of the output taps
and 6). Despite the slight increase in source impedance,
into amatched load (fig.7). Yes, avery slight rise in THD
the MC501's ability to deliver current into the speaker
can be seen above the audioband, but the McIntosh is
load did increase with the decreasotherwise extremely linear.
ing output transformer tap. The 8
What harmonic content is present
ohm tap was limited to 225W into 2
is primarily third harmonic, but as
ohms (17.5dBVV), for example, while
the output current increases, avery
the 4ohm tap delivered 1000W
small amount of higher harmonics
(24dBW), the 2ohm tap 630W
appears at the signal's zero-crossing
(22dBW).
points (fig.8). Note that to even see
The big power meter on the frontthis distortion waveform on the storpanel didn't appear to be that accuage oscilloscope screen, Ihad to run
rately calibrated. An indicated "50W"
the MC501 at 480W into 4ohms
was equivalent to an actual 30W
scommierizEmmarfrom the 4ohm tap and average 64
"es
into 4ohms from the 4ohm tap, for
Fig.4 McIntosh MC501, 8 ohm tap, distortion
individual captures to lift the har(%) vs IkHz continuous output power
-example.
monic content out of the noise. (I
into (from bottom to top at 10W):
8 ohms, 4ohms, 2ohms.
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Fig.5

McIntosh MC501, 4 ohm tap, distortion
(%) vs lkHz continuous output power
into (from bottom to top at 10W):
8ohms, 4 ohms, 2ohms.

Fig.6 McIntosh MC501, 2ohm tap, distortion
(%) vs IkHz continuous output power
into (from bottom to top at 10W):
8 ohms, 4ohms, 2ohms.
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McIntosh

anced circuits are all reunited at the
Autoformer coupling transformer.
The most unusual feature of
McIntosh solid-state amps is, of course,
that Autoformer. The basis of the
patented Autoformer concept is that
transistors, like tubes, perform best
into an optimum load. According to
Mac, "this optimum load may vary
considerably from what aloudspeaker
requires ... apower amplifier connected to aload that is lower than optimum
causes more output current to flow,
which results in extra heat being generated in the power output stage." The
Autoformer, by creating an optimal
match between speaker and output
stage, allows the amp to work within
its comfort range virtually all of the
time. No performance sacrifices are
necessary, says McIntosh, as the
Autoformer's frequency response
"exceeds that of the output circuit

triggered the 'scope with the unfiltered sinewave to ensure that each
pass captured the same slice of the
waveform.) This superb linearity is
shown in the frequency domain in
fig.9, the spectrum of a50Hz
sinewave driven at 470W into 4
ohms from the 8ohm tap. The third
harmonic lies at just -93dB
(0.0021%), with almost all the higher
harmonics at or below -100dB
(0.001%).
Finally, even at close to the
MC501's specified output power, the
lkHz difference component resulting
from an equal mix of 19kHz and
20kHz tones lay below -100dB
(fig.10)-extraordinarily good performance from any amplifier, let alone

Fig.8 McIntosh MC501, 4 ohm tap, lkHz
waveform at 480W into 4 ohms (top),
0.00075% THD+N; distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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itself; and extends well beyond the
audible range."
McIntosh's Power Guard circuit a
waveform comparator, monitors input
and output waveforms. When the amp
is overdriven, the Power Guard notices
any difference in the two waveforms
that exceeds 03% harmonic distortion,
and engages adynamic attenuator at the
amp's input to reduce the signal just
enough to prevent any further distortion
reaching the speaker. This is not limited
to the amp's rated output power, the
manual states that the MC501 will actually produce distortion-free output well
above its rated power.4
4Ishudder to think what kind of volume levels or catastrophic malfunction would be necessary to trigger the
Power Guard. With the Focal-JMIab Nova Utopia Be
loudspeakers, the meters seldom registered over 150W
or so on peaks of immensely powerful music played at
Stupid-Approved levels, and the MC501s' heatsinks
never became more than slightly warm.

from one with an output transform
Ithought the McIntosh amplifiers
sounded simply superb when Iaud
tioned them in Paul Bolin's system
the spring. Nothing in the MC501's
measured performance causes me
doubt what Iheard. -John Atkins
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Fig.9 McIntosh MC501, 4 ohm tap, spectrum
of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 470W
into 4 ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.10 McIntosh MC501, 4ohm tap, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at 500W into 4ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Unwrapping and getting
comfortable
McIntosh's packaging is the best I've
seen for electronics short of the custommade Anvil-style cases provided by
Halcro and Lamm's massive wooden
crates. Each MC501 is bolted to a
wooden plinth and athick foam pad,
then surrounded by foam packing within multiple heavy cardboard boxes.
Even UPS might not be able to bang up
one of these amps. The instruction
manual is exemplary — it's easy to
understand, and even includes welcome
instructions on how to re-pack the
brutes. Brutes they are: each MC501
weighs atruss-busting 105.5 lbs in its
box and abarely more manageable 92
lbs out of it.
Styling is asmoothly modern update
that remains true to Mac tradition: these
amps look like something Bryan Ferry
might own. A sleek front panel of black
glass carries that gorgeous, remarkably
informative power meter and two
switches, one for On/Off/Remote
turn-on, and one that turns off the
meter's lights and selects its function—
peak hold or real-time readout of watts.
The switch legends and traditional
McIntosh logo glow an almost tropical
green, while the meter is illuminated in
soft blue. Very sexy.
Around back are some large heatsinks and, at the top rearmost edge of
the chassis, an AC power input, fuse,
excellent-quality XLR (pin 2hot) and
RCA jacks, a selector to switch between inputs, and sockets for remote
turn-on connections. The package is
completed with three massive sets of
WBT binding posts (they look identical
to those used on the Nova Utopia
speakers) for the Autoforme?s 8, 4, and
2ohm outputs.
The '501s were settled atop the usual
Grand Prix Audio Monaco amplifier
stands, and I used Siltech SPX-30
Classic power cables for the first part of
auditioning. Some interesting things
happened when Shunyata's Hydra 2
power conditioners arrived, with a
matching set of Anaconda and
Anaconda Vx power cables to run from
wall to Hydra 2 to Mac (see sidebar,
"Shunyata Research Power Products").
Siltech SQ-110 Classic and Acoustic
Zen Silver Reference interconnects saw
principal duty, with Nordost Valhalla
and Siltech LS-188 Classic speaker
cables. During my time with them, the
MC501 sshowed all the diva temperament and high-maintenance character
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ower-line conditioning and exotic power cords,
once considered the lunatic fringe of tweaking,
have become normal parts of audiophile life.
Over the last several years Shunyata Research,
founded by former NSA research scientist Caelin Gabriel,
has established itself as aleading innovator in the area.
The company's latest efforts include the Hydra Model 8
power-distribution center ($1995), for use with whole
systems or front ends; the two-outlet "mini" Hydra Model
2($395), intended for use with power amplifiers; and
the Anaconda Alpha and Anaconda vX power cords
($1995), the new top models in the PowerSnakes line.
A number of months back, Shunyata's Grant
Samuelsen sent me the Hydra 8and enough of both
types of Anacondas to outfit my entire system. The
Hydra 8 is an entirely passive device that carries eight
cryogenically treated, silver Shunyata Venom outlets —
two are digital-specific and two are analog-specific—on
the rear panel of its hermetically sealed box-within-abox aluminum case. The space between the boxes is
filled with "Fe-Si-1002 noise reduction compound," a
"synthetically manufactured ceramic material that is
similar in appearance to crystalline beads." Though FeSi-1002 is nonmetallic, Gabriel asserts that "it has asimilar effect as ferrites in that it absorbs electromagnetic
noise within its molecular structure!' This wonder stuff is
also claimed to absorb noise coming in through the wall
outlet and the noise generated by the components
plugged into the Hydra. The Hydra 8 is designed to
operate at or near its capacity of 2400W continuously
while generating no heat.
The Hydra's three-stage Trident Defense System begins
with Shunyata's proprietary Venom filter—a four-element
capacitive array that can absorb voltage spikes of more
than 1000V as well as noise. The second line of protection is asix-element array of TMOVs that provide 6000V
of overvoltage protection and up to 60,000 amps of peak
current protection. Last is aCarling electromagnetic circuit
breaker that "allows unimpeded current flow!" This uses a
separate current-sensing circuit—one outside the current
path —and will trip in the event of overcurrents exceeding
20 amperes. The bus bars in the Hydra are machined
from "the finest cryogenic-grade CDA-101 copper" and
are more than 5" long and 1.5" thick. The Hydras contain
no chokes, filters, or coils.
The Anaconda cables, despite their huge size, are lightweight and easy to dress, unlike most cables of similar
girth. The Alpha (45 amp capacity, 7gauge total weight)
and vX (35 amp capacity, 9gauge total weight) use the
same cryogenically treated CDA-101 copper, apatented
winding geometry, and hand-braided conductors. The vX,
intended for use with digital and visual electronics and
recording equipment, fills the jacket with Fe-Si-1002
beads, which shift when the cable is handled; asnakelike
hiss is the result. PowerSnakes, indeed. Shunyata has
plenty of documentation to back up their claims; it can
be accessed at www.shunyata.com.
The effects of the Shunyata components will not be
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The Shunyata Hydra Model 8 power-distribution center.

subtle in any good system. The Hydra 8plus Anacondas
setup brought consistently quieter backgrounds and intertransient silences, and amore relaxed and organized presentation with all of the components Itried with them.
The consistency of the effect was especially impressive.
Fine layers of haze and noise vaporized with the
Shunyatas feeding my components. The power amplifiers
stood alone in not being conditioned by aHydra, but
there was no question that, with the Anacondas, dynamics
and detail resolution were appreciably better than with my
other reference cables. By themselves, the Anacondas did
have aslight timbrai signature. Their top octave was, if not
shelved down, slightly mellower than with the Acoustic
Zen Gargantua 2or the Siltech SPX-30 Classic.
Strangely, that signature largely vanished when apair
of Hydra 2s showed up at my door, each accompanied by
a20A vX and an Alpha: vX from wall to Hydra 2, Alpha
from Hydra 2to amplifier. Results were consistent with
both the McIntosh MC5Ols and the Edge NL-12 —the
Hydra 2s eliminated haze, improved clarity, and allowed
music to sound more of apiece.
Shunyata's success in the professional audio field is a
particularly impressive testimony to the efficacy of their
products. Music-industry pros such as Doug Sax, lames
Guthrie, Peter McGrath, David Gilmour, and Rick Rubin
have no time or money to waste on voodoo devices that
don't deliver what they promise, and all of them use
Hydras and PowerSnakes. One also sees Hydras and
PowerSnakes in the rooms of many leading manufacturers at audio shows.
The Shunyata Hydras and Anacondas are the real deal—
they do exactly what Gabriel claims for them. Adding them
to an already high-performance system may well prove to
be amore cost-effective sonic upgrade than replacing
components.
—Paul Bolin
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of apair of manhole covers — exactly
what you'd expect from aMac.
Much to my surprise, the '501s required surprisingly little break-in time,
their performance changing barely at all
within the first 100 hours or so. The
only detectable changes of significance
were that the overall dynamic response
became alittle more open across the
spectrum, and the whole presentation
sounded abit more relaxed. This was a
wonderful change from the usual
lengthy break-in procedure required
with abig solid-state amplifier.
A couple of other seldom-acknowledged facts: Igather that McIntosh products hold their value better than any
others in the business. That the company has been around for 55 years is
hugely reassuring, and their matchless
reputation for reliability and standing
behind their products has been earned
over time for good reason.
Rekindling the flame
Right from the get-go, the MC5Ols
showed their basic character. From
first listen, they exhibited sound that
was totally relaxed yet completely
controlled. They could easily manage
mighty peaks with no apparent effort,
and had superb bass control. The
Nova Utopias demand an iron fist in a
velvet glove for best sound below
60Hz, and the Macs handled those
large ported woofers with ease.
The '501s' bass was something different from the norm of powerful
solid-state amps. As John Atkinson
observed on hearing the Macs in my
system, they define the leading edge
of bass transients in an especially lifelike way: to the ear, the transients of
bass instruments are seemingly slower
but no less precise than those of
upper-midrange and treble instruments. The Macs perfectly captured
this quality.
An industry friend burned me a
copy of ademo disc he uses at shows,
and one of the most impressive tracks
on it is Eleanor McAvoy's "I've Got
You to See Me Through," from her
Yola CD (Market Square 113). Apart
from being one of the finest grownup
love songs I've heard in ages, it's exquisitely recorded, and the five-string
bass guitar was fabulously convincing. Through the Macs, the bass
rolled into the room — it didn't jump
or snap into the space as if it were
gated. Bass guitar should sound exactly so when played with the fingers
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rather than apick. On the McAvoy
track, it bloomed beautifully and was
sensationally convincing, not to mention deep —the low C set loose objects
abuzz in my room.
Listening to Steve Swallow's
supremely expressive playing on the
title track of Carla Bley's Nite-glo (LP,
WATT 16) was very illuminating.
Swallow plays with a heavily worn
brass pick, and the minute scrape of the
pick against the bass's strings was still
there, though less highlighted and more
of apiece with each note than with
most other amps, particularly solidstate ones. The tautly drawn, relentlessly pulsing synth bass on Majestic 12's
remix of Kelis' "Milkshake," from
Ultra.Trance:3 (CD, Ultra UL1180-2),
was waaay too cool on the Macs — one
of the few things I've ever heard that
actually made me want to get up and

ASSOCIATED

IPMENT

SOTA osmos
Series Ill turntable, Graham 2.2
tonearm, Dynavector XV-1S cartridge.
Classé Omega
CD/SACD player.
Manley Labs
Steelhead, Aesthetix lo Signature
phono stages; VTL TL-7.5 Reference,
BAT VK-51 SE line stages; McIntosh
C200 (as line stage), Halcro dm10
preamplifiers.
Focal-JMIab Nova
Utopia Be.
Phono: Hovland Music
Groove 2. Interconnect: Acoustic Zen
Silver Reference, Nordost Valhalla,
Siltech SQ-110 Classic. Speaker:
Nordost Valhalla, Siltech LS-188
Classic. AC: Shunyata Anaconda
Alpha &Anaconda vX, Siltech SPX-30
Classic, VVireworld Silver Electra III+.
Shunyata Hydra 8
(front end) &Hydra 2(amps) power
distribution &conditioning, Walker
Audio Ultimate High Definition Links;
Grand Prix Audio Monaco stands,
Ultra Resolution Technologies
Bedrock stand, Ganymede 8,
StillPoints isolation footers; Caig
Labs Pro Gold contact cleaner;
Walker Audio SST contact enhancer;
Ayre/Cardas IBE system-enhancement CD, Cardas Frequency
Sweep/Bum-In LP; Argent Room
Lenses, Disc Doctor &LAST Labs
record-care products.
—Paul Bolin
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do the goofy-white-guy funky chicken.
The stygian depths of Sugar's "Let's
Feel the Music," from Shine (Korean
CD, StarworlcVBMG PD-6621), and
the stomping, bugged-out "Dream"
from their new Double Rainbow
(Japanese CD, Toys Factory TFCC81650),5 were nothing less than definitive. Whatever Iasked the Macs to do in
the bottom two octaves, they did. There
was no drama unless the music
demanded it, no "Hey, listen to what /
can do" exaggeration, and no wussing
out. There was only what Iwould describe in aperson as complete and unqualified professional excellence.
The MC501's midrange was far
more like that of the best tube amps
than that of any but the very finest
solid-state amplifiers. Its greatest virtues
were perfect echoes of those provided
by fire bottles. Voices, especially
women's voices, were fabulously
snared. On The Cropredy Box (UK CD,
Casde Music CMETD815), the live
document of Fairport Convention's
30th-anniversary concert at their annual festival, Vikki Clayton's unnerving
channeling of the late Sandy Denny on
"Come All Ye," "Reynardine," and
"Matty Groves" was an "I'm there with
a pint in each hand" experience.
Clayton's vocal resemblance to Denny
was at times so complete that it was as
though Sandy were still with us. The
Macs served up Fairport in the finest
fashion, with richness, soul, and everything but the smell of Cropredy.
Justine Suissa's opulently sexy vocal
on Armin van Buuren's "Burned With
Desire," from 76 (CD, Ultra L 1168-2),
and the deliciously soulful and luscious
voices of Sia Furler and Sophie Barker
on "Destiny," from Zero 7's Simple
Things (CD, Quango/Palm QMG 50072), melted me into asmall puddle in my
listening chair. Posh, plush, lush, and generous are the words that best describe the
MC501's midrange.
The Mac's ace in the hole was that
this intoxicating loveliness was not
bought at the price of diminished
dynamic nuance or retrieval of detail.
Strings were as persuasively wonderful
as voices. Sir Granville Bantock's Celtic
Symphony, performed by Vernon

5The one English word other than "baby" that Iclearly caught in this song, which is an unlisted Easter egg at
track 39 and sung in Japanese by the Korean Sugar girls,
was "dream," so "Dream" it is. If you can dig an exotic
stew of Euro-Japanese techno dance, Joe Satriani-styled
guitar work, and Rick Wakemanesque church organ,
you'd best check it out immediately.
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Handley and the Royal Philharmonic
(CD, Hyperion CDA664501), is a
silken glory; the Mac was more than up
to the task. On the other side of the
orchestral spectrum, Ravers Rapsodie
Espagnole (LP, Vox Box QSVBX 5133),
performed by Stanislaw Slcrowaczewski
and the Minnesota Orchestra, had the
crisply defined sound and deftly located
images that are typical of Minneapolis'
Orchestra Hall. The venue's defining
characteristic is darity, not around glow,
and the MC5Ols came through with
flying colors without shorting my
hometown hall's ability to blend sounds
into an atmospheric whole.
The Mac did something very few
solid-state amps can do —it breathed,
with sometimes long and languorous
pauses. The '501 caught attacks and
decays with the tempered variety of
intensities that one seldom hears from
audio components, however expensive
or exotic, but that's heard every day
from real instruments and voices.
The Mac's treble performance was
something of an enigma. It never
seemed to have the purely unfettered
extension of such amps as the Halcro
dm58 or Edge NL-12, but when Iattempted to identify what it was lacking Ialways came up empty. When I
looked for maximal spatial resolution
on recordings such as the Ravel and
Bantock, it was there. There may not
have been the precise description of
every mouse hole in the wainscoting
that the Halcro dm58s so effortlessly
summon, but neither was anything
meaningful missing. Ride cymbals
had afeathery and polished sound of
brass — no dullness, no harshness or
white-noisey nasties — the MC501
was true and right. So did the fault lay
within the Mac or within my conditioned audiophile responses? The
longer Ilistened, the more Icame to
believe it was the latter. Iheard never
so much as ahint of glare, grain, or
glassiness unless it had been engineered into the recording.
The Macs' soundstaging was comparable to the very finest —[cough]
Halcro — that I have heard. There
was sometimes asmidgen less depth,
but width was superlative, and so was
the Macs' sense of place. Say what
you will about modern studio recordings — sensitive and intelligent musicians and engineers do some
mind-bending things with electronic
virtual space. Ron van den Beuken's
"Clokx" (a dramatic and mesmerizing
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remix of the piano intro to Coldplay's
"Clocks") and "Timeless" (both from
Ultra.Trance:3) threw colossal and
wholly plausible soundstages into my
room. Depth was abyssal, and breadth
was Cinerama spectacular.
Images were placed in space with an
authority and solidity so great that
there was no electronic artifice to
notice. Things were just there, without
exaggeration or underplaying. The
Macs' dynamic performance was exemplary. They never seemed to work
hard at all, even on material designed
to break an amplifier's will — such as
the Poem of Chinese Drums, from the
third Burmester demo CD. Low-level
dynamics were as refined and delicately nuanced as ever Ihave heard, and on
all types of music.
What made me think about the
MC501 sso hard my head hurt was
their ultimate ability to resolve the

they politely escorted hi-fi concerns out
of the listening room and invited back
in the love of music for its own sake —
but with no loss of what are considered
to be the "audio" virtues.
Where shall we honeymoon?
Listening to and living with the
McIntosh MC501 s was rather like
going to ahigh school reunion and hitting the trifecta. Not only was the
beautiful girl Ihad the terrible crush
on way back when more beautiful than
ever, she was successful, available, and
asked me out to dinner. So sue me, Ifell
in love all over again — the big Macs
were an unstinting delight to live with
with all types of music. As noted, they
may not deliver the last, infinitely
minute degrees of resolution and palpability that the much more-expensive
Halcro and Lamm amps manage to
find, but they deliver more than

THE BIG MACS WERE AN UNSTINTING DELIGHT
TO LIVE WITH WITH ALL TYPES OF MUSIC.
smallest details that I've heard from the
likes of the Halcro dm58 ($27,990/pair)
and Lamm ML1.1 ($22,690/pair). It
was not the case that the Macs were
unable to resolve subtle and revealing
detail. They did so without breaking a
sweat. The question was one of degree,
not of kind. Ialways seemed caught by
the feeling that the Halcros and Lamms
resolved aworthwhile bit more than
the Macs managed, but at the same
time, the '501s seemed to be lacking
nothing that made music so meaningful. It's possible that the slight difference in resolution between the Macs
and the Halcros and Lamms is due to
the Macs' use of negative feedback.
Contrariwise, the drawbacks associated
with negative feedback —an obvious
darkness on top and lack of treble
dynamics —didn't exist when Ilistened
to the MC501s. Perhaps the enormous
collective experience of the McIntosh
design team has given the company an
institutional memory of how to resolve
these seemingly eternal contradictions.
The best reflection on the overall
character and presentation of the
MC501 sis that I constantly found
myself listening to whole CDs and LPs,
not just isolated cuts. The Macs were so
uniform and consistent from top to bottom, and so continuously good, that
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enough to make the experience of
music deeply rewarding to the inner
man, not just the cerebral audiophile.
They brought musical joy by the truckload. I've never had aharder time talcing off my music lover's hat and
putting on my reviewer's mortarboard
(dunce cap?) than when listening to
the Macs.
Ihave never experienced as much
pure musical pleasure as Idid when
the MC501 swere teamed with the
VTL TL-7.5 Reference line stage and
the Focal-JMlab Nova Utopia Be
speakers. Ihave heard marginally — I
stress marginally —better in absolute
sonic terms, but if it were my own
money being spent at retail, the big
Macs would be my no-brainer choice
as my amplifier to own for the long
run. At their price of $8200/pair,
they're untouchable, and only afew
amps at any price offer such arewarding combination of power, reputation,
build quality, and overall sonic acumen. Like the Legacy Audio Focus
20/20 loudspeaker I reviewed in
January 2004, the McIntosh MC501
offers asingular combination of value
and performance.
Thomas Wolfe was wrong. You can
indeed go home again, at least when the
amps at home are from McIntosh. MI
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Lavry Engineering
DA2002
John Atkinson

D/A PROCESSOR

DA2002

LAVRY

PCM DIGITAL TC ANALOG CONVERTER

Lavry Engineering DA2002 DIA processor

DIA processor
pESCM,
with ba anced and unbalanced analog outputs; two transformer-isolated
AES/EBU balanced digital inputs;
and one transformer-isolated unbalanced S/PDIF digital input. Sample
44.1kHz
rates: 96kHz,
at ±150ppm
88.2kHz,lock
48kHz,
range.
Crystal lock tracking: 1ppm/15s,
40-50kHz wide lock mode (varispeed). Maximum output level: 4.5V
RMS into 100k ohms (balanced
XLR), 2V RMS into 100k ohms (unbalanced RCA). Frequency response:,
10Hz-20kHz, ±0.05dB. Phase linearity: 2°, 10Hz-20kHz. Channel separa
tion: 100dB at 1kHz. Signal/noise:
110dB RMS, 130dB peak spurious
response. Distortion (1kHz tone at
—1dBFS): 0.0009% peak harmonic
amplitude. Output impedance: not
specified. Power consumption: 20W.
17" (432mm) W by
2" (51mm) H by 11" (280mm) D.
Weight: 10 lbs (4.5kg).
Black chassis with 24k gold'
plated front panel.
50686.
$8500. Approximate numbef.
o dealers: factory-direct only.
Lavry Engineering,
945 Hildebrand Lane NE, Suite 110,
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110. Tel:
(206) 842-3552. Fax: (206) 8423193. Web: http://lavry
engineering.com.
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ony Classical's head of engineering, David Smith, is a man
whose opinions on sound quality Ihave come to respect. So
when David e-mailed me ayear or so back, enthusing over a
new DAC he'd heard, Ipaid attention. When Lavry Engineering
contacted me about reviewing their DA2002, Ididn't need
much persuading.

Lavry.
Iwas familiar both with Lavry Engineering's pro-audio components, under its older
name of dB Technologies, and with designer Dan Lavry, from his often outspoken,
tech-heavy postings on the Internet newsgroup rec.audio.pro. You can find theoretical white papers written by Dan on the Lavry website, discussing such things as
word-clock jitter (he's against it) and high sample rates (he's against those, too, at
least as far as quadruple rates such as 176.4kHz and 192kHz are concerned).
The DA2002 is Lavry's first consumer product, and is housed in asmall chassis
with agold-plated front panel. It incorporates Dan's lateral thinking on audio circuit design (again, see the Lavry website), and handles sample rates from 44.1 to
96kHz. Both balanced and unbalanced analog outputs are provided, and absolute
polarity can be inverted with afront-panel button.
...Engineering
The DA2002's power supply is based on two small toroidal transformers. These are
mechanically damped by being clamped by the top panel, and are followed by some
beefy rectifier diodes, the usual reservoir capacitors, and four three-pin regulator
chips that use the chassis as aheatsink.
The three data-input jacks are each buffered by asmall transformer. The clock
circuit uses two crystals, one for 44.1kHz/88.2kHz data, the other for
481cHz/96kHz data, and these appear to be under the control of an Analog Devices
12-bit DAC, which matches the rate at which the incoming data are clocked out of
the jitter-reducing buffer to the long-term average of the incoming datastream. The
data are then processed by aMotorola DSP56002 DSP chip, which Iassume handles the low-order upsampling and the digital low-pass filtering.
The signal path downstream of the DSP chip is complex. The only DAC chips I
could see were apair of Analog Devices AD7538s. This is a14-bit part, according to
its data sheer, the DA2002's manual states that these are used to calibrate the DACs.
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So where are the real DAC chips?
The key to the DA2002's D/A conversion is actually buried beneath a
power resistor. Rather than use an offthe-shelf DAC part, Dan Lavry uses a
custom-made network of lasertrimmed thin-film resistors; the big resistor acts as an oven, heating the
network to its working temperature.
Each time the DA2002 is powered up,
this network is calibrated using the

AD7538 DACs and multiplexer chips,
using, Iimagine, data stored in the adjacent EEPROM chip.
The end result of this activity is that,
somewhere within this forest of chips —
the resistor network is embedded in an
array ofBurr-Brown OPA177 bipolar opamps and Analog Devices AD744 BiFET
op-amps —an analog signal that accurately corresponds to the input data emerges,
and is fed to aseven-pole analog recon-

T

he Lavry DA2002's maximum outp utl
eve l
was t
o
specification at 4.45V balanced and 2.02V unbalanced, both figures measured into 100k ohms.

struction filter and the DA2002's output
stages. Burr-Brown OPA627 Difet opal-Ts (driven by the crystal oscillators
mentioned above) are used as sampleand-hold deglitchers ahead of the balanced filter and output circuitry, this using
discrete transistors as well as ICs and carried on asmall double-sided daughterboard. The two unbalanced outputs each
appear to be reali7pd w ith a Burr-Brown
OPA134 Sound Plus op-amp chip.

rolloff -and perhaps it reveals optimized time-domain
behavior on the part of the Lavry's reconstruction filter,
though some claim this is also inaudible.

The output polarity was noninverting with the
Invert LED off. The source impedance at lkHz from the

Channel separation (not shown) was around 105dB
below 5kHz, which probably means it was below the
balanced XLR jacks was 61 ohms (including the series
noise floor. The Lavry DAC's intrinsic noise was low,
resistance of 6' of cable), this halving as expected from
meaning that the noise floor shown in the top pair of
the unbalanced RCA jacks.
traces in fig.3, which shows aspecFed CD data, the DA2002's fretral analysis' of the DA2002's anaquency response was basically flat
log output while it decoded
within the audioband (fig.1, botdithered data representing a IkHz
tom traces above 2kHz), though
tone at -90dBFS, is that of the
the right channel had avery sligh
recorded dither. Increasing the
rolloff above 10kHz, reaching
word length of the incoming data
-0.3dB at 20kHz. This is inconseto 24 bits dropped the noise floor
quential. However, when fed preby approximately 12dB above
emphasized CD data, the Lavry
200Hz (fig.3, middle traces), implyDAC didn't switch in the appropri
ing the Lavry's actual resolution is
ate de-emphasis, resulting in a
Fig.1 Lavry DA2002, frequency response at
around the 18-bit level. While this is
-12dBFS into 100k ohms, 44.1kHz
boosted treble (fig.], top traces
not the best Ihave measured -that
sample rate, with de-emphasis (bottom)
above 2kHz). Though pre-emphahonor goes to the Weiss and
and without (top). (Right channel
sized CDs are relatively rare, this
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.)
Benchmark DACs -it is good
behavior surprised me.
enough to allow the DA2002 to
Iwas also surprised by the
reproduce adithered tone at
DA2002's behavior when fed
-120dBFS (fig.3, bottom traces).
high-sample-rate data. Fig.2
Correlating with the DA2002's
shows its response with 96kHz
excellent resolution, the DAC's lindata: it rolls off alittle earlier
earity error assessed with 16-bit data
above the audioband, reaching
-3dB at just below 30kHz. The
effect of this will be arguable1For historical reasons, so that my current meacertainly no one will hear this
surements of digital components can be directly
Fig.2 Lavry DA2002, frequency response at
0100.001. La. 000110

-12dBFS into 100k ohms, 96kHz sample
rate (right channel dashed,
0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 Lavry DA2002, 1
4 -octave spectrum of
/
dithered IkHz tone at -90dBFS, with
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Fig.4 Lavry DA2002, linearity error, 16-bit data
(2dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.5 Lavry DA2002, linearity error, 24-bit data
(2dB/vertical div.).
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Sound quality
When I first turned on the Lavry
DA2002, it took about five minutes to
decide that all was okay with its operating parameters. During this process, first
the top two orange sample-rate LEDs
flashed, indicating that the DAC resistor
network had not yet reached its equilibrium temperature. When it had, the bottom two orange LEDs flashed,
indicating that the DA2002 was going

through its DAC calibration mutine. At
the end of this process, the DAC scrolled
through its green input LEDs until it
found a source carrying valid data, at
which point the appropriate input LED
remained lit. When presented with two
sources, the input button can be used to
select the desired source in the usual
way. It also has aMute position.
Out of the box, the DA2002's
CrystalLock jitter-rejection buffer is

in-circuit. This can be switched out or
in by holding the Polarity button for 1.5
seconds; Idid all my auditioning with
CrystalLock engaged.
The first disc Iplayed was the HiRes Music DVD-Audio of the Ray
Brown Trio's Soular Energy (HRIvI
2011). This disc is unusual in that it
allows an in-the-clear 24-bit/961cHz
datastream to be transmitted from the
DVD player's digital output (if it has
MUM

where the audibility thresholds are lower. Again, it's
really shows only the contribution of the recorded dither
extremely unlikely that these extra harmonics will be
(fig.4). Repeating the test with dithered 24-bit data (fig.5)
audible, but Iwasn't expecting them any more than Iwas
reveals zero error down to -100dBFS, with then just ldB
of negative error apparent at
-120dBFS. The DA2002's reproduc11,
0/
tion of an undithered tone at
-90.31dBFS was perfect (not
shown), the three DC voltage levels
and the transitions between them
clearly described.
As with other high-performance
D/A processors, testing the DA2002
for distortion was complicated by
the fact that my test gear uses 16bit A/D converters. It should be
-70borne in mind that the noise floors
-80shown in the following graphs are
actually those of the test gear, not
-90the DA2002. The noise will there-100fore appear to drop with decreas-110ing level, as the 16-bit
-120-,
dynamic-range "window" tracks the
signal level. (The distortion harmonics shown are representative of
Fig.6 Lavry DA2002, spectrum of lkHz sinevvave, DC-1kHz, at OdBFS into 4k ohms (linear
frequency scale).
the Lavry DAC, however.)
Fig.6 shows an FFT-derived spectral analysis of the DA2002's analog
output with it fed dithered 24-bit
data representing alkHz tone at
OdBFS. The only significant harmonics present are the second, third, and
fourth, all of which lie below
-100dBFS —with the exception of
the second harmonic in the right
channel, which lies at -97dBFS
(0.0014%). The measured THD (actual sum of the harmonics) was
0.0008% left and 0.016% right, both
well below the threshold at which
humans can begin to hear these
low-order harmonics. However,
when Ireduced the signal level to
-30dBFS (fig.7), not only did the
THD figure rise as expected (to
0.006% left and 0.0065% right), but
the low-order harmonics were
Fig.7 Lavry DA2002, spectrum of lkHz sinevvave, DC-1kHz, at —30dBFS into 4k ohms (linear
frequency scale).
joined by the fifth, sixth, and seventh,
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one that will handle 96k data). The
Lavry had no trouble locking to my
Technics DVD-A10's digital output via
a 10' length of AudioQueses VSD-4
S/PDIF cable — and yes, while Iadmit
this disc was mastered from an analog
original, there was an analog-like "ease"
to the Lavry's presentation. The sound
of Ray Brown's double bass had asatisfying purr to its leading edges, yet the
upper register of Gene Harris' piano
didn't sound too etched.

The Technics has overall proved a
disappointment as adisc transport since
Ipurchased it at the end of 2000. Yet it
proved more than adequate feeding the
Lavry DAC, which seems to suggest
that the DA2002's data receiver is effective at cleaning up the timing of the data
fed it. The result was an almost "tubelike" midrange smoothness to the
Lavry's sound.
As Iwrite these words, Iam about
to drive to Goshen College in Indiana

to record my fourth CD for Cantus,
the unaccompanied male choir from
Minnesota. One thing Ihave learned
from my previous three recordings of
the group is that when singers let it all
hang out, lesser CD players and digital
processors lend the mid-treble a
shouty quality, almost a"rattle." Some
of this is real — Ihear it when I'm in
the hall with the singers. But with the
Lavry fed by aMark Levinson No.31.5
transport, my 2003 Deep River CD

urTririrrrx_
iipitziruirtrirede

the discrete tones that can be seen below 4kHz. (As
these lie below —.
I
20dBFS, their presence is academic.)
Dropping the signal level to
—90dBFS gave the spectra shown in
fig.8. The second through fourth harmonics are very low, with the fifth
and seventh the highest in level, neither of which Iwas expecting from
the swept V
3-octave analysis of the
DA2002's output fed the same data
(fig.3, middle traces). However, that
was taken from the balanced outputs, while figs.6-8 were taken from
the unbalanced output. Fig.9 was
also taken from the Lavry's unbalanced output; it shows the spectrum
of the processor's output while it
decoded data representing an equal
mix of 19kHz and 20kHz tones, the
combined waveform peaking at
OdBFS. The lkHz difference component lies at —90dBFS, which, while
not as low as with some other DACs
Ihave measured with these data, still
represents good performance.
Finally, Lavry's literature discusses
at some length the measures the
design team has taken to reject
word-clock jitter on the incoming
data. Fig.10 shows anarrowband
spectral analysis of the DA2002's
output while it decodes 24bit/44.1kHz data representing the
analytical 1-Test signal (a high-level
tone at exactly Fs/4,11.025kHz, over
which has been laid alow-frequency squarewave at the LSB level,
again at exactly an integer fraction
of the sample rate, Fs). Word-clock
jitter manifests itself as symmetrical
sideband pairs around the central
peak. The Miller Audio Research
Analyzer Iused (running on a
National Instruments data-acquisition PC card) identifies these sidebands and calculates their level in
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picoseconds. The source for these measurements was a
VVAV file on my PC, fed to the DA2002 via an RME

dBV
THE QC SUITE
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Fig.8 Lavry DA2002, spectrum of lkHz sinewave, DC-1kHz, at —90dBFS into 4k ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.9 Lavry DA2002, HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS into 4k ohms,
CD data (linear frequency scale).
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Lavry Engineering

(Cantus CTS 1203) sounded as sweet
in this respect as Cantus had live.
Perhaps more important, each of the
11 singers could be clearly heard to
occupy his own place in the soundstage. Nice, very nice.
Comparisons
All comparisons were performed with
the levels matched to within 0.1dB at
lkHz. First up was my longtime reference, the Levinson No.30.6, which

soundcard and aTosLink datalink,
which was converted to AES/EBU
with aSonic Solutions converter. I
used an optical output to break the
ground connection that would otherwise exist between two PCs.
Assessed with this technique,
the DA2002's jitter was one of the
lowest Ihave measured: just
124.4ps peak—peak. The only sidebands that can be seen above the
noise floor are adata-related pair
at ±229Hz (red "4" markers), lowfrequency pairs at ±15.6Hz and
±31.2Hz (purple "1" and "2,"
respectively), and apair at ±577Hz
(purple "5"). (The spike marked
with ablue "18" is aspurious tone
that seems to be radiated from the
analyzer's host PC and should be
ignored.) Only the sidebands at
±15.6Hz and ±577Hz are signifi-

DA2002

cost $17,500 when last available.
Playing Soular Energy again, the Lavry
DA2002 didn't have the low-bass
reach or ultimate authority of the
No.30.6, but Ray Brown's bass was
presented both abit more forward in
the soundstage and with a slightly
more palpable sense of "being there."
The Levinson's image was flatter, with
less depth and less lower-midrange
bloom. Again, I'm forced to use the
simile "tubelike" to describe the

cant, but even then, their levels are
so low that it is hard to imagine
they have any audible effect.
Reducing the incoming word
length increased the measured jitter
to astill extremely low 154.5ps
(grayed-out spectrum), mainly due
to the appearance of sidebands at
harmonics of the signal-related
229Hz. But, as explained by KeithHoward in arecent issue of HFN,
these are actually the residual harmonics of the squarewave, not jitterrelated sidebands.
The Lavry DA2002's jitter measurements are among the best I
have encountered. Iam sure this
contributes to the analog-like ease
that typified its sound quality.
—John Atkinson

Fig.10Lavry DA2002, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11.025kHz at
—6dBFS sampled at 44.1 kHz, 24-bit with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of
trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz. (Grayed-out trace is with 16-bit data.)
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DA2002's character, which Ipreferred.
In the higher frequencies, I was
hard-pressed to tell the two processors
apart. Carol Wincenc's flute on my
Mozart Flute Quartet CD (Serenade,
Stereophile STPH009-2) sounded
equally sweet through both, with the
slight chiff of her breath on the notes'
leading edges neither exaggerated nor
mellowed. Even on raucous modern
rock mixes, such as our June 2002
"Recording of the Month," Wilco's
Yankee Hotel Foxtrot (CD, Nonesuch
79669-2), it was hard to tell the two
processors apart, other than by the differences in bass and soundstage presentation mentioned earlier.
Next on deck was the sample of the
Benchmark DAC1 that I'd purchased
after reviewing it in the May Stereophile
(p.117). Like the Lavry, the Benchmark
emanates from the pro-audio world,
and offers superb sound quality and
superb value at its $975 price. Playing
the Mozart Flute Quartet again, the
Benchmark and Lavry DACs were
very close in tonal character. Perhaps
the breath-noise chiff was a little
more forward in the soundstage with
the Benchmark, the treble balance a
little harder.
In the low frequencies, there was
basically no difference that I could
detect between the Lavry and the
Benchmark. However, the two processors became alittle easier to distinguish
with my Deep River CD. As Ihad found
with the Levinson comparisons, the
Lavry's lower midrange had more
bloom compared with the Benchmark.
There was a slightly better sense of
"being there," in that the unaccompanied men's voices were more solidly
positioned in the hall acoustic.
The bloom wasn't always abenefit.
When Imixed Stereophile's Rendezvous
CD (STPH013-2), Iended up balancing
Jerome Harris' Taylor acoustic bass guitar alittle lower in level than he or I
were anticipating. Musically this made
sense, but the instrument's image is alittle fragile as aresult. The Lavry's bloom
robbed the bass guitar of some of its
leading-edge energy compared with the
Benchmark. Not unpleasant, and not
something Iperhaps would notice except in AiB comparisons, but Isuspect
that if I'd used the DA2002 when mixing the album, Iwould have raised the
bass guitar level slightly.
My final comparison was with the
$12,000 Nagra DAC that Kalman
Rubinson reviewed in May (p.85). Dr.
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lock with the incoming datastream.
(The input and sample-rate LEDs remained resolutely lit.) Rescanning the
inputs so that the Lavry rediscovered
the active one solved the problem, but
the fact that it happened at all raised
my eyebrows.

CAUCICf1CC
the

av`i- of lisfertirls

Summing up

Impressively engineered and even
more impressive-sounding, Lavry
Engineering's DA2002 is one of the
few digital processors that Icould
live with in the long term. Yes, its
inability to gracefully handle Dolby
Digital bitstreams and its lack of
de-emphasis should be addressed,
and aversion with avolume conOther than the power supply (bottom),
trol would cause my audiophile
the DA2002's interior is dominated by a large pcb
cup to run over. A TosLink input
would also maximize its usefulness. But, as it stands, Irecommend the
Kal had enthused over the Swiss
Lavry DA2002 very highly. It's defiDAC's clarity and powerful dynamics;
nitely ahigh-end contender, at arelwhen Iplugged the Nagra into my sysatively affordable price, from an
tem and hooked up the Levinson CD
transport to its AES/EBU input with a unexpected source.
DH Labs Silver Sonic datalink, I
could immediately hear why it had
impressed him.
But that doesn't mean it outclassed
ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT
the Lavry DA2002. Yet again, Ihad to
DIGITAL SOURCE Mark Levinson
sweat to perceive any meaningful difNo.31.5 CD transport; Mark Levinson
ferences at all between the two DACs.
No.30.6, Benchmark DAC 1, Nagra
It was my Mosaic CD (Stereophile
DAC D/A processors; Technics DVDSTPH015-2) where Ithought had it
A10 DVD-Audio player.
down: in the slow movement of the
Mark Levinson
Brahms Clarinet Quintet, soloist
No.3805, Halcro dm10.
Antony Michaelson barely breathes
Mark
the notes. The Nagra was ever so
Levinson No.33H monoblocks,
slightly better at defining the space
Halcro dm38.
around the image of the clarinet, as
Gershman Opera
each note slid into the next. But in
Sauvage, Revel Ultima Salon, Sonus
other respects —Ray Brown's bass on
Faber Cremona.
the 96kHz Soular Energy, the voices on
Datalink: Kimber
Deep River—it was awash.
Problems

Ihad two minor problems during my
time with the DA2002. The first was
probably adesign flaw: It didn't mute
when fed aDolby Digital bitstream.
This was adisadvantage when playing
DVD-Video discs, which may have
high-quality LPCM tracks for the
music but sometimes use a Dolby
track for the menus. The result was a
disturbing blast of pulsed white noise
as Igroped for the Mute button on the
preamp's remote.
The second problem was that, vet),
occasionally, the DAC would start to
overlay zingy-sounding spuriae on
the music, as though it were losing
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Illuminations Orchid & DH Labs
Silver Sonic AES/EBU, AudioQuest
VSD-4 S/PDIF. Interconnect:
AudioQuest Cheetah, Madrigal CZ
Gel-1 (both balanced). Speaker:
AudioQuest Kilimanjaro. AC:
Synergistic Research Designers'
ReTerence 2,PS Audio Lab Cable.
PS Audio Power
Plant 300 at 90Hz (preamps,
sources only); Audio Power
Industries 116 Mk.II, PE-1 AC line
conditioners (not power amps); ASC
Tube Traps, RPG Abffusors. AC power
comes from two dedicated 20A circuits, each just 6' from the breaker
box. A monoblock was plugged into
each.
—John Atkinson
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Are the Au24 interconnects
and cables, as good as the
very best I've heard? Pretty
darn close. Iliked 'em alot."
Wes Phillips/Onhifi.com -April '04

It was as aspeaker cable that the
Au24 really shown". BD actually
preferred the Au24 to his reference
Valhalla in terms of tonal balaue,
imaging, resolution of inner detail, and
soundstaging (Vol.25 No .8 WWW)
Stereophile Recommended Components- April 04

The Audience Au24 interconrec -s
and speaker cables are commendably
neutral and natural, and they bel) yeu
orget about chasing the pot o' gaid
at the end of the audiophile rainboiv
These are attributes that the best cable
should embody. Iexpected acaple so
tiny to limit dynamics, like this out
nothing happened -even with amlifiers
wp to 250wpc. Also, spouses and
decorators are going to find asmelldhameter cable like this alot rrore
domestically acceptable than aTlus'IC hose or other visually distracting cables."
Doug Blackburn/SoundStage.com -liAarch 03

1525 Brian Place Escondido, CA 92025
PH (760) 743-1997 (800) 565-4390
www.audience -ay.com
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REPORT

AudioQuest
Cheetah 8i Mont Blanc

Art Dudley

NTERCO\\ECTS &SPEAKER „:_ABLES
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AudioQuest Cheetah interconnect (top) and Mont Blanc speaker cables.

A

Wires.
Cheetah: $1000/1 meter
pair, balanced (XLR) or unbalanced
(RCA). Mont Blanc: $2100/10' pair,
single-wire, spade-lug or bananaplug termination.
4Z11111: 1i:el
400.
AudioQuest, 8710
Research Drive, Irvine, CA 92618. Tel:
(949) 585-0111. Fax: (969) 5850333. Web: www.AudioQuest.com.
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man dies and goes to hell, and Satan meets him at the gate: "Just
this once, I'm going to let anewcomer choose his own torment,"
he says as he leads the deceased from room to room, opening
doors on all manner of abuse —burning, flaying, Lou Reed's The
Raven, you name it.
Then Satan opens the door to aroom filled with dumpy-looking
middle-aged men, chatting amiably and sipping coffee. There are
no screams here: only the airy, well-located sounds of Singapore-based vocalist
Jacintlia, coming from an expensive-looking stereo at one end of the room.
The newcomer glances down and sees that the floor is covered with thousands
upon thousands of documents. He picks up one and looks at the heading: apress
release from ahigh-end cable company back on Earth. He drops it like asnake, then
looks around at the other sheets of paper. They're all documents from cable companies: press releases, fact sheets, "white papers." From elsewhere in the room a
noise catches his attention, and he turns in time to see more sheets of paper tumbling onto the floor from achute he hadn't noticed before. He glances at some of
these new ones, and the names on them are all familiar: AudioQuest, MIT,
Monster, Cardas, you name it.
That puts him off alittle. But then the newcomer thinks, What the heck? Ican handle this. So he volunteers for duty in the hi-fi room. Satan smiles an unreadable smile
and leaves him there, locking the door as he goes.
All is well for aminute or two, and then avoice comes over the PA system:
"Okay, fellas, coffee break's over. Back to work." The newcomer watches in horror as the other men in the room bend down. They pick up the papers from the
floor...
And they start reading them. Dear, sweet, meraful God, they're making us read these
things. For all eternity.
That's when the screaming begins, starting in one corner and working its
way through the room, picked up by one man after another like dogs in a
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Stereophile Editor's Choice: Sampler & Test CD
You've got a Class A audio system —
here are some Class A recordings to show it off at its best
www.stereophile.comieditors_choice.htm

Stereophile's John Atkinson selects the
best of his recordings from the past 10
years — from solo violin to jazz.
23 tracks of Stereophile's audiophile.
approved recordings, every one recorded,
edited, and mixed by the editor of
Stereophile:
— 2 system diagnostic tracks
— 14 music tracks
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sampler
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speakers without test gear
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sound, with natural dynamics and hi-rez
sound quality
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crowded neighborhood.
That's what happens to audio reviewers who are very naughty.
The horror. The horror.
Reviewing interconnects and speaker
cables is the hardest part of my job, but
it needn't be. Cables require little in the
way of setup. Even if you believe cables
are directional, which Idon't, and even
if you believe they perform differently
when they're lifted up off the floor,
which Ialso don't, neither of those
things is very hard to do. And the setup
procedures that actually do make adifference — such as making sure interconnects and AC cords intersect each other
at right angles — are easy as pie.
And cables tend not to be excruciatingly heavy or unpleasant to handle. All
Ihave to do is swap one little thing in
and out of my hi-fi system, listen to the
same records acouple of times, and
write down what Ihear on ayellow
legal pad. Then I
just carry the pad over
to the computer, copy my notes into
Microsoft Word, add abit of color —
my thoughts on politics or religion, perhaps — and voilà: instant Stereophile
review. Payday, here Icome.
Why whine? Because the selling of
cables — the selling of the products
themselves to consumers and the selling
of ever-new cable technologies to audio
writers — has, over the years, become
burdened with toxic levels of pseudoscientific dung-beetle chow. While
some of its denizens are scientifically
sharp and intellectually honest, the
cable industry as awhole is rife with
utter nonsense. And for some reason, I
find the cable industry's brand of nonsense to be more tiring than most. It's
work —and hard work at that — to slog
through the malarkey that some of
these people commit to paper.
I'd prefer to just listen to new cables
for aday or two —I also don't happen to
believe that cables are subject to breakin, although professionalism compels me
to remain open-minded on that count,
as on the others — and to write about
their sound, also briefly. However—and
this may sound awee bit hypocritical,
given my preceding harangue against
cable literature —I consider areview to
be seriously lacking if it doesn't include
at least some credible or, barring that,
entertaining explanation of How The
Thing Works.
Describing the technology behind a
product involves one of two things. You
can look at it—open it up, take it apart,
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whatever — or you can get information
from someone involved in making it.
Amplifiers, digital processors, record
players, and even loudspeakers will
always have an advantage as far as reviewers are concerned, in that they're at
least mildly complex: They're full of
parts and full of ideas. There's something going on in there. Wire, on the
other hand, is just wire, no matter how
much you want to believe otherwise.
There are different kinds of wire and
different ways of putting it together, but
that still isn't enough to fill more than a
relatively few paragraphs...a relatively
few interesting and truthful paragraphs,
that is.

as audiophile listeners tend to hear
what they want to hear. 1

Like abird on the wire
Almost 20 years ago, writing in a
magazine called Hi-Fi Heretic, Icynically observed that it was only amatter of time before some manufacturer
introduced apowered cable. That day
has arrived.
First Synergistic Research, and now
AudioQuest offers arange of interconnect and speaker cables that contain
their own sources of electricity: alkaline
batteries, in the case of the AQ cables.
The DC electricity is not used to power
acircuit in the traditional sense of that
word, nor is it conducted alongside the
music signal itself—which is, of course,
AC electricity. The manufacturer claims
CABLES REQUIRE
that the power is used to "charge" the
cable's insulation.
LITTLE IN THE WAY
Long unaware that such a thing
might be necessary, Iread AudioQueses
OF SETUP.
explanations on their website and on
the product packaging itself, and
But cable makers tend to go on learned the following:
longer than that. Their literature tends •Insulation stores and releases energy,
to employ large, buffet-size helpings of and because of that fact (my emphasis),
conjecture, whether or not it's present- insulation is adielectric.
ed as such. (When it is, I'm grateful. •The way in which adielectric beWhen it isn't, Ijust mentally insert, as haves — which is to say, the way in
I'm reading along, the words maybe, the- which it releases stored energy —
oretically, or we arrived at this theory after a changes if and when acharge is present.
night of unusually heavy drinking.) Of •Air is the best insulation because it
course, when Iwrite about some new does not absorb and release energy.
audio cable, I'm careful to remind the •Whenever acable does not have a
reader at every turn that the technolog- charge on it, it re-adapts back to its unical ideas I'm describing are not mine charged state.
Let me begin by saying I've always
but those of the designer or manufacturer responsible for the product. I'm thought that adielectric is simply an
careful not to repeat untested theories insulator —a material without free elecwithout adding the words, "the manu- trons, and thus amaterial that resists the
facturer claims" or "the designer be- transmission of electrical currents —and
lieves" to my description of this or that that the specific use of the word dielectric
nutty idea. (That approach is useful in implies the sort of insulator one might
reviews of "resonance control" devices, find between two conductors, and
which can be permeated by an electric
too, but let's not go there today.)
But in spite of reviewers' continuing field. Thus the insulation on apiece of
efforts to report objectively on the wire is adielectric. So is the varnish on
cable industry, our more skeptical read- the wire in atransformer, the plastic (or
ers are ever anxious to bring us up paper, or oil) in acapacitor, and the nonshort. When someone writes in to conductive gaps inside asemiconductor.
complain that their least favorite None of that is too terribly out there, and
reviewer is full of it for suggesting, say, AudioQueses usage seems defensible if
that boy electrons and girl electrons stilted. (Air is certainly adielectric, too.)
interact more effectively with slow
music (well, don't you?), it's no use for 1More proof: Just look at the letters published in
us to point out that we were merely Stereophile during the past several months to see how
many readers have taken my observation —that accuquoting some other crackpot, without racy in frequency response isn't necessarily more
important
than accuracy in other audio performance
necessarily signing off on his or her
mean "I don't like accurate frequency
crackpot theory. Audiophile readers parameters—to
response" or "I don't care about fidelity" or "Kick me
tend to see what they want to see, just because Ian alih-bur-uhl."
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Now let me go back to AudioQuest's explanation for why their new
cable is battery-powered: "By maintaining a 12-volt dielectric bias, far
above the voltage of audio signals, the
DBS (Dielectric Bias System) provides
considerably better transparency and
dynamics than is possible even from a
cable in continuous use." In other
words, this is abreak-in thing — except
that AudioQuest says the term "breakin" is amisnomer because it implies a
condition that is both mechanical and
irreversible. (I intend to persist in calling this "break-in", however, partly for
the sake of convenience.)
AudioQuest claims that the DBS can
charge the dielectric in any interconnect or speaker cable so equipped.
Their website illustrates the system: an
insulated anode wire running the
length of the cable, at the center of the
bundle of various other wires, and a
cathode wire running the length of the
cable near its periphery, presumably in
contact with the shield, although that
bit isn't clear. The positive terminal of
the battery — a12V alkaline in the case
of the Cheetah interconnect — connects to the former and the negative to
the latter. In effect, the cable's insulating material becomes the dielectric in a
DC-charged capacitor, although the
limited electrode surface area and the
physical separation of the conductors
mean that the stored charge is not
going to be very large. In fact, it would
seem downright insignificant.
The DBS battery pack is an attractive metal cylinder that rides, Koalalike, on the main portion of the cable,
with a pushbutton and LED for
checking battery condition —something extra for those of us who like to
fiddle, as well as for those who mistrust their ability to hear the difference
effected by alack of dielectric bias —
and amini plug and jack as an electrical disconnect.
Back to the AudioQuest literature:
"It takes acouple of weeks for the
DBS system to reach maximum performance. Since DBS battery packs
are attached when [this cable] is first
terminated, [it] will be approaching or
at peak performance by the time it's
installed in your system. Since there is
no load on the two standard hardware-store batteries, they will last for
years." Call me ahopeless cynic, but
no matter how many times Iread that
sentence, I can't help but translate
"since there is no load" into "since
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they're not really doing that much."
Itook alook. In the Cheetah interconnect, the DBS was as described: The
anode was an insulated wire at the center, and the cathode was an uninsulated
wire near the outer sheath, in contact
with the metal shield. While Ihad the
thing open Ialso admired the workmanship evident in the welding of the
conductors to the connectors, not to
mention the very high quality of the
low-mass silver plugs themselves.
(AudioQuest provides specially treated
silver cleaning cloths with these cables;
Hazel, the dead TV maid, would covet
them.) Ialso examined the DBS on one
of the company's Mont Blanc speaker
cables. In that one, the anode was a
stranded wire, also insulated, at the center of the positive bundle. But Icould
not locate acathode wire per se. Instead,
the negative wire from the battery pack
was connected directly to the negative
banana plug nearest to it.
Incidentally, according to the information on AudioQuest's packaging,
their finest analog interconnect, the
Sky, employs a 24V charge on the
cable's dielectric. That is not merely far
above the voltage of audio signals —it
is far, far above the voltage of audio signals. In their literature, however,
AudioQuest makes no particular claim
that that is better.
In fact, for all the verbiage on tap,
AudioQuest also offers no real explanation of why aDC charge of any amount

on acable's dielectric should affect, one
way or another; that cable's ability to
conduct an AC audio signal. Then
again, neither can I.
Before moving on to my listening
impressions, and lest you think that
the DBS is the only thing these very
expensive cables have going for them,
I'll briefly describe their other points
of distinction:
•PSS and PSC: AudioQuest uses solidcore, àla DNM: single-conductor solidcore for all their top-of-the-line
interconnects, and multi-conductor
solid-core, for their speaker cables.
Their reason for doing so is categorically the same as that for the classic Litz
construction — stranded wires in which
each strand is coated with avarnish-like
dielectric, to keep it insulated from its
neighbors —only taken up anotch: preventing strand interaction and the distortions induced thereby. AudioQuest
claims they select extremely high-purity
metals for their solid-cote, which they
refer to as perfect-surface silver (PSS)
and perfect-surface copper (PSC).
These, they say, minimize harshness and
other distortions associated with grain
boundaries in metals.
•SST: AudioQuest states that "any single size or shape of conductor has aspecific distortion profile." Consequently,
in designing and manufacturing their
newest speaker cables, AudioQuest
tries to minimize the audible effects of
these distortions by spreading them
thin, so to speak, with multiple solid
conductors of four distinctly different
sizes. The Mont Blanc cables I reASSOCIATED
viewed contain five separate positive
ANALOG SOU
Linn LP12
conductors and five negatives, meaning
turntable, Naim Armageddon power
that only two in each group are the
supply, Naim Aro tonearm; Lyra
same gauge as one another.
Helikon Mono, Miyabi 47, Linn Akiva
•Conductive Insulation: The negative
cartridges.
conductors in AudioQuest's new speakSony SCD-747 00
er cables are insulated with what the
SACD/CD player.
company describes as "partially conducAudio Note
' tive" carbon-loaded polyethylene. This,
AN-S2, Tamura TKS-83 step-up
they say, "damps RF garbage from being
transformers; Fi preamplifier.
4111
fed back into the amplifier." On the one
EAR 890.
hand, Iwonder why this is done to the
Quad ESL-989.
negative conductors but not the posiInterconnect: Audio Note
tive, since the two conductor groups
AN-Vx, Nordost Valhalla, homeperform more or less the same duties.
mades. Speaker: Audio Note AN-SPx,
On the other hand, Idon't think it matNordost Valhalla, homemades. AC:
ters much, because this is nonsense.
JPS Labs Digital on Sony CD player,
•Teflon Air-Tubes: Because air is the
all others stock.
best dielectric this side of avacuum (for
Mana stands under
the reasons quoted earlier in this returntable, preamp; Base base under
view), AudioQuest sheathes the conpower amp; Wally Phono Tools.
ductors in their new interconnects with
-Art Dudley
an especially loose-fitting Teflon insula-
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AudioQuest Cheetah & Mont Etlanr

don — or Teflon Air-Tubes, as they call
them. The polyethylene insulation in
the company's less expensive interconnects is now called PE Air-Tubes.
•Triple Balanced design: AudioQueses
new top-of-the-line analog interconnects all contain three solid conductors,
each in its own Teflon Air-Tube. In
cables that are intended for unbalanced
use — terminated with RCA plugs —
two of these are ganged together for use
on the negative run, which AudioQuest
says involves "a much higher potential."
In cables intended for balanced use —
terminated with XLR plugs — each
conductor, of course, has its own purpose, distinct from the others.
In both instances, AudioQuest
claims that the shield is "never used as
an inferior audio conductor" — which

Listening

Ibegan by replacing my homemade
interconnect cables — single-conductor solid-core silver in clear, loose-fitting polyethylene jackets, terminated
with
inexpensive
gold-plated
Deltron plugs — with a 4m set of
AudioQuest Cheetahs.
First Ilistened to afew songs from
the brilliant IAin't Marching Anymore,
which Phil Ochs recorded for Elektra
in 1965 (on aCarthage LP reissue,
CGLP 4422). / swapped the cables
back and forth while listening to afew
different songs, including "Iron Lady,"
"Here's to the State of Mississippi," and
the title song, all of which are simple
guitar-and-voice performances — albeit with more in the way of subtle
tempo and dynamic shadings than one

ON THE WONDERFUL OLD FIDDLE TUNE
"TEXAS GALES," THE TWO GUITARS WERE COMING
OUT OF ADARKER, DEEPER SILENCE.
strikes me as abit odd, because, in an
unbalanced cable, there shouldn't be
any signal electrons traveling through
either the negative conductor or the
shield in the first place. And if there
were, the fact that the Cheetah's
ground conductors are, in fact, electrically connected to their shield at one
end would force the user to resort to
much scolding of electrons in order to
coax them along one but not the other.
Bad, willful electrons!
• Counter-Spiraling "Earth Feature"
Geometry: Also in AudioQueses new
top-of-the-line speaker cables, the conductors in the positive bundle are
wound in one direction, and the conductors in the negative group are
wound in the other. This keeps the conductors in the two groups from running
parallel to one another, thus minimizing
electromagnetic interference and the
musical distortions it creates.
Those are the general details for
AudioQueses new product ranges. As
to the specific products Ireceived for
review, these were the Cheetah interconnects with RCA plugs, which feature DBS, PSS, Teflon Air-Tubes, and
Triple Balanced design, and the singlewired Mont Blanc speaker cables with
PSS banana plugs, which feature DBS,
PSC, SST, and Counter-Spiraling "Earth
Feature" Geometry.
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usually finds in this genre. (I should
also point out that the recording quality is fair at best, and that, even when
played back at believable levels, the
realistic scale of apowerful singer and
adreadnaught-sized steel-string guitar
simply isn't there.) Ilistened closely for
differences in timbre or balance or
flow or musical ease or imaging or
scale or whatever else Icould detect —
but Icouldn't detect much of anything.
In both cases, the sound was pinched
and small, but neither cable seemed to
get in the way of the very powerful
music. On the basis of this comparison,
Iwould have recommended going the
cheap-wire route.
Itried something alittle more challenging: the Brahms Serenade No2 in
A, Op.16 (on aLondon LP, CS 6594). I
listened with my own cables, noting the
very realistic and seemingly uncolored
timbre of the woodwinds in that recording, and the way all of the London
Symphony players leaned into the music
under the direction of master
Brahmsian István Kersz. (In contrast
with the Ochs, this recording also has
superb scale —almost as good as it gets.)
Then Itried the AudioQuest Cheetahs.
In fact, Iwent back and forth about six
times during that one record side alone.
If there was an audible aifference, it was
as slight as slight can be. There isn't a
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whole lot of bass in that recording, but
the AudioQuest sounded minutely
fuller down there.
Have you noticed that, in reproduced
music, silences can sound not only silent
but have both asense of "darkness" and
an "implied" sense of bass extension or
depth, as well? If you're still with me
after that bit of nuttiness, then perhaps
you'll also be willing to take my word:
The AudioQuest was marginally better
in getting that sense across.
Ialso suspected that, with the AudioQuest Cheetahs, the sounds of the instruments popped out from the mix
more believably during the lovely middle section of the Adagio, especially the
few dozen bars where the strings are
silent, leaving asingle horn and some
woodwinds to play. The silences in that
portion were, again, blacker and deeper
with the AudioQuests.
And on XTC's "Senses Working
Overtime," from the LP English
Settlement (Geffen 2GHS 4036 F), the
differences were just about the same —
categorically similar, and similarly slight.
The sounds of the damped acoustic guitar, electric bass, and drums seemed to
"bloom" alittle more, in amore believable way, with the Cheetahs. By comparison, my cables —which Imade,
mind you —were alittle pinched and a
little "hi-fi." Not by much, of course.
In any event, Ienjoyed listening with
the AudioQuest Cheetahs in place. I
kept them there. Music flowed beautifully, and there was nothing musically
unnatural or sonically pinched or distorted about it. With them, my system
sounded lovely.
Then Icompared the AudioQuest
Mont Blanc speaker cables, which are
multiple runs of solid-core copper, with
my home-made speaker cables, which
use multiple runs of solid-core silver.
Both pairs are 10' long.
My findings were so similar to those
regarding the interconnect comparison
that it's almost scary. On the wonderful old fiddle tune "Texas Gales," from
the first duet album by Tony Rice and
Norman Blake (a fine-sounding LP —
thanks to the engineering of Billy
Wolf— available as Rounder 0233), the
two guitars were coming out of adarker, deeper silence. If the notes were the
sounds of pebbles tossed into apool,
then with the AudioQuests the pool
sounded deeper, bigger, blacker, stiller,
wetter — all right, I'll stop there — albeit
by asmall margin.
More important, both cables got all
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the timing information right: the
rhythms, the momentum, even the subtle differences between Norman's approach to the tune (straightforward and
trad, but jaunty and sunny nonetheless)
and Tony's (more use of arpeggios at the
beginnings of phrases, and alittle more
syncopation and swing in his improvisations). Both cables made me lean forward and smile. Both cables sounded
smooth and natural — but the AudioQuest was very slightly more so.
After spending several days with the
AudioQuest Cheetahs and Mont
Blancs, Itried disconnecting their DBS
battery packs. I couldn't hear the
slightest difference in either case —
neither immediately after, nor when
their "charge" had had aweek or so to
die away.
Conclusions
The new AudioQuests are very goodsounding cables. The Cheetahs, in particular, performed beautifully well in
my system: They're among the two or
three best interconnects I've ever experienced. But Ifind their cost prohibitive,
especially since cables that perform
almost as well — and silver cables, at
that — can be made for less than the
AudioQuests' price.
I'm inclined to believe that the
Cheetah interconnects and Mont Blanc
speaker cables sound good because
they're reasonably simple — simpler,
even, than other, earlier AudioQuest
designs. Ithink it's also because their
connectors are sensibly low in mass,
because they're well made, and because
they use conductive metals that are evidently very high in quality. My belief is
that their "dielectric bias" system, which
Iwound up removing and leaving in my
desk drawer, has no influence on their
performance one way or the other. I
remain open to suggestions that I'm
wrong,2but only if those suggestions are
offered with such features as CUD
(calm, unheated discourse) and ELFC
(extremely low fertilizer content).
And years from now, when I'm busy
reviewing hearing-aid batteries for the
large-print edition of Stereophile, Iwill
look fondly back on this portion of my
professional life: when Igot paid for
listening to wires. Maybe this job isn't
so bad after all.

2 1swear to you, as God is my witness: pst as Iwas
writing that sentence, avery large bumblebee flew past
my window—and that, as we all know, is also scientifically impossible.
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How do you choose aLoudspeaker?
You can read areview.
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Some get their palms read or trust afull moon.
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But there is only way to choose loudspeakers:
Play some music. Put on amovie. Sit back and listen.
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Joseph Audio's RM7si MKII for instance:
"Joint Loudspeakers of the YEAR" (the first speaker under $4k)
Some speakers win "Best Of Sound"year after year.
Joseph Audio's Pearls do that.
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And Music Lovers would say: "Here, listen to this..."
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Kuzma

Air Line
Michael Fremer

TON EAR

Kuzma Air Line mounted on Kuzma Stabi XL turntable arm base.

Air-bearing, lineartracking tonearm. VTA continuously
adjustable during play. Optimal cartridge weight: <9gm.
Effective length:
184mm. Effective arm mass: 13gm
vertical. Weight: 4.5 lbs.
Not noted.
$8000. Approximate number
d ealers: 15.
Kuzma Ltd.,
Hotemaze 1
7/
a,
SI-4205 Preddvor,
Slovenia. Tel: (386) 4-253-54-50.
Fax: (386) 4-253-54-54. US distributor: TheMusic.com, 1027 N. Orange
Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90038. Tel:
(323) 466-9694, x22. Fax: (323)
466-1437. Web:
www.themusic.com/gear.
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he lacquers from which LPs are pressed are cut in astraight line, and
that's how the LP groove should be traced. Even when set up perfectly, apivoted arm describes an arc across the disc surface, maintaining tangency to the groove at only two points on that arc. Yet
despite numerous attempts at building and selling linear-tracking
tonearms, few remain on the market, and most are fraught with technical problems. Linear-tracking arms can be anything but linear,
committing more sins of geometry as they meander across the record surface than
do their pivoted brethren.
One problem facing designers of linear arms is how to drag the arm's mass laterally across the record surface. Another is how to route the wires from the sliding
arm to afixed termination point without impeding the arm's freedom of movement. Noisy, tweaky, motor-driven servo systems have been used on anumber of
linear designs both ambitious (Rabco, Goldmund, B&O) and low-tech (plastic
turntables from many mainstream manufacturers). But even the best of these
require the loss of tangency to signal the servo correction system to move the arm
along the track. The correction inevitably overshoots or undercorrects to some
degree; the result is an arm that wiggles its way across the record, creating potentially greater tracking errors —and more of them —than you'll find with aproperly set-up pivoted arm. The ideal is for the cartridge's cantilever to maintain
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Kuzma Air Line

perpendicularity to aradial line drawn
across the grooves. This can probably
never be achieved by servotype linear
designs, even if, from i&r, they look as if
they are, and even if many audiophiles
remain loyal enthusiasts.
An upgraded iteration of the Souther
linear-tracking arm, built and currently
marketed by Clearaudio, uses adifferent
scheme. Avery short, low-mass rod rides
on wheels along apair of low-friction
quartz rails. Discussion of the design
tradeoffs is best left to afull review, but I
remain skeptical about this arm's ability
to maintain true tangency to the grooves
as it rides the rails.
The virtually frictionless air-bearing
designs originally produced by
Maplenoll and Eminent Technology
were both designed by Eminenes Bruce
Thigpen. In these arms, the bearing is
fixed; it's the rail that moves, with the
anntube attached to it. Eminent still
sells its ET2 arm; aheavily modified
edition of the original Maplenoll design
can be found on Walker Audio's
Proscenium Gold turntable.
Finally, a number of air-bearing
designs use afixed rail and move the
bearing, which has the considerable advantage of moving afar lower mass
across the record surface. Included
among these are the Versa Dynamics
and Forsell (neither any longer in production), and the Airtangent, Rockport,
V.Y.G.E.R., and, now, the Kuzma Air
Line. These designs vary in bearing
mechanics and air flow, as well as in
overall build quality and ergonomics.

Though Kuzma's air bearing superficially resembles the Rockport 6000's,
it's a fundamentally different design.
Kuzma uses what's called aporous-wall
air bearing in which pressurized air
flows through thousands of tiny holes.
Rockport uses a groove-compensated
bearing, which has lateral grooves in the
bearing wall.
Kuzma supplies aremarkably quiet SilAir oil-cooled compressor and asophisticated and effective system for removing
both the water that's squeezed out of the
compressed air, and any oil that might
otherwise get sprayed into the system.
The compressor is capable of running at
around 12 bar (ca 120psi), but air bearings
don't need nearly that much pressure.
The Air Line's porous-wall bearing operates at around 4bars (c.a 60psi), or around
four times the Rockport's pressure. However, that doesn't mean the Kuzma bear-

THE AIR LINE IS IN SOME WAYS EVEN MORE
PRACTICAL AND EASIER TO USE THAN THE
ROCKPORT SERIES 6000.

ing is four times stiffer than the
R
ores, or even as stiff. There are too
many variables involved to draw ablanket
condusion like this.
The Sil-Air pump is far quieter than
the one Rockport supplied with the
6000, but because it includes an air
reservoir and pressure-sensing system, it
emits a rather loud hiss, like an air
brake's, after the compressor has refreshed the reservoir and shuts off. The
Imitation, flattery, hot air
What Franc Kuzma's Air Line arm shutoff can send anoise spike through
($8000) lacks in originality is more than the AC; Iwas advised to use aline sepmade up for in its superb execution, arate from the one my audio system was
high build quality, and Kuzma's innova- plugged into. Kuzma told me that afix
tive upgrades to what must have been is in the works, but the hiss means you
his obvious inspiration: Andy Payoes need to locate the compressor out of
Rockport tonearms. The Air Line is in audible range. Fortunately, you don't
some ways even more practical and eas- need to visit the compressor to turn it
ier to use than the Rockport Series off, or even to keep tabs on the pressure.
6000, which Ireviewed in the May Closing asmall valve on the arm maintains air pressure, which effectively
1996 Stereophde (Vol.19 No.5).
Like the pivot bearing of a con- keeps the compressor shut down. A
ventional tonearm, the air bearing of a neat little gauge built into the end of the
linear-tracking arm must be free to air-carrier rod, which runs parallel to
move in the vertical and horizontal the bearing rail, tells you if the bearing
planes, and not at all in any other. Too is sufficiently pressurized.
tight atolerance and you restrict movement, too loose and you end up with A question of damping
sloppy geometry. The goal is for the The one glaring omission in the Air
Line's design is adamping trough. Alinarm and cartridge to track across the
record with perfect tangency to the ear design — even one using astationary
rail — must laterally move alarge mass.
groove and zero play fore and aft.
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The grooves of most LPs are not concentric because of pressing inconsistencies, which means the groove is
constandy shifting the tonearm's mass
back and forth. Because the stylus is at
the end of aspring mechanism (the cantilever's suspension), if you use acartridge with too high acompliance — too
floppy aspring—you can have the tail
wagging the dog, in that the motion of
the groove spiral will move the cantilever from its central position. The risk
is then that with africtionless bearing
the stylus might be slammed from one
groove wall to the other
Idiscussed this in my May 1996 review of the Rockport Series 6000:
"In conventional pivoted arms the
arm/cartridge system moves vertically
and horizontally around a common
point; thus, horizontal and vertical effective masses are very similar. In linear
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trackers there is abig difference between
the effective vertical and horizontal masses. Being apivoted system in the vertical
axis, alinear tracker's effective vertical
mass is low because it consists of the relatively short anntube and cartridge.
Horizontal mass is much larger: it includes the entire arm/sleeve assembly as
well as the cartridge, all of which must be
carried across the record and which do
not benefit from being apivoted system.
"Hang asmall weight on the end of
aspring and it bounces at afairly high
frequency over ashort distance. Put a
bigger weight on the spring and the
rate of movement slows while the
excursion length increases. The high
mass of alinear-tracking arm in the
horizontal axis can create avery nasty
low-frequency resonance. The eccentricities due to the off-center pressing
of virtually every LP made will excite
this resonance as the system moves
back and forth trying to track the shifting groove.
"In any arm/cartridge system, the
arm should hold steady while the cantilever remains free to extract information from the groove. If the two were
dancing partners, the cantilever would
'lead' and the arm would follow. In an
undamped high-mass system the 'tail'
(arm) begins to wag the dog (can-
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tilever). Unwanted cantilever movement creates unwanted electrical output. In addition, any electrical output
created with the coils uncentered in the
magnetic gap is nonlinear, thus making
it virtually impossible for the cartridge
to act as alinear transducer, which is its
job. Cantilevers can actually snap in undamped linear-tracking systems. ... In
my opinion, alinear-tracking arm without damping is simply not viable if the
goal is a'reverse machine tool' accurately tracing what's in the groove."
It is thus inexplicable to me that
Kuzma, adesigner who, by every indication, clearly understands all of these
issues, chose to omit adamping trough,
which wouldn't have been all that difficult to implement. It's like not including
shock absorbers in an automobile.
While using alow-compliance cartridge
will mitigate this problem to some degree (and using acartridge of low compliance and relatively high mass is
mandatory with the Kuzma), Ibelieve
the problem still exists.
Setup
Installing and setting up the Air Line
was relatively easy. The massive main
housing terminates in alarge threaded
bolt that's compatible physically and
geometrically with the circular cutout
used for many pivoted designs. An armboard cut for the Morch arm worked
fine once the hole's diameter had been
increased. The small-diameter air hose,
which is stiff but still sufficiently flexible to allow it to be dressed, attaches to
the arm via apush-lock connector.
Kuzma provides a straight run of
cable from the cartridge dips to aset of
Bullet RCA plugs at the end of an
ample length of high-quality interconnect. As with the Rockport, the thin
tonearm wire is fixed in an arc to minimize interference with arm movement.
Kuzma supplies astraight-line protractor, attached to apaper jig, that
makes it easy to establish aradial line
before you lock down the arm mount.
From there, mounting the cartridge
and setting its overhang, VTF, VTA,
and azimuth are fast and easy. However, establishing an initial reference
VTA, with the axis of the tonearm parallel to the record surface, would be
considerably easier if Kuzma would
scribe astraight line on the side of the
tapered armtube, as SME does.
The rigid headshell is slotted for
setting overhang, alocking threaded
counterweight on a long shaft sets
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VTF, a dual-scale, precision-locking
threaded VTA adjustment smoothly
raises and lowers the main housing (and
lets you know exactly where you've set
it), and aworm-gear mechanism similar
to what Herb Papier designed for his
Tri-Planar arm permits precise adjustment of azimuth. Setting up the Air
Line couldn't have been more easy or
reassuring: the settings lock into place.
The tapered armtube attaches to a
massive machined aluminum block that
completely encircles the air bearing. A
sure-feel cam-actuated rod applies the
cueing mechanism, which lets you precisely stop the arm's travel at any height
within its adjustment range.
Everything about the execution of
this well-crafted design screams rigidity
security and repeatability. It's everything the cumbersome air-bearing arm
that came with the V.Y.G.E.R. Atlantis
turntable wasn't (see "Analog Comer,"
July 2003).
Like any air-bearing arm, the Air Line
must be used on alevel, stable platform.
The lack of both friction and damping,
combined with high horizontal moving
mass, means the arm's stability and thus
tracking effectiveness depend on its
being absolutely level. Any slight deviation will pitch the arm in the direction of
the slope. Iused the "balancing plateau"
on the Cardas Sweep Record to level my

ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT
Simon Yorke 57
turntable, Graham 2.2 tonearm, Lyra
Titan, Graham Nightingale II phono
cartridges.
Alesis MasterLink, Musical Fidelity Tri-Vista SACD
player, Arcam DV-27A DVD-Audio
player.
Musical
Fidelity kWP preamplifier, Manley
Steelhead phono preamp.
Musical
Fidelity kW, Wavac 5H-833.
Interconnect: AudioQuest
Cheetah, Sky. Speaker: AudioQuest
Kilimanjaro, Harmonic Technology
Magic Tweeter. AC: Richard Gray's
High Tension Wire.
Sounds of Silence
Vibraplane active isolation platform,
Audiodharma Cable Cooker, Finite
Elemente Pagode equipment stands,
VPI MS motor controller, ASC Tube
Traps, RPG BAD &Abffusor panels.
-Michael Fremer
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Sounds of Silence Vibraplane active isolation platform, and found it extremely
difficult to keep the stylus from sliding
in one direction or the other. Soggily
sprung turntables need not apply
Once set up, the Air Line was apleasure to use, though the active
Vibraplane tends to shift slightly over
time; Ihad to level it often. Even then,
occasionally at the end of an LP side the
Air Line would slide into the record
weight and then careen back across the
record surface. Keep that in mind if you
think you can get away with aless than
ultra-stable, level platform.
Sound
Though the original Rockport Series
6000 tonearm received a deservedly
gushing review, over time it became apparent that its low-frequency extension
and solidity were not as good as the
Graham 22's or the Imtnedia RPM2's.
The 6000's relatively low vertical effective mass put its resonant frequency
above the ideal 8-I2Hz region with
moving-coil cartridges of average weight
and typically low compliance, causing
the bass to begin rolling off prematurely.
Andy Payor solved the problem on the
System III Sirius arm —see my review
in August 2000 —by adjusting the mass
so that the arm's fundamental resonant
frequency would be compatible with a
wider range of cartridges.
Before switching from the Graham
22 to the Kuzma Air Line on the
Simon Yorke turntable, Iplayed anumber of bass-heavy LPs. Judging by the
Air Line's relatively long, massive,
tapered armtube, Ididn't think I'd run
into the same bass problem. Ididn't, but
when Imeasured the horizontal resonant frequency using afew typical MC
cartridges, it was very low — around
5Hz — making Kuzma's choice to omit
damping all the more puzzling_
That said, and when all conditions
were ideal, the Air Line's top-to-bottom
performance was absolutely stunning,
and comparable, as best as Ican compare, to the Rockport arm on the Sirius.
When you hear atrue linear tracker for
the first time, you'll know it — the
absence of the etchy, pinched character
present in all pivoted arms is among the
most obvious differences. You're not
really aware of it when listening to the
best pivoted arms, but when it's gone,
what adifference!
The Air Line's dramatic, solid, threedimensional spatial presentation was
very similar to that of the Rockport
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Kuzma

6000, which I'd reviewed with aVP!
TNT turntable. The Kuzma's bottomend performance, however, was far
more robust—going from the Graham
22 to the Air Line, nothing was lost in
bass extension, and much was gained in
bass texture and harmonic detail.
When Iplayed the Beatles' "Baby
You're aRich Man" (from atrue stereo
pressing of Magical Mystery Tour, German
Apple SHZE 327) with the Air Line
after hearing it with the Graham 22, I
was struck by the enormous overall improvement in the naturalness of transient attack and subsequent decay. The
handclaps were far less brittle and far
more solid, fleshy, three-dimensional,
and convincing. The bass wasn't more
extended, but it was more complex
physically and harmonically, particularly
the attacks —I could feel McCartney's
fingers plucking the strings in afundamentally different and more revealing
way. Front-to-back imaging was far
more pronounced and more naturally
conveyed. Lennon's voice, usually
somewhat thin and wispy, was there,
with afleshy physical presence so convincing Ithought Imight be able to
reach out and touch his face.

Air

Line

didn't hear them. However, the Air
Line's large horizontal mass and its lack
of adamping trough mean that eccentric
LPs and any deviation from absolute
horizontaJity will create physical and
sometimes audible playback problems.
With the exceptions of some vintage LPs, such as original Blue Notes,
and Classic Records' SV-P Quiex
pressings, the groove areas of records
are "dished" — that is, they slope
downward from the outer lip and
upward toward the label area. During
playback of most LPs, even when the
Air Line is absolutely dead level and
on an ultra-stable platform, the arm
Conclusions
will track biased on the inner groove
When all playback conditions are ideal,
on the way down, and biased on the
the Kuzma Air Line is one of the top
outer groove on the way up. Add an
two tonearms I've ever heard. Some
off-center spindle hole — which most
engineers, like Tim Sheridan of Lorien
Consultants Group, who was employed LPs have, to one degree or another —
for many years by Professional
and you have aplayback situation of
complex dynamics that, for reasons I
Instruments, of Minneapolis, the world's
don't understand, Franc Kuzma has
leading manufacturer of air bearings
(www.airbearings.com) and supplies failed to address. (I expect to read his
spirited reply in "Manufacturers'
Rockport with its groove-compensated
Comments.") With the addition of a
bearings, feel that there are theoretical
damping trough, the Air Line could
problems with aporous-wall bearing.
Whatever issues the Kuzma's porous- very well be the finest tonearm ever
wall bearing might have introduced, I built.

Ultra-black backgrounds; enormous,
airy, startlingly stable soundstages; palpable images perfectly placed and sized;
ear-popping harmonic, dynamic, and
transient complexity —I could blather
on about the Air Line's convincingly natural performance and brilliant overall
balance. I'd rather just get to the point: In
every playback parameter Iwas able to
delineate, the Kuzma Air Line's presentation was staggeringly better than that of
any other arm I've auditioned —with the
exception of the one induded with the
$70,000 Rockport System III Sirius.
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ITZHAK PERLMAN
Brahrnst Violin Concerto
Symphony Orelats.tra, Carlo Maria Ciulini
' :Beethoven Violin Concerto Op.6 I-I.
Allegro ma non troppo
Berlin Philharmonic, Daniel Barenboirn

DANIEL BARENBOIM
Beethoven: Piano Sonata Nos. 8, 14 & 23
DV
Iteethoven Choral Fantasy 4.80
Berlin Philha.rtnonic

201/1 Angel I(I,
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MSTLALWROSTROPOVICH
-IS Bach: Cello Suites Nos. 1. 4& 5
DVD: Bach Cello Suite Nob

www.angelrecords.com

MUIR
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ACOUSTIC SOUNDSe

TURNTABLE&

PHONO PREAMPS
PRO-JECT Tube Box
Simple to use with
either Moving Magnet or Moving
Coil cartridges. Avery flexible, all-tube design.
S TUBE BOX $549

0

PRO-JECT Phono Box SE
Same function as Pro-Ject
Phono Box but with
premium component parts.
S PHONO BOX SE $299
S PHONO BOX $119

CLEARAUDIO Micro Basic
MM-MC switchable phono
stage. Manufactured
with hand-selected parts.
S MICROBASIC $350

=••••7
M
"Class A"

Aesthetix Janus
Enjoy the renowned Aesthetix sound, full
system control and preamplification from
asingle chassis with remote control.
S JANUS

$6,500

EMenni
Aesthetix Calypso
Remote-controlled line stage.

S CALYPSO

$4,500

Aesthetix Rhea
Remote-controlled phono preamp.
S RHEA

$4,000

ACOUSTECH PH-1P Phono Stage
The PH-1P has received acoveted "Class-A"
rating in Stereophile's Recommend
Components, plus most of the "Class-A"
competition costs several times the
AcousTech's asking price.
S PHIP $1,500

S TD800 $1,599

Hear the music, not the noise with the batterypowered Sutherland Ph.D.
S PHD $3,000
(CALL ROGER OR CLARK ABOUT TRADE-INS)
Snapper Monotrlock Amplifiers
Features aquartet of EL-34s per
chassis in afully-differential circuit
topology. It can be driven full balanced
all the way through via the XLR
inputs, or single-ended RCAs.
S SNAPPER $4,250 (PAIR)

MANY MORE
ITEMS AVAILABLE.

PRO-JECT RIVI-SB6
The minimal, circular plinth
repels external vibration
using three-point aluminum
cones and the decoupled
motor mount virtually eliminates any motor or
noise vibration. With speed box.
S RM6SB $899
VPI Scout
Packaged with auniPivot JMW-9 tonearm, the
Scout is an outstanding rig at avery
reasonable price.
(with tonearm) S SCOUT $1,600
NEW VPI Scoutmaster
The Scoutmaster
combines key features
from several of VPI's
most successful tables.
(with JMW9 tonearm)
S SCOUTMASTER $2,400
Upgrade your Scout to oScoutmaster, or for other
VPI turntable upgrades see www.acousticsounds.com
or call us!

Thorens TD 800
The chassis is decoupled and isolated from
the mounting surface. Comes with
Thorens TP 250 tonearm.

SUTHERLAND Ph.D. Phono Stage
"...the Sutherland Ph.D. is one of the bestsounding phono preamplifiers I've heard..."
Michael Fremer, Stereophile

SME Model 20/2
The compact ModeE 20/2
features all of the same design
principles as its big brother, the Model 30/2,
including the main bearingg, platter design and
suspension system.
(w/SME IV.Vi tonearm)
S SME20/2ARM $12,499
(table only) S SME20/2 $9,999

NEW VPI TNT VI
Uses the same two-motor assembly,
platter and inverted bearing as the HR-X.
Also includes VPI's Synchronous Drive
System for speed control and power line
filtration.
(with tonearm) S VPI TNT HR $8,000
(table only) S VPI TNTMKVI $6,000

Thorens TD 190
Includes
fully
automatic
switch-off and lift. Comes
with an Ortofon 0M10 cartridge.
S TD190 $499
VPI TNT HR-X
Features atriple-laminated chassis, an
integral air system, and an inverted main
bearing that incorporates asteel ball running
on Teflon. Includes HR-X periphery ring and
JMW 12.6 tonearm.
(with tonearm) S VPI TNT-X $10,000

Call 800-716-3553 or go to
WorldRadioHistory www.acousticsounds.com

vvww.acousticsounds.corn

SEE WHAT' S
NEW!

ACCESSORIES
CLEARAUDIO Matrix Record Cleaner
Cleaning fluid application is accomplished with
an integrated pump
system that applies
the cleaning
solution to the
LP surface
during the vinyl
wash cycle.
S MATRIXCLR
$3,750
S MATRIXBLK $3,000

Cardas Caps
Cardas Caps fit over
unused RCA jacks
keeping RR distortion
out. Pack of 12.

Sennheiser HD 600
Reference Headphones
The ergonomic design makes
the HD 600s comfortable to
wear for long :istening sessions.
S HD600 $350 (CALL FOR
SPECIAL PRICING)

S CCAPS $35.99
The Vibrapod Cone
Can be used
independently or
in conjunction with
Vibrapod Isolators.
S VPCONE $8
WALLYTRACTOR
Protractor
The best available protractor for phono pickup
cartridge alignment.
S WALLYTRACTOR
$149.99

LYRA Titan
The new flagship model in stock.
S LYTITAN $4,500
Victory H
Specially-machined and handcrafted bodies.
S VICTORY $1,800
BENZ Glider Mono
Become amono-maniac for
less than $800! Available
in various output levels.
Call for details!

Expressimo
MICRO-TECH Digital
Tracking
Force Gauge
S EXP DFG $160

New Sennheiser Flagship Headphone
S HD650 $449
MUSICAL FIDELITY NEW X-CAN V3
Headphone Tube Amplifier
This is an improvement
on their already-excellent
headphone amp.
S MFXCAN V3 $449
1,11-OMP
.

GRADO RS-1 Headphones
II 1
-11,
Couple apair of the RS-ls or
RS-2s with the new Grado RA-1 headphone
amp for reference-level sound quality.
S RS1 $700
S RS2 $500
GRADO RA-1 Headphone Amplifier
(battery powered) S RAI $350
(AC version) S RA1AC $425
Call for special pricing
on all Grado products.

KOETSU Black
Full line of Koetsu's
available starting at
$1,500. Now in stock.
S KOETSU BL
$1,500

INTERCONNECTS tà SPEAKER CABLES

GRADO Master
Glorious wood-bodied sound
-on abudget!
S MAST (.5mV) $800
Other Grado cartridges starting
at $35.99
LYRA Argo
World-class performance at
an affordable price.
S LYRA ARGO $1,195

Shure V15
Classic moving
magnet cartridge.
S SHURE V15
$325

, P.O.

ialstU

Silver Circle Audio Interconnects
Silver Circle Audio interconnects are constructed from 2conductor 18
AWG silver-plated copper. The conductors are covered with an extruded
Teflon dielectric and covered with ashield of silver-plated copper braid.
(1.5 METER) SSCA INT 1.5M $215
(1 METER) SSCA INT 1M $200
Silver Circle Audio 8' Speaker Wire
Silver Circle Audio has produced the first cables we know of to use
conductors of different materials within the same speaker cable to
produce avery specific effect.
(8' PAIR) S SCA STD 8FT $240
(10' PAIR) S SCA STD 10FT $280
(10'61-WIRE PAIR) S SCA BIWIRE1OFT $340

HOME THEATRE

SUMIKO Blackbird
Blackbird is designed for
exceedingly low noise levels and
wide dynamic range.
S BLACKBIRD $749
Other Sunk° MC cartridges
,\ starting at $250.

ACOUSTIC SWIM

HEADPHONES 84 AMPS

Many more cable and power cords available. Call Roger or Clark.

ARAGON Stage One
The Stage One recognizes decoding for today's most popular
formats including Dolby Pro Logic II, dtsES-Matrix and Discrete,
dtsNE0:6 and THX Surround EX. This preamp was designed for
top performance in both multichannel and two-channel audio or
home theater systems.
SARAGONONE $4,000 (CALL FOR SPECIAL PRICING)
ARAGON 2000 Series
The 2000 Series amplifiers will deriver 200 watts into 8ohms
and 300 watts into 4ohms for effortless performance from
nearly any loudspeaker system.
S ARAGON2007 (7 ch.) $3,000
CALL FOR SPECIAL
S ARAGON2005 (5 ch.) $2,500
PRICING
S ARAGON2002 (2 ch.) $1,500

Box 1905, Salina, KS 67402 • 785.825.8609 • Fax 785.825.0156
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Getting Ripped Right
The easiest way to start afight on your computer is to load it up with a bunch of different MP3 software-all the apps will
start fighting for the right to be the default player for files and discs. To help you avoid asoftware scuffle as you search for
good music apps, we thought we'd shout out a few recommendations.
Helium 2 el. 7.7 Registered to: Tyll blerlsens
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Although Windows Media Player (www.microsoft.
corn), iTunes (www.itunes.com), MusicMatch Jukebox
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often lack the ability to do the serious clean up work

•SI

on file/folder structure and tags that ahardcore audio
enthusiast may desire. If this sounds interesting, check
out Helium2. It also does a great job burning CDs,
analyzing MP3s, and providing filtered play access.
Get it at www.helium2.com.
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171 Create M3U Playkst

audio buffs rave about Exact Audio Copy (www.
exactaudiocopy.de) and CDex (www.cdex.n3.net),
but we've come to really like the features and speed
of Easy CD-DA Extractor (www.poikosoft.com). This
program does agreat job of ripping CDs (using the
excellent LAME encoder); naming tracks and albums
with FreeDB look-up; and saving the resulting files
with user-definable file, folder, and tagging schemes.
It also has a very handy file conversion capability

'

300702

Easy CD-DR Extractor is ogreot way to rip high quality MP3 files.

that allows you to convert to and from awide variety
of file types.

Oh, and once you've got your CDs ripped and ready to
play, a HeadRoom BitHead USB headphone amp placed
between your computer and agood pair of headphones is
a kickin' thing. Lean back, close your eyes, and enjoy your

The BitHead $199
The Total BitHead $269

new favorite listening place: your head.

www.heodphone.com

HeadRoom
800.828.8184
HeodRoom Corporation

WorldRadioHistory

2020 Gilkerson Drive Bozeman, MT 59715 800.828.8184
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REPORT

MartinLogan

Depth
Larry Greenhill

Powered, servocontrolled subwoofer using
"BalancedForce Technology," in
sealed enclosure. Drive-units: three
8" high-excursion aluminum-cone
woofers with 1.5" push-pull voicecoils Frequency response: 20-150Hz,
±3dB. Crossover: low-pass filter: 30,
35, 45, 55, 65, 80Hz (switched,
defeatable), 18dB/octave slope;
high-pass filter: 40Hz, 70Hz (defeatable). Built-in amplifier: SignalSensing Auto on/off. 300W RMS
(500W peak), class-D. Inputs: 2
line-level (RCA), 1LFE (RCA), 1highlevel pair per channel (4 speaker terminals: bare wire, banana plugs, or
spade lugs). Outputs: 1pair linelevel (RCA) for high-pass filter, 1
with no high-pass filter (for
additional subwoofer). Rear-panel
level controls: Phase (0°, 90°, 180°,
270°), Crossover (30, 35, 45, 55, 65,
80Hz), 25Hz (±12dB), Gain, Power
(On/Off/Standby). Also included:
AC cord, Energy Transfer Coupler
(ETC) spikes.
16.6" (422mm) W by
16.25" (413mm) H by 16.15"
(410mm) D. Weight: 65 lbs (29.5kg).
Piano Gloss, Granite black
with aluminum trim (brushed blac
or clear anodized).
GE0J039.
$1795. Approximate number
of dealers: 300. Warranty: 3years,
nontransferable.
MartinLogan, Ltd.
2101 Delaware Street, Lawrence, KS
66046. Tel: (785) 749-0133. Fax:
(785) 749-5320. Web: www.martin,
logan.com.

SUBWOOFER

MartinLogan Depth powered
subwoofer
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reviewing subwoofers is alonely job that brings no
respect. What's so weird about the droning of Tibetan
temple horns accompanied by the chants of Tibetan
Gyuto monks, all framed by apowerful synthesizer in
Philip Glass's soundtrack to Kundun (CD, Nonesuch
79460-2)? What's so strange about the karate-like cries of the drummers in the
ICromata Percussion ensemble as they smash away at their timpani and gongs in
Yoshihisa Taira's Hierophonie V(CD, BIS CD-232)? What's so odd about the shuddering majesty of 25Hz notes played by Harry Partch's one-of-a-kind Eroica
Marimba, heard on his Delusion of the Fury (LP, Columbia M2 30576)? Why would
any spouse object to the primitive, driving synthesizer growls and screams from
Morton Subotnick's The Wild Bull (LP, Nonesuch H-71208)?
Depth
My wife's comments arose during my audition of the Depth ($1795), anew, baby
servo subwoofer from MartinLogan. Its diminutive height of 1625" belies the Depth's
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WEARE SERIOUS ABOUT MUSIC
At David Lewis Audio we don't just carry high end.
We are the Specialist in Ultra High End.
We may be the most unique audio dealer in the
country. We cater only to music lovers with the
broadest selection of 2 Channel components.
No one even comes close.
Our newly remodeled facilities include listening
rooms on three floors. Listen in arelaxed and
beautifully appointed environment. You'll feel the
excitement of aHi-Fi Show, with the ability to see
and hear avast array of ever changing systems.
There's never been an audio store like this before.
We promise!
No other audio dealer can lay claim to the commitment
we have to the music listener and audio purist. We just
love music. If you do too, please call or visit us.
You'll be amazed. 2Channel rules.
2 Channel is alive and well in Philadelphia.
•ACCUPHASE
•ACOUSTIC ENERGY
•ACOUSTIC ZEN
•AESTHETIX
•AIR TIGHT
•ALOIA
•ALON
•ANTIQUE SOUND LAB
•ARCAM
•ART AUDIO
•ATC
•ATLANTIS
•AUDES
•AUDIOCRAFT
•AUDIO PHYSIC
•AUDIO VALVE
•AYRE
•AYON
•BASIS
•BAT

•BENZ MICRO
•BOULDER
•BURMESTER
•CAIN & CAIN
•CHORD
•CLASSIC AUDIO
•CONNOISSEUR
•CONRAD JOHNSON
•CREEK
•DALI
•DCS
•DiMARZIO
•DYNAVECTOR
•ELAC
•ELECTROCOMPANIET
•FM ACOUSTICS
•GALANTE
•GAMUT
•GRADO
•GRAHAM

•GUTWIRE
•HALCRO
•HARBETH
•HERRON
•HOVLAND
•JEFF ROWLAND
•REF
•KIMBER KABLE
•KLYNE
•KOETSU
•LAMHORN
•LAMM
•LEGEND
•LUMEN WHITE
•LYRA
•MAGNUM DYNALAB
•MARSH
•MBL
•METRONOME
•MUSIC HALL

•NAGRA
•NITTY GRITTY
•NORDOST
•NOTTINGHAM
•ODEON
•ORACLE
•PASS LABS
•PIEGA
•PLATEAU
•PLINIUS
•PROAC
•QUAD
•QUICKSILVER
•REGA
•REL
•RETHM
•ROKSAN
•RUARK
•SALAMANDER
•SHUNYATA

•SILTECH
•SME
•SOLILOQUY
•SONUS FABER
•SPENDOR
•TENOR
•THORENS
•THULE
•TRANSROTOR
•VAC
•VAN DEN HUL
•VERITY
•VIVA
•VPI
•VYGER
•WASATCH
•WAVELENGTH
•WILSON BENESCH
•YBA
•ZOETHECUS

David Lewis Audio LTD
8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495
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MartinLogar

65-lb, solid, bricldike build. The
configuration of the Depth's
three drivers, each angled at
exactly 120° to the other two,
creates ahexagonal footprint
for its enclosure. The aluminum trim around the
Depth's top reminds me of
the company's logo.
Around back is the service panel, which contains
all of the Depth's controls
and input and output jacks.
At the top is alarge rotary
knob for output level. This is
flanked on one side by the
Auto/On/Standby switch, and
on the other by a LED that
reads yellow in power-saving
mode, green in play mode, and
red in safety mode (ie, when the
internal amplifier has overheated). Just below these are aphase
switch with positions of 0°, 90°,
180°, and 270°, and asix-position,
low-pass filter switch for filter
points of 30, 35, 45, 55, 65, and
80Hz. A control marked "25Hz"
boosts or attenuates the Depth's output
by 12dB at that frequency.
Below the controls are the inputs and
outputs, as well as a three-position
(40Hz/70Hz/None) toggle switch for
the High Pass Filter function. Three
pairs of RCA jacks provide left and right
inputs, high-pass filtered outputs, and
0.1/LFE In and Sub Out.
Design
The Depth uses the company's patented "TriLinear" technology, where
three small drivers are used to move
the same amount of air as asingle driver three times the size. The three Er
long-throw drivers are so positioned
that vibrational forces inside the cabinet operate in exact opposition to one
another, minimizing spurious cabinet
vibrations. This technology, which
MartinLogan calls BalancedForce bacs,
which is claimed to reduce cabinet colorations by as much as 25dB, was originally used in ML's cost-no-object
Statement E2 system. In addition, the
Depth uses an analog servo-control circuit to reduce distortion.
Setup
Iunpacked the MartinLogan Depth and
shoved it across the living room to one
of the corners behind my Quad ESL989 loudspeakers. The Quads were
positioned 5' from the rear wall, 8' apart,

Depth

the high-pass filter to "40Hz," and
ran interconnects from the Depth's
Right Out and Left Out RCA
jacks to the ML-2 power amps.
These options are dearly explained in the Depth's instruction booklet, which is easily
the best setup manual I've
seen from asubwoofer manufacturer. It explains why
MartinLogan advises against
making the Low Pass Filter
and High Pass Filter (out) settings identical: "For aseamless
crossover of these two slopes,
the summation of their two values, at any given frequency,
should add to maintain a level
output" This message should be
stamped on the rear panel of every
aftermarket subwoofer!
Keeping this explanation in mind,
Iused the Velodyne DD-18 sub-

theAli

e l)ePth
do e/

3' 9" from the side
walls, and toed-in
slightly. My listening chair sat facing this
short wall of my lightly damped listening room, which is 26' long, 13' wide,
and 12' high, opening into a25' by 15'
kitchen behind the listening chait

microphone,
woofer's built-in
and virtual
generator,
•
spectrum analyzer for the next step: calibrating the
Depth for my room. The DD-18's technology (see June 2004, p.133) is not part
of the Depth's standard installation
package, of course, but it sure came in
handy for this stage of setup. 1
Iset up the calibration microphone
on the back of my listening chair at my
ear level, 37" from the floor, and set
the DD-18's volume control to "0" so
that it would put out no signal. Ithen

THE DEPTH'S INSTRUCTION BOOKLET IS
EASILY THE BEST I'VE SEEN FROM ASUBWOOFER
MANUFACTURER.
The next step was to connect the
Depth to my system. I choose two
setup options for connecting the
Depth: "2-channel mode," with the
Quad speakers run full-range; and "2channel mode with 2-channel output,"
which used the Depth's bunt-in highpass filter to gendy roll off the Quads'
bass response. For this review, Iran the
Depth both ways. For connections in
"2-channel mode," Iran amain stereo
interconnect from my preamp's main
outputs to the power amp's inputs, and
a second stereo interconnect to the
line-level Right In and Left In RCA
jacks on the Depth's rear panel. For "2channel mode with 2-channel output,"
Iconnected asingle stereo interconnect
between the preamp's Main Out and
the sub's Right In and Left In jacks, set

Stereophile, August 2004

keyed the Velodyne's remote to display its internal System Response
screen on my TV monitor. This automatically initiates arepeated tone from
the DD-18's signal generator, the tone
is then fed into atape input of my preamplifier to drive the Quad ESL-989s
and the Depth. Icould then see the
effect of the Depth's controls on the
measured response almost in real time
(the frequency-response graph is
refreshed every three seconds).
1I'm sure neither manufacturer will be totally pleased
that Iborrowed asystem from one of them to review
the other's product Still, the DD-18 calibrator showed
me how important having such atool is for properly
matching any subwoofer to my rather challenging
room. Those with smaller moms—as most of you
reading this article probably have —should be able to
manage the Depth's setup without all the extra gear.
—LG
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Recommended Co

••nents!

From A Trusted Name Since 1989 -Elusive Disc

hardware and accessories -- .w!th our 30 day satisfaction or your money back Guarantee!
.

-Call for Package pricing. k m_
Basis Signature Turntables/Rega & Vector tonearms i•
Clearaudio Turntables, Tonearms &Clamps
Graham 2.2 ,Robin Tonearms & all Accessories
Music Hall -MMF 2, 5, 7&9& Ringmats
VPI Scout w/JMW9, NEW Scoutmaster
VPI Aries 2& Black Knight w/JMW9/10/10.5 arms
NEW! VPI TNT 6&TNT Hot Rod 6
ALL VPI Upgrades, Clamps, Dustcovers & Accessories

11R-X Turntable
with JAIW 12.6
Toneann SDS

PHONO CARTRIDGES -Call for trade-in pricing!
Benz Micro Series 2(all models) -starling at $174.99!
Clearaudio (all models) -starting at $199.99!
Dynavector (all models) -starting at $349.99!
Grado (all models) -starting ut $35.99!
Lyra -Argo, Helikon &Titan!
Clearaudio Virtuoso Wood
Koetsu, Goldring, Shure, Transfiguration (all models!) PhonoCartridgeClass-B
***Let one of our analogue specialists design
Stereophile Recommended
acomplete system for you today!***
Component 555
AMPS, HEADPHONE AMPS &SACD PLAYERS
Music Hall Maverick SACD Player
Shanling CD-T200 Tube SACD Player
Philips 795 & 963 SACO/OVO Players
Shuffling SP-80 Monoblock Tube Amps
Creek 5350se Integrated Amplifier
Creek OBH-11/11se Headphone Amps
Grado RA-1 Head' hone Amp
must

Creek 5350se Integrated Amplifier
Class-A Stereophile Recommended
Component! $$$

have accessories under

100 pack Antistatic Inner Sleeves -$29.99!

O.

Allsop Orbit= 2Record Cleaner $39.99

100 Japanese Resealable Outer Sleeves -$29.99!
Hi Fi News Producers Cut Test LP $39.99
100 Jpn Resealable 7" Inner 6Outer Sleeves -$24.99 ea! Audioquest Carbon Fiber Brush -$14.99!

100 Jpn Resealable 10" Inner &Outer Sleeves -$24.99 ea!
RRL LP#9, Vinyl Wash &Deep Cleaner -$24.99 ea!
RRL Shine-ola CD Cleaner -$24.99!
Auric Illuminator CD System -$39.99!
Conics Mk 2Sweep, Burn-in ,3 Demag Lp -$22.99!
Apte/Cardas System Enhancer Disc -$19.99!
Audioprism MK3 Ouietlines -$29.99!
6ruv Glide Record Treatment -$24.99!

Cardas RCA/XLR Caps -Starling at $29.99!
MFSL Lift Lock Jewel Box $1.25/$1.00ea over 20
Audioprism CD Stoplight Pens -$19.99!
Audioprism CD Blacklight Mat -$29.99!
Shure SFG-2 Stylus Force Gauge $19.99
Vibrapod Isolators (all models) -$5.99 each!
Visit www.elusivedisc.com or call us for a
cam'lote list of all accessories we ca

RECORD CLEANING MACHINES & FLUIDS
Nitty Gritty 1.0, 2.0, 1.5, 2.5, 1.5 & 2.5FI, Mini Pro 1& 2
Nitty Gritty Pure 2, RRL Vinyl Wash, GruvGlide, VPI
VPI HW-16.5 & 17F Models & all Accessories
Orbitrac 2Cleaner $39.99!, Milty Zerostat Gun $74.99!
LOUDSPEAKERS & HEADPHONES
Epos ELS-3 Bookshelf Loudspeakers, All Epos models
Grado SR60,80,125,225,325,RS1&2 Headphones!

VPI 17F Record Cleaner Stereophi le
Recommended Component!

SOUND ENHANCEMENT
Cardas Golden Cuboids -starting at $63.99! (16 pack)
SFC Electrostatic CD/DVD/LP Brush -$69.99!
Bedini Ultra Clarifier &Notepad Dampening Pillow
Quantum Symphony/Sym. Pro & Electroclears
Audience Au24 Speaker Cable,
CABLES AND POWER CORDS
Interconnect 8powerChord All
Audience Interconnect/Speaker Cables
Stereophile Recommended Components!
Audience powerChord
Audioquest Interconnects so/NEW Dielectric-Bias System
Audioquest NRG Power cords
PHONO STAGES -Call for package pricing!
AcousTech PH1SE &PH-D Phono Stage
Clearaudio Micro Basic & Basic -starting at $199.99!
Creek OBH-8/9/8SE/9SE -starting at $169.99!
NEW! Acoustech PH.D. Phono Stage
The PH.D. is stunning, absolutely no noise &very
Phonomena &Lukaschek PP-1 Phono Stages
Hany Weisfield -VP! Industries
Lehmann Black Cube/SE, Silver Cube &PWX upgrade

elusive disc Inc.
call us today!

800-782-3472

or shop online: www.elusivedisc.com
fax: 765-608-5341 Info: 765-608-5340 email: elusalesignetdirectnet
4020 frontage road anderson, in 46013 m-f: 9am-6pm est, sat: 11am-3pm est

NEW audiophile recordings -call us or visit our website for our most recommended titles!
AUDIOPHILE LPs $9.99 & UP!
Eden Atwood /This Is Always 245rpm 180g LPs
Stan Getz /Spring Is Here 245rpm 180g LPs
Jacinth /Jacintha is Her Name 245rpm 180g LPs
LAlmeida &Charlie Byrd /Tango 245rpm 180g LPs
CSN&Y /Deja Vu 200g LP
Allman Brothers /Live At The Fillmore 2200g LPs
Alan Parsons /IRobot 200g LP
NorahJones/ Feel Like Home
All 16 Beatle Japan Import LPs -limited supply!
Classic Records 200g LP
New MFSL J. Lennon, A. Mann, I. Hayes 180g LPs
8, Blue Note CD 8SAM
Peggy Lee Latin ala Lee &Be-Witching Lee 180g LPs
MFSL Nautilus, Out-of-Print 1/2 Speed &D2D LP's!!!
AUDIOPHILE DVD-A $17.99 & UP! Over 275 titles!
NEW Classic Alan Parsons, Mozart, Auvergne HDADs
Santana Shaman &Supernatural DVD-A
Dr. Chesky's 5.1 Surround Show OVO -A
Sting /Brand New Day &Sacred Love DVD-A
AUDIOPHILE CDs $9.99 & UP!
Diversity 2003 & 2004 CD-R Samplers
Gary Karr /Super Double Bass LIM xrcd24
River of Sorrow &Autumn Yearning FIM xrcd24s
Every XRCD, XRCD2 & XRCD24 known to man!
The Beatles /Let It Be... Naked 2CD

The Beatles/Let It Be._ Naked
EMI Japan Import 180g LP 87",
EMI UK Import 180g LP 87"
8EMI Aluminum 2CD!

John Lennon Imagine &Plastic Ono Band MFSL Gold CDs

AUDIOPHILE SACDs $9.99 & UP! Over 1100 titles!
Eden Atwood /This Is Always M-CH SACD
Laurindo Almeida &Charlie Byrd /Tango 2-CH SACD
Greta Matassa /Live at Telas M-CH SACDs
Groove Note/Sony SACD Demo 2Sampler M-CH SACD
Romero Una Segundo &Live at Trinity M-Ch SACDs
All Fantasy 2-CH SACDs titles
BMG Bruckner Symphony No. 9Domesic 2-CH SACD
Mercury Living Presence M-CH SACDs
Diana Bran/ The Girl in the Other Room
ALL Sony & Universal SACDs
Verve Hybrid Multi -ch Stereo SACD
New Hyperion 2-CH & M-CH SACD releases
Five Great Songbirds (Jacintha, PBober, etc.) 2-CH SACO
New Harmonia Mundi 2-CH & M-CH SACD releases
New Praga 2-CH & M-CH SACD releases
New Channel Classics M-CH SACD releases
Audio Fidelity Deep Purple, The Searchers 2-CH SACDs
Fidelio Audio 2-CH & M-CH SACDs
All Patricia Barber & Mobile Fidelity SACDs
James Taylor /All 5Titles M-CH SACDs
All Bob Dylan, Rolling Stones, Peter Gabriel SACDs

Other available Labels: AP AO, Absolute Analog, Albany, Alto, Artegra, Alto,
Audio Fidelity ENS, BMG, Blue Note, Challenge, Chesky Classic Records, DCC,
IMP Decca, Delos, Diverse, EMI, FIM, Fidelis, Groove Note, Hyperion, JVC, Linn,
MA, MCA, MFR. Mosaic, Opus3, PentaTone, Proprios, Rest Rose, Reference,
Rounder Simply Vinyl, Sony, Speakers Corner, Sundazed, TBM, Tacet, Telarc,
WorldRadioHistory
Vanguard, Water Lily &more more!

Eden Atwood/This Is Always
Groove Note 180g 45rpm 2LPs
8Multi-Ch SACD

MartinLogan

Without the Depth, the Quads'
frequency response showed adip at
60Hz and a peak at 40Hz, the
response falling off rapidly below
40Hz (fig.1; note that this and the
following two graphs cover the
region from 20Hz to 200Hz).
Adding the Depth, without any
adjustment of its controls, extended
Fig.1
the response in my room to 20Hz,
but with the peak at 40Hz and dip
at 60Hz still evident (not shown).
Ifirst tried using the Quads in
the MartinLogan's "2-channel
mode," without any high-pass filter. The flattest response was
obtained with the Depth's lowpass filter set to 30Hz, the phase to
90°, the 25Hz boost to +6, and the
subwoofer output level to 2.6
Fig.2
(fig2). Changing to "2-channel
mode with 2-channel output," Iset
the Depth's high-pass filter to
40Hz, the low-pass filter to 30Hz,
the phase to 90°, the 25Hz boost to
3.1, and the level control to 3.0,
which produced the room response shown in fig.3. As you
might guess, only the 25Hz boost
and the gain control needed touching up when Ichanged from "2channel" to "2-channel with
Fig.3
2-channel output" mode, maintaining the same ±4dB between
20Hz and 200Hz. From these
graphs, it looked as if I could
obtain a smoother overall system
response with the system in "2-channel
mode with 2-channel output."
Iverified the Depth's setup with the
1
/
3-octave warble tones at —20dB from
Stereophiles Test CD 3 (STPH006-2).
The overall system's volume was such
that the 100Hz tone registered OdB on
my RadioShack SPL meter. The meter
variation never exceeded ±4dB.
Music
Once level-matched and equalized, the
MartinLogan Depth moved lots of air,
generated clean, powerful subwoofer
bass with extremely deep extension, and
blended with my Quad speakers? More
important, it did not change the pitch,
timbre, or quality of midrange and
upper-midrange musical tones. Its servo
suppressed any upper harmonics, something that power-packed baby subs
2This may be due, in no small part to the fact that the
Quad 989 has more bass extension than any previous
Quad —it puts out lots of musical energy down to
40Hz. That permits an easier blend with an aftermarket sub.
—LG

Depth

to produce a satisfactory integration of midbass and lower bass.
The deepest bass notes were produced with precision, giving the
low frequencies a taut, rhythmic
quality. For example, the bass notes
on Mary Gauthie?s Filth and Fire
(CD, SIG 1273) were more taut
and solid with the Depth in the
Quad ESL-989, no subwoofer, in-room response (25dB
vertical range).
system as opposed to no sub at all.
The midbass emphasis common
among woofers in full-range
speakers was totally absent from
the Depth, rendering a cleaner,
better defined impression of the
midbass and above.
The Depth resolved complex
deep-bass passages involving several instruments. Some sections of
Philip Glass's score for Martin
Quad ESL-989 with MartinLogan Depth, in-room
Scorsese's Tibetan epic, Kundun
response in "2-channei mode" without ahigh-pass
(CD, Nonesuch 79460-2), were
filter. (25dB vertical range).
greatly helped by the MartinLogan, which resolved the mix of
the drone of the Tibetan horns,
synthesizer, contrabassoon, and the
voices of the Gyuto monks of the
Drukpa order. The heartbeat that
opens Pink Floyd's "Speak to Me,"
from the SACD remastering of
their Dark Side of the Moon (Capitol
SACD-82136-2), exhibited all of
the features Ilisten for: the sound
Quad ESL-989 with MartinLogan Depth, in-room
response in "2-channel mode with 2-channel output,"
must crescendo, grow more rich,
with high-pass filter. (25dB vertical range).
and increase in volume until it ratdes objects in the room. For the
first time, Iheard the heartbeat return,
without servo control have been unable
below the swirl of music at the end of
to do in my huge listening room.
Furthermore, the Depth passed my the selection, then reappear in the next
track, 'Time," below the pumping, "oilmost stringent torture test, "Assault on
Ryan's House," from the Patriot Games can" sound that I had previously
thought was the "real" bass line.
soundtrack (CD, RCA 66051-2). This
The Depth delivered complex subtrack, having the lowest-frequency
terranean bass notes without obscuring
energy of any CD in my collection,
quiddy identifies subwoofers deficient the characteristic sound of the instrument being depicted. Thus, the Depth
in amplifier power or driver extension_
didn't distort or overload on the comThe Depth played the track with no
sign of distortion or stress. The bass plex upper tones and extremely raucous
remained clean, deep, and solid, with no vibrations of David Hudson's closemiked didgeridoo during "Rainforest
spurious noises to indicate that the three
Wonder," from his Didgeridoo Spirit (CD,
woofers were in difficulty.
The Depth's speed and ability to ren- Indigenous Australia IA2003D).
In contemporary recordings, the synder dynamics with suddenness and explosiveness added to the impact of most thesizer has become one of the main
sources of subwoofer bass. The Depth
bass passages. This quality, coupled with
alack of the single-note emphasis often added tremendous emotional weight,
suspense, and energy to film soundfound in lesser subwoofers, added to the
tracks that make use of this instrument.
sound's realism and smoothness.
Suspense was pumped up in the
On other music, the Depth demon"Attempt on the Royals," from Patriot
strated transient fidelity and an absence
Games. More interest and suspense
of overhang, and delivered kick drums
with authority and slam. The ML were heard with the Depth playing
during the deep, ghostly, vibrating footblended well with the Quad ESL-989s,
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For over 23 years Audiophiles around the world have relied on

HCMAudio as their #1 source for the superb line of AudioQuest cables,
including fantastic bargains on discontinued models unavailable anywhere
else, like these great buys! See the entire selection at: www.hcmaudio.com
Moving up to AudioQuest may be easier than you think...

The AudioQuest GBC is an excellent sounding
cable in all areas. The midrange has avery
smooth and lifelike quality, while the most
minute details in the high end are revealed with
great accuracy. And then there is the bass, the
foundation of all music. With its special bass
conductors, Helical Array geometry. and its
large aggregate size of I2AWG, the GBC
delivers atight, detailed, and thunderous bottorr
end. The beautiful woven PET outer sleeve on
GBC is available in your choice of Black, Blue,
or Clear. GBC comes standard with
AudioQuest's best spade lug, the #P8MS, but a
wide range of connector options are available.
Single BI-Wire termination is also available for
an additional $30/pr. For other lengths and
options please visit our web site at

•SST Spread Spectrum Technology
•C Conductor Spiral Design
•Helical Array Geometry
•LGC Copper Conductors
•Cold Weld Termination

•19 x28 awg conductors

•Beautiful PET Outer Sleeving

•7x28 awg conductors

•Top Line P8MS Spades or BEA Bananas

•19 x30 awg conductors
*Prices shown include our
Deluxe termination option.

oudioquest

www.hemaudio.com

AudioQuest GBC Deluxe SST 12 awg Speaker Cable
Length
8foot pair

Sale Price

12 foot pair

$79.95*

15 foot pair

$91.95*
$100.95*

20 foot pair

$115.95*

Sale Price

$244.00

Length
25 foot pair

$276.00

30 foot pair

$130.95*

$380.00

$300.00

40 foot pair

$145.95*

$420.00

$175.95*

$340.00

50 foot pair

$500.00

$205.95*

$580.00

---

A Perfect Match For GBC... AudioQuest Coral/CQ Interconnect Cable
Our special volume purchase makes it easy
for you to upgrade to the superb sound of
AudioQuest's Solid PSC copper conductors.
Coral/CQ is an extremely musical and
transparent sounding cable, outperforming
older AudioQuest models costing many times
the price, thanks to the use of their superior
PSC Solid conductors in a Double Balanced
configuration with foamed polyethylene
dielectric, and 100% coverage foil shield.
Coral/CQ is terminated with the AudioQuest
CO Gold Plated RCA plug with Teflon Dielectric.
21 awg Solid PSC Copper Conductors
Foam Polyethylene Insulation
Polypropylene Fillers
22 awg Solid Silver Plated LGC Copper Drainwire
Foil/Mylar/Foil Shield
Shiny Black PVC Jacket
Nylon Braid - Black + Red

H cm
Audio

audioquest

Length

Sale Price

0.5 meter pair
1.0 meter pair
1.5 meter pair
2.0 meter pair

$52.50
$65.00

List Price
$115.00
$150.00

$77.50

$185.00

$90.00

$220.00

2.5 meter pair

$102.50

$255.00

3.0 meter pair

$115.00

$290.00
$360.00

4.0 meter pair

$140.00

4.5 meter pair

$152.50

5.0 meter pair

$165.00

$395.00
$430.00

6.0 meter pair

$190.00

$500.00

8.0 meter pair

$240.00

$640.00
$780.00

10 meter pair

$290.00

12 meter pair

$340.00

$920.00

15 meter pair

$415.00

$1130.00

20 meter pair

$540.00

$1480.00

800-222-3465
7
•530-891-8326 •Fax 530-345-7269
Hwy 32, Suite C, Chico, CA 95973
e-mail: sales@hcmaudio.com

udi

leCee

We ship
anywhere in
the world!
Slareephne .uçest 2004
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MartinLogan Depth

steps that open the Casper soundtrack
(CD, MCA MCAD-11240); the low,
ominous, foreboding rumblings of
"Caravan Moves Out," from Kundun;
and the thundering, shuddering
dinosaur footsteps on "The Carnotaur
Attack," from Dinosaur (CD, Walt
Disney 50086 06727).
The Depth allowed the Quads to
best handle dynamic bass peaks in my
huge listening room when the highpass filter was set to 80Hz. For example, the synthesized, system-busting
opening of Emmylou Harris's "Deeper
Wells," from Spyboy (CD, Eminent
EM-25001-2), didn't bring the system
to its knees. Run with its high-pass filter protecting the Quad panels, the
Depth was able to keep the synthesizer
separate from the bass guitar during this
tumultuous passage, something that
most of my full-range speakers — and
certainly the unassisted Quad ESL989s — aren't able to do.
Other pedal-to-the-metal synthesizer
passages were handled with equal
aplomb, including Don Dorsey's
"Ascent," followed immediately by the
Introduction of Strauss's Also sprach
Zarathustra, from Time Warp (CD, Telarc
CD-80106); and Morton Subotnides
The Wild Bull, apowerful, room-shaking composition for the synthesizer
built by Donald Buchala at the San
Francisco Tape Music Center (LP,
Nonesuch H-71208).
The Depth had one weakness. In
both options—with and without
high-pass filter —it was always "present" sonically. Larger and more expensive subwoofers, when adjusted
carefully to my listening room, can
"disappear"—ie, the bass notes still
appear to come from the main speakers, but with awider, deeper soundstage and an absence of midbass
emphasis. By contrast, the Depth's
deep bass remained localized at the
corner where it sat, possibly as aresult
of the unit's low-pass filter allowing
through some upper-frequency energy. While the Depth increased the
Quads' dynamic range and produced a
clearer, more definite impression of
the upper-midbass to midrange frequencies, it didn't improve the depth
and width of the soundstage to the
extent that other, more expensive subwoofers have done.
Conclusions
The MartinLogan Depth upset one of
my longstanding prejudices. I'd been

Stereophile,

convinced that a subwoofer good
enough to move adecent amount of air
in my large listening room had to be big
and expensive. Deep, shuddering pedal
notes from pipe organs —notes that
produce "room lock" — had previously
been the domain of 3' cubes weighing
more than 125 lbs.
Not so with the Depth. Somehow,
MartinLogan has persuaded three
small 8" drivers and an analog servo
unit in ahexagonal cabinet to do the
same job for less than $1800. This baby
servo sub could move air, create pitchperfect bass, and blend well with such
top-quality audiophile speakers as the
Quad ESL-989 electrostatics.
Imay, as my wife claims, be weird.
I may love weird music. But the
MartinLogan Depth's ability to reproduce bass is anything but weird. It can
give any audiophile or home-theater
owner the ability to enjoy powerful,
tuneful, pitch-accurate bass in astandard or even large listening room. And
that's from a small, easily installed
hexagonal box that won't bust your
back or your budget. Good work,
MartinLogan, in delivering such impactful bass from the small, cost-effective, but mighty Depth.
•

•

.•

•

•

FREE

High-End Audio

CATALOG

"There are three catalogs
Ilook forward to receiving... the
Audio Advisor catalog is, of course,
ano-brainer for an audiophile."
-John Atkinson, Chief Editor,
Stereophile, January 1996
e

•

Linn Sondek
LP12-Lingo turntable, Linn Ittok
tonearm, Spectral moving-coil
cartridge.
Krell KPS-28
CD player, Sony SCD-0555ES multichannel SACD player.
Day-Sequerra Classic,
McIntosh MR-78, Sony ST-5000.
Mark Levinson
ML-7 preamplifier with L3A movingcoil phono cards, Duntech MX-10
head amplifier, Margulis phono section, Krell KŒ preamplifier.
Mark
Levinson ML-2 monoblocks, Krell
FPB600c, Mark Levinson No.334.
Quad ESL-989.
Interconnect: Red Rose
Silver Ones, Krell CAST, Levinson
Silver single-ended, Bryston balanced. Speaker: Mark Levinson HFC
10, Pure Silver Cable (PSC) R50
biwire double ribbon, Ultralink
Excelsior 6N OFHC, Coincident
Speaker Technology CST 1.
—Lorry Greenhill
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Simplicity Artistry Music

Manufacturing quality hand crafted
electronics and accessories for the

Simply the best $26,000 amp

discerning,listener since 1990.

and preamp available*
*with a combined cost of only $5500, those who can afford
more don't always taking them seriously. That's too bad
because they are missing out on the most neutral, accurate,
and engaging sound in the industry. Paired with the very best
in reference grade accessories and speakers (for which you
will need an extra $20,000) they perform even better!

Tube preamplifiers, Solid state and hybrid
power amplifiers, Line conditioners
and more.

Seductively enchanting finesse, iron fisted bass control!

phone: 519-469-3215

Blue Circle Audio
RR #2

fax
:519-4459-3782
email :bcircle@bluecircle.com

Innerkip, Ontario
Canada NOJ IMO

Power Modules Inc 479 East St Pittsford, NY 14534 (585)586-0740
www powermodules corn
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Introducing the MiniTrap LE —
high-performance, yet affordable, acoustic panels
improve imaging, articulation, and low-end clarity.
Only from REAL T
RAPS, the acoustic treatment experts.
Toll-free 866-REALTRAPs (866-732-5872)
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k.d. lang

TE MONTH

Hymns of the 49th Parallel

T

Like any covers record, Hymns is
he trajectory of Kathy
as interesting as the material chosen,
Dawn Lang's career has
and while anyone can argue with
been unlike any other in
lang's selections here, she's picked a
the musical history ofthe
fair number of winners. The album
last two decades. But
opens with aperfect example of
that's no surprise when
what her gifts can wring from asong.
you consider that lang, more than
Most people who were alive and
any other pop vocalist of the last few
musically inclined in the early 1970s
generations, has an instrument
will agree that radio DJs played Neil
whose tone, volume, and range are
Young's "After the Gold Rush"
without equal. One listen to "Pullin'
nearly to death. Here, lang's phrasBack the Reins" (from AbsoluteTorch
ing, timbre, and — most ofall — her
and Twang), "Season of the Hollow
affecting and effective emoting give
Soul" (from Ingénue), or "Summerthis rock standard new life. Young
fling" (from Invincible Summer), to
returns in "Helpless," from 1970.
name just afew of her knockout
During the verses, Mink sets a
performances, and you know that
rhythm by plucking aguitar string
she has one of the finest female
before a10-piece string section kicks
voices in pop music today. Anyone
in, and makes the choruses sway
who's ever sat in the first several
with alush grace that Young would
rows at one of her concerts knows
approve of but that would never
that without question.
.
have been part of his original plan.
Married to lang's voice is her comJoni Mitchell's "A Case of You" is
pletely unpredictable artistic sensianother masterful vocal perforbility. After Ingénue, which for a
mance: just lang, with Teddy
moment made lang agenuine rising
Borowiedd playing an effects-free
superstar, she decided to put the
acoustic piano.
brakes on. Itwas three years — much
k.d. lang: Hymns of the 49th Parallel
Lang cannily plays with the
Nonesuch 79847-2 (CD). 2004. kd. lang, Ben Mink, prods.;
of it spent touring —before she reDavid Leonard, John Morrical. engs. MD? TT: 47:24
expectations of agrand, sweeping
leased the quieter, ultimately less
Performance **** 1/
2
performance that come with
accomplished All You Can Eat. After
Sonics ****
Leonard Cohen's secular hymn to
that, lang drifted into the equally
music and love, "Hallelujah" (last
unfocused Drag (1997), aset themed
heard in Shrek). She tosses off the single-word refrain of "Halaround the act and/or romance of smoking. Neither of those postlelujah" while soaring, in acontrolled way, on the verses. In live
Ingénue records, however, showed lang at her vocal or artistic best.
performance, her rendition of this tune is sure to take on even
The kinds of records that fans loved but the uninitiated or casual
more weight and power, and should be atour de force. She returns
listener did not, they slowed her career to acult-artist crawl.
to Cohen's oeuvre with aguitar-and-organ—backed version of
In this new century, lang seems satisfied to take that career at
"Bird on the Wire."
her own pace. In 2000 she released areturn to form of sorts:
Like Ingénue, every track on Hymns is wisely arranged to give
Invincible Summer, which brimmed with sunshine, love made easy
lang wide latitude to use and showcase her voice. In the past —
and light, and fluffy pop original songs. That record showed,
All You Can Eat comes to mind — there have been moments
albeit in small, accessible ways, that the Canadian-born singer's
when the instrumentation and fussy arrangements have gotten
career was again moving forward instead of heading off into onein the way of her vocal sound and fury. It may have been the reshot, concept-album detours such as Drag. A live disc, Live By
teaming with Mink that's made this album so clean and, first and
Request, and aduets album with longtime admirer and duet partalways, zeroed-in on lang's voice. Not surprisingly, the mix
ner Tony Bennett, A Wonderful World, followed in 2002.
focuses that voice front and center: very forward, very immediWhile Hymns of the 49th Parallel contains only one new lang
ate. And while the instruments are in the background, their imagtune, "Simple," the album heralds the return of Ben Mink, lang's
ing is transparent and very clean.
songwriting and performing partner on the ever-shifting musiIn another intelligent move, lang saves the best for last, tearcal shapes and creative arrangements that made Ingénue such a
ing through atowering reading ofJane Siberry's "Love Is Everywonder. While Hymnsis another concept album — songs byCanathing" that closes Hymns of the 49th Parallel with afinal verse that
dian writers — tang's apparent stratagem of starving her audience
might just be the way lang feels about her career to this point:
until they're just grateful to hear her voice again has worked like
"So take alesson from the strangeness you feel /And know
acharm. I'm only half kidding. While Hymns isn't going to push
you'll never be the same /and find it in your heart to kneel down
back the frontiers of science, it's always great to hear lang back
and say /Igave my love didn't I."
—Robert Baird
again, singing abatch of songs she's never sung on record before.
Stereophile, August 2004
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classical

The soft, acoustical haze of Birmingham's Symphony Hall is
ideal for the nostalgic Elgar, but takes some getting used to in
the Barber, which comes out sounding slightly blunted.
—David Patrick Stearns

3ARBER & ELGAR
:ello Concertos

MICHAEL GORDON
Light Is Calling

tnne Gastinel, cello; Justin Brown, City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra
M'ive V 4961 (CD). 2003. JeanPieffe Loisil, prod.; Pierre-Antoine Signoret, eng.
DOD. Tr: 53:52
'erformance ****
kénics ****

D

on't ask why, but there seems to be room for only one
major cello career in any given country Americans
have Yo-Yo Ma, England has Stephen Isserlis, and in
Russia it's Natalia Gutman. 'That leaves France among
najor musical countries. There, The Cellistis one who is known
ew other places: Anne Gastinel, who at 33 has already recorded
t
good deal of the cello repertoire, though much ofthat discogaphy has enjoyed only limited availLbility. This Elgar-Barber disc is her
:ighth CD, and the tip-off to her
Lpproach is in her album notes: She
.efers to the composers as Edward and
;amuel, and plays their works as if she
s
on that first-name basis with their creLtors, approaching them almost as
iiends and peers: with respect but not
reneration, friendliness but not preumption, and an objective assessment
)f what, overall, the music needs.
Any Elgar interpreter is assigned a
)osition somewhere on the continuum
lescribed by the poles ofJacqueline du
?ré and Paul Tortelier. Though Gastinel
las some of the former% heat, she's conceptually more similar
othe latter. Through force ofpersonality, du Pré delivered Elgar
Ls amusical monologue that, for its occasionally capricious
lights, is unified by acertain shadow of tragedy. More likely to
et the piece be mercurial, Gastinel attempts no explanation of
he music's mood swings, enjoying its moment-by-moment
>leasures and rendering them with great style. Even when the
ntensity of her emotionalism approaches du Pré's, there's a
)oint beyond which Gastinel won't go — out of consideration
'or maintaining the integrity of the line. While the visual evilence of technical labor lent drama to du Pré (or was it the
!rama thatcaused the labor?), Gastinel maintains asuave veneer.
The Barber concerto has less ofa tradition to confront, though
here is the famous 1950 recording, conducted by the composer,
vith cellist Zara Nelsova (Pearl GEM 0151). With her still marrelously fluid fmgerwork, Nelsova is
mbeatable for her projection of the
vork's emotional weight with effortessly urbane wit flashing around the
:dges. GastinePs recording, however, is
)etter overall. There's no audible strug;le in the City of Birmingham Symlony Orchestra, as there was in the
qew Symphony Orchestra under Barer, and the piece as awhole comes off
jette; thanks to the tighter interplay
)etween soloist and orchestra under the
nore incisive direction ofJustin Brown.
11•91
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Alex Sweeton, voice; Todd Reynolds, Victor Schultz, Mary Rowell, Ralph Fa rris, Joyce
Hammann, Cenovia Cummins, violin; Wendy Setter, cello; Kermit Driscoll, double bass; Mark Stewart, guitar
Nonesuch 79801-2 (CD). 2004. R. Luke DuBois, Damian leGassick, prods. DDD. TT:
40:23
Performance **** /
2
1
Sonics **** /
2
1

I
\At hat J.S. Bach, Monteverdi, Brahms, Schubert,
Chopin Johann Strauss,Jr., Mozart, and Liszt have
in common is that each wrote music based on the
folk and popular music trends of their day — elevating them, no doubt, but clearly maintaining asonic touchstone with the general populace. That
tradition was carried on into the first
half of the 20th century by Copland,
Gershwin, Revueltas, and Ginastera,
to name afew.
But in the latter half of the 20th century and now in the 21st, composers
have gone further and further afield
from society's musical norms. Serialism has nothing to do with folk conventions; and while certain types of
minimalism—early Philip Glass and
Steve Reich, for example — may touch
base with global folk rhythms and even
the timbres and volume of rock'n'roll
(the true folk music of our time), the
actual points of connection are, at best, tenuous.
By contrast, Michael Gordon's Light Is Calling hits cultural
paydirt from start to finish. Gordon, afounding member of the
Bang On aCan All Stars, lives half amile from the site of the
World Trade Center, and watched the twin towers fall as he
was in the early stages of this project. Yet instead of writing a
haunted musical landscape, Gordon has given us music of celebration, music to dance to, music that elevates the spirit — dare
Isay it, classical music that rocks.
It's asignificant departure for Gordon, whose mature works
have mainly relied on complex overlapping rhythmic schemes
that create adisconnected and mysterious wash of sound. On
Light Is Calling, almost everything is simplified. The rhythmic
and melodic themes snap to arelational grid, lending them a
funky beat. The modal melodies whirl and dance around one
another past rock-solid rhythmic fence
posts, seldom creating harmonies far
afieldofthetraditionalmajorandminor
scales. And while there remain vestiges
of the earlier rhythmic complexes in
the ground of some of the eight pieces,
the dominant influence is dance music.
As George Clinton would say, everything is on the one.
Gordon took this new direction after
working with British group Icebreaker.
One ofits members, Damian leGassick,
took Gordon on atour of the London
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dance club scene to hear DJs and sound systems, then back to
the studio, where the music was created from scratch. The idea
of going into the studio with nothing written out, intending to
create and modify everything there, was radically different from
Gordon's typical approach. But you'd never guess that from the
phat beats, sizzling synthesizer riffs, and textures — heavily
modified through compression, distortion, filtering, delay,
reverb, and the like — that propel this music. Working with
leGassick and New Yorker R. Luke DuBois, Gordon sorted
through the myriad possibilities ofthe studio, honing every corner of this record.
The music's structure is decidedly pop-based. Of the eight
songs, few exceed five minutes, and while simple in construction (eg, ascending and descending modal tunes in overlapping
configurations), they're anything but static. They constantly
evolve, different beat loops and drum tracks coming to play
against the live guitar and violin tracks. The synthesizer work
has both electronic edge and orchestral scope. Each piece has a
clear architectural structure and logic and, curiously, abeautiful flow that allows all of them to be played end to end, practically without pause, as asatisfying whole. The music is funky
and loping, calling into play beats associated with avariety of
world musics.
Light Is Calling is music that anyone with an experience of
modem pop and dance music can relate to. There's nothing
wrong with the idea of aclassical work clearly rooted in the time
and culture in which it was created. After all, it worked for Bach.
Forty minutes might seem short by today's CD standards,
but this disc also includes Bill Morrison's film adaptation of the
title track — asurreal treatment of footage that seems at once
aproduct of the silent film era and of today's state-of-the-art
digital manipulations of images. The cover art is astill from
that film.
-Daniel Buckley

rock/pop
ROCK STAR BLUES
Aerosmith & Eric Clapton
AEROSMMI: Honldn' On Bobo
Columbia CK 87025 (CD). 2004. Steve Tyler, Joe Perry, Jack Douglas, prods.; Marti
Frederiksen, prod., eng.; Jay Messina, Paul Caruso, Paul Santo, engs. MD? 17:
43:57
Performance ***
Sonics *** 1
/
2
ERIC CLAPTON: Me and Mr. Johnson
Reprise 48423-2 (CD). 2004. Eric Clapton, prod.; Simon Clime, prod., protools; Alan
Douglas, eng. MD? TT: 49:40
Performance **
Sonics ***Y.,

B

lues albums by rock stars are more about running
out of ideas and making good career moves than
actually having something new to say in what is
arguably America's most influential indigenous artform. Much as roclenioll comes from the blues, the truth
is that outside the Stones and afew others, rock bands by
and large don't excel at the blues. Even worse, albums like
this reinvigorate the old curse where black men, who actually have cultural connections to the music, write the songs
and white boys cover them and collect.
Since their late-1980s last gasps of Permanent Vacation and
Pump, Aerosmith has ceased being anything but acartoon
Stereophile, August 2004
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shamelessly hunting ad dollars and promotional opportunities,
physically and creatively going wherever any car maker or
awards showwants them to go. Their annual SuperBowl appearance — this year complete with aVegas-styled medley of their
'70s hits — is particularly pathetic.
But let's recall for amoment that, once upon atime —
before they cleaned up and got so addicted to cash that they
even agreed to do aDiane Warren tune ("I Don't Want to
Miss aThing," from the Armageddon soundtrack) — Aerosmith
made such lean, hard, tuneful tiff-rock statements as 1975's
Toys in the Attic and their high point, 1976's timeless Rocks. A
loose bluesiness informed many of their finest originals; considering how bereft of ideas they've been of late, it's no big
surprise that they'd opt for arock band's musical equivalent
of comfort food.
While their recent records haven't raised much of astandard
to exceed, Aerosmith here actually sounds engaged and engaging. This is abig old rock band doing blues covers with lots of
volume and flamboyance, but nothing more — and asjust that,
Honkin' On Bobo is fun.
Bo Didclley's "Road Runner" opens the album with grit and
big, growling guitars. It's followed by asizzling take on the great
New Orleans pianist Smiley Lewis' "Shame, Shame, Shame."
Injust those two tracks, there's more energy than the band has
shown since the late '80s. And Ido mean band: guitarist Brad
Whitford, bassist Tom Hamilton, and drummer Joey Kramer
are as big apart ofthe action here as the "Sick and Tired ofBeing
Sick and Tired" twins, Joe Perry and Steve Tyler.
Moving deeper, The Rev. Gary Davis' `You Gotta Move"
gets convincingly dirty. Even the BigJoe Williams classic, "Baby
Please Don't Go," has akick. An original power ballad, "The
Grind," is the only obvious weak spot. Sonically, while acceptably transparent, this album will never be mistaken for apristine example of the art of recording.
Fortunately, this kind ofside road is only good for one album.
For their own sakes, let's hope the band won't milk it for asecond volume. Once is fun; twice is missing the point.
Also short on ideas, and so also on the blues cover-album tip,
is Eric Clapton. One of that first generation of rockers mentioned above, Clapton has been here before, having released
Riding With the King, acollaboration with B.B. King, in 2000.
His most recent solo records, Pilgrim (1998) and Reptile (2001),
have been lackluster, to say the least, which presumably is why
he's chosen, to cover 14 tunes by Robert Johnson.
While Clapton's band includes some stellar talents — former Muddy Waters harpinan Jerry Portnoy throughout and
drummerJim ICeltner on one track — the sessionjust lies there
refusing to get up or, as the case may be, get down. Clapton's
renditions of such Johnson classics as "Stop Breakin' Down
Blues" and "Traveling Riverside Blurs" are faithful enough, but
it's those very songs, so memorably cut into acetates by their
creator so long ago in hotels in Dallas and San Antonio, that are
this disc's biggest problem.
The Stones and Cream proved that Johnson's songs could
be convincingly transformed by an electric blues-rock band,
but here Clapton, who reveres the man and his work, seems
to have forgotten even his own example. His guitar is flat. His
arrangements are thin, uninspireci, and often weirdly tilted.
Nearly every choice of rhythm is wrong. An odd marching
beat mars "Stop Breakin' Down Blues." Even such an icon as
"Come On Into My Kitchen" is rendered ordinary by amisguided pace and Clapton's very offhanded vocal. As on the
Aerosmith set, the sound is merely adequate.
Clapton's not giving his all, and apronounced distance
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"Last August spent $500 at The Cable Company,
and CARE received $400 for Polio eradication in Angola..."
For one month each year The Cable Company,
with the help of our participating vendors and other
matching contributions, makes it possible for you to
combine your passion for music with apassion for life.
Here's an example of the math (2003 program):
Last year a$500 purchase of aproduct from
one of our Underwriting Vendors yielded:
$25 Cable Company contribution
+$25 Underwriter contribution
$50
+$50 matching grant from anonymous donor
$100
+$300 3:1 matching grant from US A.I.D.

$400

total CARE funding earmarked for
Angola Polio Eradication Program

All during August, make your best deal, then The Cable Company (and UsecKable.com) will contribute
5% of all of your purchases to CARE and to the International Rescue Committee.
We are grateful to the underwriters below who will match this 5% contribution for your

CA131E

IRC

The Cable Company

purchases of their products from The Cable Company.

125 Union Square, New Hope 18938 USA

Underwriters:

Cardas Audio

lmmedia

Echo Buster

The Cable Company

Eighth Nerve

UsedCable.com

Precision Audio Products LLC

Toll-Free: 800-FATWYRE (328-9973)

JPS Labs

Purist Audio Design

Telephone: 215-862-4870 Fax: 215-862-4871

timber Kable

Shakti Innovations

Visit our website at www.fatwyre.com

Elrod Power Systems, Inc.

Last Factory

Sound Connections Intl Inc.

Email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com

Acoustic Zen Technologies

First Impression Music

Magnan Cable

Siltech America

Hours of operation: Mon.- Fri. 10am -6pm

Analysis Plus, Inc.

Gingko Audio

May Audio Marketing

Straightwire, Inc.

Sat. 11am -5pm •Eastern Time

Arcici, Inc.

GRADO

Musical Surroundings

Symposium Acoustics

Thanks to Stereophile, The Absolute Sound, audiorevolution.com,

Audience

Harmonic Resolution Systems

Nirvana Audio

Synergistic Research

enjoythernusic.com, soundstage.com, stereotimes.com and

Aural Symphonics IUnivocal

Harmonic Technology

Nitty Gritty

Virtual Dynamics

6moons.com for their advertising support.

Bybee Technologies Inc.

Herbie's Audio Lab

Nordost Corporation

Wire World

Ad design courtesy of Michael Stumpf &Associates.
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between player and material, are what make Me
and Mr. Johnson the kind of rock-star-does-theblues record that gives both abad name.
—Robert Baird

BLACK SABBATH
Black Box: The Complete Original
Black Sabbath (1970-1978)
Warner Bros./Rhino R2 73923 (8 CDs, 1DVD). 1970-78/2004.
Sharon Osbourne, exec. prod.; Black Sabbath, Rodger Bain,
Patrick Meehan, Mike Butcher, orig. prods.; Dan Hersch, Bill
Inglot, remastering. MD? Tr: 4:53:95
Performance
Black Sabbath *** 1
1
2
Paranoid *****
Master of Reality ****
Volume 4****
Sabbath Bloody Sabbath ****
Sabotage ***V.:
Never Say Die **
Technical Ecstasy *II,
Sonics ** to ***Y

F
.

or afew short years in the early 1970s, Black Sabbath was
the perfect
confluence of timing, people, and circum2
stance: four working-class kids from the Midlands' industrial region emerging from humble environs to create a
noise that sounded like Clapton's Cream strained through the
smelting house at aBirmingham steel factory. The effect oftheir
freakish storm was immediate, and its repercussions are still felt
today; Black Sabbath remains the one heavy-metal band namechecked by virtually all of today's modern metal maniacs, and

REVIEWS

the one band that could, in its day, out-rock the
most decibel-hungry bands in the land. To
understand this, you need only listen to this ninedisc Black Box.
Sabbath's booming brilliance crystallized
brightly and briefly in the early '70s, the early
heyday ofhard rock. LikeJimi Hendrix's Experience recordings, the original Stooges sides,
or the Rolling Stones' brilliance on Sticky Fingers and Exile on Main Street, Black Sabbath
peaked sharply and bottomed out quickly after
ahandful of rapidly recorded albums by the
band's original lineup. The formula was clearly
defined and astonishingly simple: the heavy
blues-derived guitar riffs of Tony Iommi, the
slightly occult/fantasy/doom-laden lyrics of
bassist Geezer Butler, the harrowing vocals of
the often tuneless Ozzy Osbourne, and drummer Bill Ward. Sabbath conjured up the sound that put the
final nail in the coffin of psychedelic rock and introduced
open-minded fans to the glorious, grisly excesses ofthe 1970s.
Recorded in two days on four-track and released in Apri11970,
BladeSabbath was an aggressive, original debut album.'The band's
haunting name and equally chilling cover image set adark mood
that captivated fans as well as the mainstream press. While the
songs weren't where they'd soon be — the album could have
simmered abit longer —it was astark departure from the customary blues-rock riffing and astartling point of attack.
Releasedjust six months later, Paranoid found the band's confidence rising to match its earsplitting amplification. Iommi's

Man-imum Performance at CSA
Wilson Audio proves their commitment to no-holds barred highfidelity again, as their new Maxx 2offers advanced levels of precision
and power. CSA is the only place in New Jersey to hear how something
so big and strong can be so airy and transparent when it comes to
sonic presentation. Come in, bring your favorite demo material and be
amazed. CSA proudly carries the entire Wilson line, and with decades
of experience designing and installing high-end systems, we're the ones
to trust when it comes to selecting the best options for your room.
Discover anew level of service, the best brands and an attentive,
knowledgeable staff that loves music as much as you do.

CSI ADO

193 Bellevue Avenue • Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
973-744-0600
www.csaaudiodesign.com
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AUDIO NEXUS

STEREO COMPONENdTS THAT HONOR MUSIC
www.au

If you want great home theater, you've got to have great sound!
What good is agreat picture if the sound that accompanies it is third rate?
Just because asystem is supposed to play movie sound tracks, that doesn't
mean it shouldn't image beautifully and sound clean, spacious, and natural,
whether it's reproducing amulti-channel sound track or 2-channel music.
Properly-designed systems will play your movie sound tracks as well as they
play your music.

Here are some important points to remember:
Adealer can't design agreat sounding home theater system for you if he
doesn't know how to design afirst class audio system. It takes dedication, a
love of music, and frequent trips to live concerts to comprehend how to pick
the best components and set them up properly.
O If the home theater system you're auditioning doesn't sound great with music,
it won't sound great with anything. If adealer doesn't enthusiastically offer to
play music on it, how will you ever know?
Adealer must have facilities for setting up audio systems so he can keep in
practice and evaluate the latest audio and home theater components If he
doesn't have aproper showroom, open to the public for quality demos, he's
probably forgotten how to do great audio. Or, worse yet, he might never
have known.

At Audio Nexus, our home theater systems start with the world's best
video from companies like Runco and Loewe. We carefully choose each
projector, plasma, or TV to meet your needs. Then we use our 22 years of
experience in setting up great sounding systems to combine that video with
world class audio and make sure that your home theater system sounds
fantastic. The resulting packages are unbelievably engrossing and enveloping
because great video and great audio complement and reinforce each other
so that the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Your friends will be
absolutely blown away by how great your system is, and you will, too.

So, whether you want the best sound for your stereo system or the best
sound and video for your home theater system, now you know you can
count on Audio Nexus.
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Pro-Ject •PSB •Quad •Richard Gray's Power Co. •Revel •Rogue •Rotel* •Runco •Salamander •Simaudio •SME •Source Components
Stewart Screens •Sumiko •System Audio •Tannoy •Vandersteen •VPI

CD Trade-ins Accepted ® Consultations 10
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice! www.audionexus.com

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901

We Ship Anywhere

908-277-0333
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guitar snarls and Butler's lyrics delved further into sci-fi nihilism,
and Osbourne's vocals, flaccid and tuneless early on, assumed
the dynamism that has since served as his signature. From the
head-lopping opening chords of "War Pigs/Luke's Wall," the
oft-imitated gallop ofthe title track, and the ghastly string-bending of "Iron Man," the album is asteel-forged template of original heavy metal.
Having more or less optimized its bludgeoning techniques
on Paranoid and having climbed the charts because of it, Sabbath chose to run in place on Master ofReality. Which is not to
say their third album lags. Too much of one thing was what
Sabbath, in its primacy, was all about. Songs such as "Sweat Leaf;"
"Children of the Grave," and "Into the Void" rate among the
band's best work, with cantering combinations ofcrushing riffs,
moody ambience, and bewitching vocals.
Soon after, prompted by three long years of touring, cracks
formed in the band's foundation. Ostensibly hunkered down
in aBel Air mansion to record afollow-up to Master ofReality,
Sabbath instead got comfortable with copious piles of cocaine.
(Volume 4was originally tided Snowblind.) Still, the blizzard emanating from Volume 4featured competent playing, with architect Iommi coijuring up suchprimal backbones as "Tomorrow's
Dream" and the classic, harmonized "Supernaut" tiff
But, like aboxer after his first nasty knockdown, Sabbath's
musical consciousness had weakened. Egos expanded and
lifestyles changed. While it would take the band another seven
years to split for good, the damage had been done. Sabbath
Bloody Sabbath emerged in 1975, held together by controlled
invention, better production, and an expanded palette that
included Yes keyboard guru Rick Wakeman. Sabotage, the original lineup's last competent work, pivoted on Sabbath's final
classic — the stampeding "Symptom of the Universe," which
many say provided the basis for thrash and speed metal. But
there was little else.
Ozzy's habit of coming and going cropped up initially on
1978's unfocused Never Say Die, which featured the band's first
tune without him on vocals, the
awful "It's Alright," and ahandful ofother dreadfully unimaginative numbers. Ozzy left
again after touring Never Say
Die, but returned for the odious Technical Ecstasy, the original lineup's lowest point.
Rhino's remastering, done
under the supervision of the
band and executive producer
Sharon Osbourne, is avast
improvement on the original
versions. The first two albums,
originally recorded on fourtrack, are for the first time suitable for close listening, and
each successive album benefits from an expanded tonal
spectrum and abrighter, more
defined high end. Gee zer Butler's underappredated bass
guitar is arevelation on such
tracks as "A National Acrobat"
on Sabbath Bloody Sabbath,
emerging from under Iommi's
guitar to provide adeeper
dimension of darkness.
Stereophi/e, August 2004
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There's little in the way of extras. Beyond the bonus DVD,
which features four vintage videos of the band (including a
cover of "Blue Suede Shoes"), Sabbath rarely recorded more
than what ended up on record. Collectors won't hear anything
they haven't heard before — those heavier-than-heaven
grooves that have already echoed many times through their
darkened chambers.
—Bob Gulla
MISSION OF BURMA
ONoffON
Matador OLE-613 (SACD/CD, 2LPs). 2004. Bob Weston, Rick Harte, prods., engs.
AAA/AAD? TT: 53:26
Performance *****
Sonics ****

B

y2001, the legend ofshort-lived (1979-83) post-punk
visionaries Mission of Burma had reached sufficient
critical mass to require one of two things: further
enhance the legend by issuing acomprehensive boxed
set comprising the Boston group's lone studio album and
assorted ephemera (EPs, 45s, live and demo tracks), or tarnish it by mounting acash-in comeback. Neither scenario
occurred, and afunny thing happened en route to the ivory
pedestal: Burma kicked it over and began replastering its
legacy from scratch.
ONoffON marks the first studio effort of the rejuvenated
Burma, who, following ahandful ofreunion shows, willed itself
back into being. The group comes out swinging with "The
Setup," afrenetic slice of guitar glissandos and tape-loop fortissimos. The pace slows somewhat for "Falling," which layers
acoustic guitar and ghostly vocal harmonies to great psychedelic effect:Then the album kicks into catharsis mode: "What
We Really Were," initially haunting and spiked by minor guitar chords and minimalist piano plinks, turns steadily insistent
and, with see-saw dynamics, fully anthemic.
That's just the first three
songs. By album's end you're
exliausted,eitherfromBurma's
signature rapid-fire volleys or
from the prog-like, craniumtwisting complexity of the
songs' arrangements. But it's a
good exhaustion, asystemcleansing workout, and the
songs are every bit as primal and
riveting as such classic early
Burmatracks as thrum-anthem
"That's When IReach for My
Revolver," dissonant funkthrasher "01C/No Way," and
drone-popper "Trem Two."
Available on two LPs or a
hybrid SACD/CD, ONoffON
is the sound of agroup whose
earlier peer status alongside the
likes ofPere Ubu, The Fall, and
Gang ofFour is now supplanted
by its modern-day status as a
contender. For fans, any lingering reunion angst should be dissipated. Now, gentlemen...
how about that boxed set?
— Fred Mills
Boston's visionaries
rma return.
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CHARLIE MUSSELWHITE
Sanctuary
Real World 70876-18394-2-5 (CD). 2004. John Chelew, prod.; Jimmy Hoyson, eng.
AAD. TT: 46:14
Performance *****
Sonia *****

H

avingjust turned 60, an age when many start thinking about exit strategies, Charlie Musselwhite
seems to be getting his second wind. His 2002
album, One Night in America, was adramatic and
appealing departure for him. Collaborating with Marty Stuart, Robben Ford, and Kelly Willis, Musselwhite successfully captured the ambience ofhis Memphis childhood with
nary ahint of nostalgia.
Now comes Sanctuary, his debut for Peter Gabriel's Real
World label. If One Night in America was centered in Memphis,
Sanctuary takes place in rural Mississippi, where Musselwhite
was born. And while more bluesy than its predecessor, it is no
less adventurous.
Musselwhite again
benefits from awise
mix of original and
cover tunes, as well as
atalented band assembled by producerJohn
Chelew that includes
guitarist Charlie Sexton, MichaelJerome of
the Pleasure Club, and
Jared Michael Nickerson. Sexton and Musselwhite
seem
especially well paired,
and never better than
on aslow, bluesy rendering of Eddie Harris' "Alicia" and the title track, both of
which put the listener directly between the two players. "Shadow People," another atmospheric, impromptu jam, shows
how well these musicians interact with each other.
Musselwhite has always been asubtle vocalist; his syncopated
monotone adds an especially sinister tone to Randy Newman's
"Let's Burn Down the Cornfield." And his harmonica is more
than an able match for Sonny Landreth's skittery guitar textures
on the latter's "Shootin' for the Moon."
Considered by many the best blues harmonica player alive,
Musselwhite, like Charlie Sexton (who was most recently in
Bob Dylan's band), has long known that flash is overrated.
Nowhere is this more evident than on afabulous remake of
Savoy Brown's "Train to Nowhere," a
moral fable that pits Musselwhite's whispery drawl against an insistent railroad
rhythm, as the BlindB oys ofAlabama urge
him to get off while he still can.
"My Road Lies in Darkness," aMusselwhite original set around asnaky Sexton riff, evokes the appropriate restlessness
inherent in the song's title. The album
ends with "Route 19," abrooding harmonica solo that, he says, came to him
while thinking about the road that leads
to the Musselwhite family cemetery.
— Leland Rucker
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BRAD MEHLDAU
Anything Goes & Don't Explain
BRAD MEHLDAU: Anything Goes
Brad Mehldau, piano; Larry Grenadier, bass; Jorge Rossy, drums
Wamer Bros. 2A-48608-A (CD). 2004. Matt Pierson, prod.; James Farber, eng. ODD.
TT: 63:03
Performance ****
Sonics ****
JOEL FRAHM WITH BRAD MEHLDAU: Don't Explain
Joel Frahm, tenor &soprano sax; Brad Mehldau, piano
Palmetto PM 2096 (CD). 2004. Matt Balitsaris, prod., eng. DOD. TT: 50:27
Performance *** 1
/
2
Sonics ****

A

smuch as jazz honors the longstanding tradition of
mixing and matching artists in on-the-spot ensembles,
the most inspired music arrives when the players
express themselves through atelepathy steeped in long
experience of each othet Case in point: Keith Jarrett's Standards Trio, with bassist Gary Peacock and drummer Jack
DeJohnette, in which the language of improvisation is so fluendy spoken that even the leader is constantly surprised at the
directions his music flies off in. That that trio has been aunit
since 1983 shows in the sublime way the three play as one.
While Brad Mehldau and his remarkable trio of bassist
Larry Grenadier and drummer Jorge Rossy calf trival Jarrett & Co.'s longevity, they can contend with their elders in
alchemy and transcendence. After the pianist's 1995 debut,
Introducing Brad Mehldau, he settled into the trio zone and has
since rarely strayed from it — though Anything Goes follows
last year's successful, electronic-tinged Largo party, which
put the trio on hold. Here the triumvirate returns with radiant rumination, as Mehldau goes long on lyrical celebration
and short on dark contemplation.
Anything Goes is a
jauntyjourney through 10 standards old and
new, and the trio interplay is topnotch throughout Mehldau
peeks around corners in angular romps, explodes with spurts of
single-note glee, and sinks into tenderness with heartfelt caresses
ofthe keys, all the while inviting his comrades tojoin him in probing deep harmonic and rhythmic waters. Whereas many of the
pianist's earlier CDs were douded-over affairs, this one is bright,
beginningwithablissfuliip through HaroltlArlen's"GetHappy,"
which features Mehldau's effervescentpian ism. Likewise, Thelonious Monk's "Skippy" is performed withjoyful whimsy.
The playing is gorgeous on rapt renditions of Hoagy
Carmichael's "Nearness ofYou" and the Lerner-Loewe classic "I've Grown Accustomed to Her
Face." Paul Simon's "Still Crazy After All
These Years" is taken on areflective spin,
as is Radiohead's "Everything In Its Right
Place," which opens with astriking bass
soliloquy by Grenadier and climaxes with
aburst of Mehldau's piano passion.
While Mehldau gleams in the trio setting, he's also right at home in aduo, as
evidenced by Don? Explain, which is coled by tenor and soprano saxophonistJoel
Frahm. Friends from their high school
years, when they discoveredjazz, the two
join here to rekindle their improvisational
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brotherhood in 10 songs. They freely
dance, romance, and converse on classic
standards — including asprightly swing
through Sonny Rollins' "Oleo" — and one
new one: amelodic soprano-sax take on
Paul McCartney's "Mother Nature's Son."
The set list is impressive. Mehldau and
Frahm playfully follow the jigsaw melody
ofOrnetteColeman's"Turnaround," strike
to the heart ofBillie Holiday's gem "Don't
Explain," and contemplate Frahm's gentle original "Away from
Home." They also cover two tunes fromAnythingGoe: aheartier
scurry through "Get Happy," and amore subdued rendering of
Charlie Chaplin's "Smile."
Throughout, Frahm's tenor-sax lyricism is graced by
Mehldau's keyboard embellishments, but the best arrives in dialogue, as evidenced on their two swirling, spiraling renderings
of Monk's "'Round Midnight."
-Dan Ouellette
A SMALLS FOURSOME
Across 7 Street, Ned Goold Trio, An Hoenig,
Frank Hewitt
ACROSS 7STREET: Made in New York
•
Chris Byars, tenor sax; John Mosca, trombone; Sacha Perry, piano; An Roland, bass;
Danny Rosenfeld, drums
Smalls 002 (CD). 2002. Luke Kaven, prod., eng. DDD. TT: 62:24
Performance ****
Sonics ****
NED GOOLD TRIO: The Flows
Ned Goold, tenor sax; Ben Wolfe, bass; Ron Steen, drums
Smalls 0043 (CD). 1999. Ned Goold, Luke Kaven, prods.; Greg Rubin, eng. DDD.
17: 70:24
Performance ***Y2
Sonics ***
ARI HOENIG: The Painter
An Hoenig, drums; Jacques Schwartz-Bart, tenor sax; Jean-Michel Pilc, piano; Matt
Penman, bass
Smalls 004 (CD). 2003. Ail Hoenig, prod.; Luke Kaven, prod., eng. DDD. TT: 72:51
Performance ***
Sonics **** 1
/
2
FRANK HEVVITT: We Loved You
Frank Hewitt, piano; Ad Roland, bass; Jimmy Lovelace, Danny Rosenfeld, drums
Smalls 001 (CD). 2001. Luke Kaven, prod., eng. DDD. Tr: 68:03
Performance ****
Sonia *** irY,

S

malls, alegen, cozy, funky basementjazz room in
New York City's West Village, was open from April
1994 to May 2003. Owned by Mitch Borden (who
currently runs aSmalls-like policy at nearby Fat Cat),
it was aplace for musicians to rehearse and perform, to work
out arepertoire or band concept. Some high-level cats played
there, including Joshua Redman and trumpeter Roy Hargrove. But mostly holding forth were not-quite-marquee
names such as trumpeter Joe Magnarelli, pianists Frank
Hewitt and Sacha Perry, organist Sam Yahel, the group Across
7Street, and saxophonists Ned Goold and Grant Stewart.
Smalls Records was formed to spotlight
some of these NYC-based should-bebetter-knowns.
The persuasive Across 7Street is co-led
by tenor saxophonist Chris Byars and
bassist An Roland. The band also boasts
trombonist Jolui Mosca (musical director
of the Vanguard Jazz Orchestra), pianist
Perry, and drummer Danny Rosenfeld.
The selections on Made in New York range

from crisply melodic to thorny and
demanding, and each sports up front the
appealing timbres of tenor sax and trombone.The group's members composed the
numbers; while they recall the mid-'50s,
their originality gives them asolid contemporaneity. "Having Tea with Swamp
Thing" (what atide!) is asmoothly flowing line that goes to unexpected places.
The rich-toned Byars offers alike-minded
improv, followed by the quietly dazzling Mosca and the moving Perry, aBud Powell disciple. Roland's bowed solo, here as
elsewhere, is impressive. "You Think So!" and "Back in the
Cosmos" have fluid, hard-bop-like lines; "Sundial" is tougher,
and employs a12-tone approach in the theme. The lone ballad, "Once," allows the players to reveal their softer sides.
Tenorman Ned Goold's The Flows was recorded during
Harry Connick Jr.'s 1999 US tour, when the saxophonist's
trio, with bassist Ben Wolfe and drummer Ron Steen, opened
for the singer, for whom Goold is musical director. Goold is
unique — amusician who has developed an often quite alluring approach to harmony and improvisation. His music may
sound free-form, but there's always structure. There's plenty
of Sonny Rollins here, in terms ofbig tenor tone and fresh,
percolating thoughts,just as there's more than atad ofOrnette
Coleman in the music's openness. The leader's "Fell Harvest," with its catchy theme, has freedom and pleasing drive.
"Feeding Off the Host Part 2" has an edgy theme, with statements followed by pauses that let the rhythm team shine, as
well as more fluid moments. Bird's "Quasimodo" starts with
here-and-there thoughts, then there's the theme, then more
here-and-there; abit off-putting. Goold is on to something,
but he may best be taken in small doses.
Dnunmer Ari Hoenig's ThePainterhasits roots in Miles Davis'
E.S.P. and other albums by the trumpeter's famed second quintet. Working with pianistJean-Michel Pilc, saxophonistJacques
Schwartz-Bart, and bassist Matt Penman, Hoenig ranges from
atender ballad, "For Tracy," that indudes more than amodicum
of silence along with singing statements, to the no-holds-barred
"Condemnation," which is both structured and very loose.
Hoenig, who has acrisp style and an ear for getting tones, not
just sounds, out of his kit, centers the music. When he employs
gentle cymbal taps on "Remembaing," the selection glides;
when he bashes at the kit, the number shouts. Schwartz-Bares
tenor delivers strongly here, as do Pilc and Penman. Monk's "I
Mean You" is pretty open, not so Monkish, and not to my taste.
Frank Hewitt (1935-2002) was amasterly yet unheralded
bebop-based musician who touched the younger players who
regularly heard him. We Loved You showcases the pianist with
his usual bassist, An Roland, and two drummers: the unsung
Jimmy Lovelace and Danny Rosenfeld. The program is built
around standards such as "Polka Dots and Moonbeams" and
"Cherokee," though there's one original: "Frank's Blues." Like
his models Bud Powell and Thelonious Monk, Hewitt knew
where the choice notes lay, and he dug
them out constantly. "Polka Dots" is
marked by its sense of give and take, its
steady stream of relaxed, inspiring
thoughts. Tadd Dameron's "LadyBird" has
an intro of Hewitt's devising (he relished
intros andverses), and moves into asmooth
medium tempo in which one warm statement follows another. An artist worth discovering.
—Zan Stewart
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Creek CD50 Mk.2
Editor:
Glad Sam Tellig liked our CD50 Mk2
player. On the upsampling question, it
comes down in part to dollars and cents
and the law of diminishing returns. I
believe that, had we engineered this
player to satisfy the marketing gurus by
adding the cost of upsampling, the
player may not have been any better —
certainly not at the price. Ibelieve it
could make some small improvement if
designed correctly. However, there are a
lot of products out there that just throw
afew off-the-shelf parts into the mix
and hope for the best. That's not the
Creek way.
Iwould like to clear up another technicality. The CS4396 DAC used in the
CD50 Mk2 is a24-bit/192kHz DAC.
That means, if fed with data at that rate,
it can resolve it. Remember, not all
DACs that claim to be 24-bit can
resolve with 24-bit accuracy. Unlike
older multibit DACs, the 4396 is a
Delta-Sigma DAC that processes its
data in 1-bit form and uses 128x oversampling to recover the data. In addition, using the old adage "garbage in,
garbage out," the CD50 Mk.2 has been
designed to input clean, jitter-free data
to its DAC. We have correctly filtered
the output signal and buffered it with a
high-grade, low-noise, low-distortion
op-amp, so it is capable of replaying
signals at close to 16-bit resolution.
There are many SACD and DVDAudio players on the market not close
to matching that.
Sam's test of the digital output of the
CD50 Mk2 is also very interesting, in
that so few comments are ever published about this subject anymore. We
have taken the trouble to re-clock the
S/PDIF data and transformer-couple it
directly from our digital signal processor, so the signal leaving the socket contains as little jitter as possible. What
happens to it after that is beyond our
control, but using acorrectly matched
digital interconnect will help to extract
the best.
As for mellowing over the years as my
company has grown, Ican only say that,
with Roy Hall in there batting on the
US front, someone has to be mellow! And
who better than me? Just be assured that
being mellow doesn't equate to slowing
down —the products you will see from
me in the next six to eight months will
be atestament to your current thinking
that the future of two-channel audio
looks fairly bright.
Mike Creek
Creek Audio Ltd.

AudioQuest Cheetah &
Mont Blanc
Editor:
Like any greedy manufacturer (cable
guys aren't actually adifferent class), Iappreciate it when my products get attention, and Iappreciate it more when they
get compliments. So Ishould just write
like anormal manufacturer, thanking Art
Dudley for his time and attention and for
the good review, and maybe sucking up
just abit about how intelligent and
enlightened he was to have described so
well the subtleties of my products —or I
can be good old, barely tolerable, contrarian me, and focus on the deficiencies
instead of the positives.
Ican only agree with what Art heard
and the way he described it. Around the
world, from press, dealers, and consumers, the most common comments
AQ receives are about ablack and quieter
background —"a darker, deeper silence,"
as Art described it.
My complaints are about far more
fundamental issues of objectivity and the
intrusion of cynicism. Iread Art's cable
review with abrand new combination of
shock, horror, and appreciation. I've read
reviews Iwasn't comfortable with
before. However, the demonstrated
superior sensitivity and professional style
that Art brings to the game, combined
with healthy skepticism, very unhealthy
cynicism, and anotable lack of what I
term "evaluation methodology," make
Art's review something new in the way
of love/hate.
Our industry, whatever it's called these
days, has always had and will always include manufacturers of every type of
product who either obscure the truth or
make up their own truth. Cable manufacturers are not such adifferent breed. It's
an old story that, because cable appears
simple and doesn't do anything, those
who don't understand it take insult at
their own ignorance. It's so much easier
to accept not understanding everything
about digital processors.
The mindset is that electronics and
speakers do something; therefore, how
well they do it is considered as adegree
of active-positive. All that acable can do
is try to do nothing. It's not really the
fault of cable companies that the language of our industry is always about
positive actions, and therefore most sales
BS from all manufacturers is about positive actions — though even in the active
components, it's the passive damage
caused by individual parts that accounts
for much of what we hear.
This extreme bias toward considering
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all differences "active" causes even some
of the industry's most respected reviewers to describe differences in cable performance as being the result of
amplitude variation. Talk about BS —
even (most of) the cable guys themselves
don't say such crap. I'm delighted that
Art wasn't seduced by this all too prevalent variation of reviewer incompetence.
Energy hitting the auditory system is not
the same thing as the brain (CPU) presenting the information content of this
energy to the consciousness — and
therein lies most of the misunderstanding in the hi-fi world.
Does our Dielectric-Bias System
(DBS) work? Iconsider it entirely appropriate and laudable that Art is skeptical —
but Isure wish he had talked to someone
at AudioQuest, especially me, about his
not adequately informed views of dielectric. Not because he should swallow anything Isay, but he would have had
something to verify, instead of more or
less relying on existing prejudices. My
own language describing dielectric and
DBS has evolved considerably since my
first writings about dielectric, from which
Art quotes some bits.
Anything next to aconductor is adielectric. (I don't make this stuff up!) The
only perfect dielectric is avacuum. For
our audio purposes, air is practically perfect compared to any solid material. Most
commonly, dielectric is described by the
specification dielectric constant, acharacteristic causing loss. Loss is abig problem in
the high-frequency world, in which cables
also have specifications such as propagation
delay. In the audio world, loss due to
dielectric material is usually insignificant,
but the phenomenon that causes propagation delay is abig deal.
Any nonperfect dielectric — anything
other than avacuum — causes something
akin to resistance to the magnetic field
that accompanies any current flow. I
want to be very careful about the "akin
to" part —I'm only trying to make a
semi-understandable analogy. However,
"akin to resistance" applies in two ways,
because of both loss (not relevant here)
and resistance, as when dropping acoin
into abottle of shampoo. Dielectric
slows down the magnetic field traveling
through it, and therefore slows down the
current traveling in the conductor.
If it took music aminute to come out
the other end of acable, it would be like
using an early SACD player: inconvenient for the first minute, but otherwise
irrelevant. Unfortunately for us, the degree of "resistance," the amount of time
delay, known as phase shift, is different
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS

for every frequency and different for
every amplitude. These nonlinear phase
errors are why manufacturers justifiably
worry about capacitor materials, circuit-board materials — and cable insulation. Although cable is not intended
to store energy and stores very little
energy, it still suffers these same problems. The technical specifications permittivity and permeability describe these
dielectric parameters.
Iappreciate Art's quoting my displeasure with the common North American
idiosyncrasy of using the term break-in
when referring to how electronics, loudspeaker crossovers, and cables change in
performance during their first weeks of
use. Occasionally, thermal stability makes
adifference; otherwise, these changes are
almost entirely symptoms of dielectrics
becoming at least partially polarized. Iprefer the not quite accurate term warmup to
describe this adjustment process, because
at least warmup includes the concept of
cooldown — that the product can go back
to its "cold" (new) state.
The other common term is run-in —
not as bad as break-in, but still implying
something not true. While playing
music or otherwise running signal
through asystem does warm up the
equipment, it is not the running of current that facilitates the improvement. It
is the not-coincidental field associated
with the current that, at least partially,
electrostatically aligns the molecules of
the dielectric. This field doesn't need to
be modulated. Current does not need to
travel. A static, nonchanging field is
actually preferable.
A field exists. Afield does not represent "work." When Art theorizes that
DBS can't really be doing anything because there is no current draw on the batteries, he fails to consider potential and
field. The amount of energy stored and
the need for it to then be dissipated have
nothing to do with the core phenomenon
of polarizing adielectric.
Using an analogy again, the Earth's
magnetic field causes acompass to point
relative to that field. In school science
classes, many of us once used amagnet
and iron filings in order to learn that the
filings would point toward (and eventually be drawn to) amagnet. When the
filings point toward the magnet, they are
being aligned relative to afield.
DBS provides acable with afixed,
stable electrostatic field that orients or
aligns (the technical term is electrostatically polarizes) the molecules of the
dielectric — of the insulation. This is
important because apolarized dielectric causes more nearly uniform phase
shift instead of the nonlinear variety of
different degrees of phase shift caused
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hoped Icould use acheaper material
by an unpolarized dielectric.
on pin 1. Icouldn't.) So whether or not
The real question is, does this matter?
the quality of material used for the pin
Can it be heard? The method for evalua1connection makes adifference is,
tion is extremely simple, something many
until Art has appropriate cables and
AudioQuest dealers are now demonstratconnectors to listen to, just atheory for
ing for their customers. Simply compare
him. But the thing about how "willful
two pairs of the same cable, with and
electrons" might equally well have travwithout DBS. This is such asimple comeled on the conductor (shield), which is
parison that most dealers attach both sets
connected at only one end, is simply
of cable to the same source (often with a
night-and-day wrong.
solid no-wire Y-adapter), then connect the
Art's discussion of AudioQueses use of
cables to two inputs on the same preamp,
conductive insulation in many of our
and simply switch inputs. Normally, Iam
speaker cables did not include either areavery much against any sort of instant
sonable technical investigation or asubswitching —it is more often used to sell
jective/empirical investigation. Instead of
bad equipment than to gain understandany attempt to understand or test the
ing —but in this case just afew seconds
effect, it is labeled "nonsense."
usually ends all doubt. Two AudioQuest
There's awonderful irony in such
models are the same cable with and withblindness. After years of my asking all
out DBS, so dealers often compare King
the technical-type friends Ihave in the
Cobra (no DBS) with Jaguar (with DBS).
industry to help me understand both
Iwould love to have supplied Art with a
why TARA Labs' TFA Return made an
second pair of Cheetahs so he could have
important difference (important only on
made the same comparison.
the negative connection), and why the
Art quotes comments Imade early on
same perceived difference could be had
about the appropriate voltage for the DBS
by using conductive insulation (imporsystem — embarrassing comments, betant only on the negative), Ifinally got
cause Inow understand how wrong they
an answer when key Belden Cable
are. Yes, Ialso can get suckered by an alengineer Steve Lampen — he of comready existing attractive argument, and fail
parative Internet fame as aconservative
to properly test with an open mind. Ifell
cable semi-naysayer — was in my office.
for the logic that having abias voltage
Steve was the first who could see that
higher than the signal voltage meant that
the 8ohm pot on TARA's Temporal
the job was done. With hindsight, this was
Continuum speaker cable (in-line with
sort of a"bits are bits" load of idiocy. If you
the TFA Return) was functionally a
followed the magnetic analogy above, then
tuner and not avariable resistor, and
you can appreciate that the answer to the
who understood the high-frequency
question of how high avoltage is needed is
damping ability of conductive dielectric.
"as high as is required by the material" —
nothing to do with the signal voltage; it's a Iuse the word see above because Steve
didn't figure anything out; he simply
material need. The exception is AC power
knew enough basics and wasn't blinded
cable. As long as AC cable is kept plugged
by apreformed opinion.
in (not turned off by an upstream switch),
The easiest way for anyone with one of
then the 115V or 230V AC potential
the AudioQuest cables that use conducmakes DBS completely irrelevant. The
tive insulation (pretty funny term, isn't it!)
equipment does not need to be turned on,
to test whether there is an effect is to simthough of course all solid-state equipment
ply reverse the red and black connections
should be kept turned on (warmed up) for
on both ends of the cable. The comparamaximum performance.
tive loss of three-dimensional space, the
Iappreciate how much fun Art has
introduction of more grain and irritation,
making fun of "Bad, willful electrons!"
will be the difference between the signifiUnfortunately, he didn't understand
cant benefit of using conductive insulathat when ashield is connected at only
tion on the negative connection vs the
one end, it cannot be considered aparminor benefit from using this material on
allel conductor, much less an equal parthe positive.
allel conductor. He starts with the fairly
Well, that's more than enough obnoxnormal prejudice that the ground of a
iousness from me in one sitting. Ican't
balanced connection is static and therestress strongly enough how Iwish there
fore its conducting qualities are irrelevant. Idon't fully understand (though I was more open-minded scientific investigation in our world. Art is one of the most
would like to) why this normal view is
sensitive and sophisticated listenersjourclearly too limited, too low-altitude. All
nalists, and investigators in our world, and
Ineed to know, and to act on, is that
yet he, same as me when Iwas blind to
the quality of the wire that is connected
proper voltage investigation, has along
to pin 1, and the quality of metal and
way to go.
Bill Low
plating used in pin 1, make ablatant
CEO-Designer, AudioQuest
and unignorable difference. (I had
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The World's Finest Preamp/Amp
combo now on active display!
ong ago, before 1989,
the audio community
produced hundreds of
specialty cables, but had no idea
how to match cables to ahifi system.

T

hen along came ...
The Cable Company,
who, with feedback from
thousands of home cable trials,
discovered what -works-withwhat '...Eureka!

Now try—at—home:

CABLES

A LEID FEATURING...
Acoustic Zen
Analysis Plus
Ascendo
Audience
Audio Magic
Audio Note
Chord
de Sede seating

Draper
Echobusters
Focal.JM Lab
Halcro
Herron Audio
iMerge
JA Michell
Lavardin

Luminous Audio
Origin Live
Ortho Spectrum
pARTicular
Richard Gray
Shaldi Innovations
Shunyata
Sim2USA

Simaudio
Sound Anchor Stands
Stewart Filmscreen
Stillpoints
TG Audio Lab
Trichord
.and more

973.812.6717
C ALDWELL,

AC PRODUCTS

NJ

AUDIO

WWW. D ELVE AUDICI .COM

RESONANCE
CONTROL
-i- RACKS
ANALOG

- TUBES

-

- ACOUSTICS

,
THE
CCABLE
COMPAAY

Good people, Good advice, Great systems,
One customer at atime.
125 Union Sq., New Hope, PA 18938
800-FATWYRE or 215-862-4870, fax -4871
www.

fatwyre.com

email: fatwyreefatwyre.com

Most Orders Ship Free!

LA T INTERNATIONAL
We are continually earning recognition for the highest performance to price
ratio of all cable companies. Our customers cell us our cables are sonically equal
to (or better than) those of any of the competition and at very moderate prices.
Call for free product information that also includes literature that demystifys
wire and cable technology.

The on•line used cable

Call 800 321 2108

Fax 856 428 1832

Some current dealers:

clearing house @
www.usedcable.com

Audio Accurate
Champlain Valley Spkrs.

Home Theatre Concepts

972 960 2911
505 332 0336
309 266 6640

EchoAudio
eAudioNet
Sound Waves

503 223 2292
518 782 5489
408 479 1733

L A T INTERNATIONAL, INC.
317 Provincetown Rd Cherry Hill NJ

L
Afe buy cables. We sell cables. Good Advice.

08034

A subsidiary of LAI International Enterprises, Inc.
Visit us

at: www.latinternational.com
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AURAL ROBERT
Robert Baird

Gentlemen, Activate Your Reptile Brains

C

an the world of high-end audio
ever have enough gadgets?
Chris Stamey, singer-guitarist-songwriter, former dB,
and now mad scientist, thinks
not.
That's why Stamey and Mitch Easter,
formerLeesActiveleaderandfellowNorth
Carolina alt-rock graybeard, and with
whom Stamey played in the powerpop/alt-rock band the Sneakers, have
invented something they feel takes the
sting, at least for analog lovers, out of this
cold, sterile, gleaming digital age.
"Mitch was quoted. in Tape Op magazine
that he just needs the smell of analog tape
to activate his reptile brain. This started a
bunch of e-mails, so we've got aprototype
ofwhatwe're calling the ReptileBrainActivator. It has one old coke-bottle tube in it,
and it has analog tape positioned in away
where it heats up. The idea is to bring the
odor of analog to the all-digital home or
studio. Kind of like aLava Lamp for the
people who are ruining their eyes with
computer stuff. It's not quite as smelly yet
as we'd like. It also has aplace where you
can place the digital CDs you have burned
and the tube will make them noticeably
warmer. I'm not making this up."
The inventive pair have Steve Can; acustom builder of tube guitar amps, working
up the Reptile Brain Activatorprototype for
them. At the moment, the estimated price
is $180, which they reckon is too high. After
all, aLava Lamp costs only $45.
"We're going to have an A/I3 button on
it that does nothing, but..." He shrugs and
gives abig smile.
When we spoke, Stamey was in New
York to promote his new album, navels In
the South (Yep Roc), which was Stereophile's
"Recording of the Month" for July. After
doing aradio spot at the Sirius studios in
midtown, we sat down in the satellite radio
studio's green room and talked of power
pop, the aromas ofwarrn tape, and Stamey's
former band, one of the earliest and still one
ofthe best alt-rock groups. After Stamey left
in 1983, the dB's soldiered on to make two
more albums, before splitting for good in
1988. The band's four albums — Stands for
Decibels (1981), Repercussion (1982), Like This
(1984), and The Sound of Music (1987) —
stand as milestones of the kind of arranging,
songwriting, and playing that eventually
became known as alternative rock. Stamey
and the band's other singer-guitarist, Peter
Holsapple, are two of the most distinct rock
songwriters of their generation.
130

So why did Stanley quit the band and
return to asolo career?
"Usually, the beating-your-wife
question is more like, 'How
madareyouatR.E.M.forthem
being popular and you not?'"
he says with alaugh.
"The horrible secret conflict of the dB's is that Peter
writes enough songs and I
write enough songs, and
vinyl was only so long,
and it was starting to add
up to where we couldn't
get the songs recorded.
He really came into his
own, and it seemed to
me that [my leaving die
band] could be areally
good thing, like when a
stock splits. And it was —he
made great records.
"I'm areally big Holsapple fan, and also Gene and
Will [the dB's bassist and
drummer, Gene Holder and
Will Rigby]. My own stuff in
the dB's Ido not think is very
successful. The first record has
big cringe moments for me.
I'm glad people like them, but
for me, Iwould not be satisfied for that to be my legacy. I
live in hope. I'm very interested in anext record to finally
clear my name." [laughs]
Since his days in the dB's,
Is that analog
Stamey, who lives in Chapel
Hill, North Carolina, with
his wife and daughter, has become aproducer of note, having worked with
Whiskeytown, Ben Folds Five, the Squirrel Nut Zippers, and Le Tigre, among others. He's previously released four solo
albums and Christmas Time, acracked, fun
Christmas album. He hopes to get together
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with Holsapple in fall 2004
to cut acompanion piece to
their critically acclaimed
1991 duo album, Mavericks.
Stamey's new album,
Travels" In the South, contains more of his brand
of alt-rock, which jangles as it thinks —what
can loosely be called
power pop. But that term
comes with aset of preset
notions that he's not
entirely comfentable with.
"As far as total music,
Bach pretty much covered
how it works — he really
did the math for alot ofpeople.Alotofthingsstartbeing
called power pop once they
have adenser harmonic language, alittle de epe r
knowledge of notes.
"But power pop is confusing to me. When the
dB's were playing, the
Knack was playing too,
and we're really not part
of that world. Someone
like Todd Rundgren has a
denserharmonic language,
4 and we were knowledgeable
in thatway. But I
think there's
more to life dianwriting about
problems with my girlfriend.
A lot of times it seems like
the content of the powertape Isnell?
pop stuff doesn't get to
me that much, even
though Ilike the fact that it pushes the
envelope alittle bit more harmonically. I'd
be much quicker to listen to Disraeli Gears."
It may be that being an inventor, an
analog country boy in this big old freaky
digital city (to paraphrase the late, great
Doug Sahm), has begun to shape Stamey's
music. When Iask how he "pushes the
envelope" on his new record, he tries to
lapse into engineerspeak.
"I find alot of inspiration in the transistor, or how you can have adifference in
voltage potential create afriction where
you get athird res.... Maybe that's too far
afield. [laughs] Hey, I'm thinking of
Stereophile." [laughs more]
"No, Itried to set contradictions where
the music would go against the tide of the
lyric, to create something I
hoped would be
not psychedelic but psychoactive."
Ican smell the tape heating up now.
Stereophile, August 2004
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